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Oppositions From Bricolage to Myth,or how to put Humpty-Dumpty together again

AIan Colquhoun
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1 (frontispiece ) F arg o- M oorlrcad
Cu\turaL Center Brtdge, Fargo,
N.D., and Moorhead, Minn.
Michael Graues, 1977-1978. South
eleuation.

2 Criticism occupies the no-man's-land between enthusiasm
and doubt, betrn,een poetic sympathy and analysis. Its
purpose is not, except in rare cases, either to eulogize or
condemn, and it can never grasp the essence of the work
it discusses. It must try to get behind the work's apparent
originality and expose its ideological framer,vork without
turning it into a mere tautology.

This applies particularly to the work of Michael Graves,
with its appearance of being sui generis and its sensitivity
to outside influences which it immediately absorbs into its
own system. This essay, therefore, will attempt to discuss
his work in terms of these broad contexts: the American
tradition, the tradition of modern architecture, and the
classical tradition. It is not suggestecl that a discussion of
his u,ork in these terms exhausts its meaning. It merely
provides a rough and ready scaffold-a way of approach-
ing the work obliquely.

Graves's work is so clearly related to the international
Modern Movement that it is at first sight difficult to see
in it any reference to purely American traditions. But
some of the ways in 

"vhich 
it differs (and differs pro-

foundly) from European interpretations of the Modern
Movement seem to be traceable to specifically American
sources. Graves's apparent rejection of modern architec-
ture as a social instrument-and his insistence that archi-
tecture communicates with individuals and not s]assss-
does not operate in a social void. His work is made possible
by social conditions which are probably unique to the
United States at the present moment (though they existed
in Europe between 1890 and 1930). The chief of these is
the existence of a type of client (whether institutional or
private) which regards the architect not only as a tech-
nician who can solve functional problems, or satisfy a more
or Iess pre-formulated and predictable set of desires, but
also as an arbiter of taste. In this role he is called upon
not only to decide matters of decorum; like the modern
painter, he is expected to say something 'neu,', to pro-
pound a philosophy. No doubt this only applies to a mi-
nority of clients (and even these are probably often puz-
zled at the results), but their very existence explains how

2
an architect as intensely 'private' as Michael Graves can
insert himself within the institutionalized frameu,ork of
society despite the absence of a clearly defined 'market'.
If his w'ork reflects a nostalgia for'culture' rvhich is char-
acteristically American, and which, as Manfredo Tafuri
has pointed out,1 can be traced back at least to the City
Beautiful movement, it depends on the existence of a type
of client ',r,ho has similar-though less u,ell defined-as-
pirations. In Europe the critique of a materialistic modern
architecture has usually taken place under the banner of
a betrayed populism. It is perhaps only in America that
it could be launched in the name of intellectual culture.
Certainly the importance in Graves's work of the F rench
trarlition-its assimilation, initially through the example
of Le Corbusier, of the Beaux Arts discipline of the plan,
has its origins in a purely American tradition going back
to Richardson and McKim.

But there also exists a technological condition peculiar to
the United States rvhich seems especially favorable to
Graves's architecture and which is related to the social,
insofar as it depencls on the fact that most of his commis-
sions are for private houses or additions. This is the bal-
loon frame-a system of construction whose lightness and
adaptability gives the designer great freedom and allows
him to treat structural matters in an ad hoc wav. Without
this form of construction an architectural language like
that of Graves, which depends on a blurring of the dis-
tinction between what is real and what is virtual, and
betu,een structure and ornament, would hardly be con-
ceivable. By using a system of construction which pro-
vides so f'eu' constraints, Graves is able to treat structure
as a pure 'idea'. The regular grid, for example, which is
such an important ingredient of his u,ork, is relieved of
those positivistic and utilitarian qualities which it had for
Le Corbusier (e.g. in the Maison Domino, fig. 2). For
Graves structure has become a pure metaphor, and he
thus reverses the postulates of the Modern Movement, in
which the split between perception and calculation re-
sulted in an emphasis on instrumentality.

The openness and transparency of Graves's houses are
made possible by the use of the frame, while their com-



2 Maison Dom-ino. Le Corb'usier
and. Pien"e Jeanneret, 191/1.

3 Snyderman House, Fort Wayne,
Indianl,. Michael Graaes, 1972.
Axononrctrtc.

.4 Drezner House, Princeton, New
Jersey. Michae| Graues, 1970.
Grounrl fioo'r pLan.

plexity and ambiguity are made possible by the fact that
the frame can be manipulated at will. These are qualities
which his rvork shares rvith the Shingle Style, even more
than with its Shavian counterpart, and seem characteristic
of later nineteenth century Amer-ican domestic architec-
ture. In Europe the houses of the Modern Movement were
relatively box-like. The Neo-Plasticist projects of Van
Doesburg and Mies van der Rohe were the exception, and
it is these projects, as Vincent Scully has pointed out,
which have such a striking resemblance to the houses of
Frank Lloyd Wright, rvith their hovering planes and
strong vertical accents. If the houses of Graves also have
closer ties with Neo-Plasticism than with the more typical
houses of the European movement, it may be that, as in
the case of Wright, there is a coincidence between Cubist
spatial principles and an American tradition which, in its
response to climate, in its attitude toward nature, and in
a certain kind of sociability, creates an internediate zone

between the private realm of the house and the public
realm of its environment. Not only the openness of the
nineteenth century American house, but also the prolif'-
eration of verandahs, porches, and bay windows, and the
frequent placing ofthese on the diagonal suggest a parallel
with the way Graves weaves secondary spaces in and out
of the periphery of the cage, or superimposes a diagonal
fragment on an otheru,ise orthogonalparti (figs. 3, 4).

All this is perhaps to say no more than that the pictur-
esque nineteenth century house is a precursor of a modern
architecture which combines Cubist devices with an an-
ecdotal and episodic elaboration of the program. This
shouid surprise us no more than similar connections in the
other arts, for instance the fact that modern music took
over from romantic music its rejection of classical sym-
metry and classical cadence.

In the context of contemporary American architecture,
there are two figures with whom one is tempted to com-
pare Graves.

Among the architects of the New York Five, with whom
Graves has become associated, it is Peter Eisenman with
whom he seems to have the greatest affinity. In the mid-
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5 PLatt types. Le Corbusier and
Pierye Jeanneret, 1 I 10-1929.

8 Mura| cartoon, examining roo?n,
Ear, I{ose and Throat Associates,
For"t Wayne, Indiana. Michael
Graues,1971.6 Casa deL Fascio, Como, Italy

Giusep'pe T ewagni, 193 2 -193 6.

7 Sant'Elia Nursery Schaol, Com.o.
G. Tenagni, 1936-1937.

4 sixties, when they worked together on a competition for
a site located on the upper west side of Manhattan, they
both shared the same influences-notably that of the
Como School-and attempted to construct a new archi-
tectural language out of the basic vocabulary of the Mod-
err Movement. But from the start they diverged-Eisen-
man toward a syntactic language of exclusion, Graves
toward a language of allusion and metaphor. This semantic
inclusiveness has led Graves to direct historical quotation,
which norv puts his work at the opposite pole from that of
Eisenman. But in the lr.ork of both one fincls an architec-
ture in which the ideal completely dominates the prag-
matic. It is true that Graves-in contrast to Eisenman-
starts from the practical program, the clistribution of liv-
ing spaces. But these quotidian considerations are merely
a point of departure; they are immediately ritualized and
turned into symbols-for example, the ritual of entry. With
Eisenman the semantic climension is conceptual and math-
ematical; with Graves it is sensuous and metaphysical.

Graves's later u,ork might seem to bear some resemblance
to (and even the imprint of) the w.ork of Robert Venturi,
with his parodistic use of traditional motifs. But this sim-
ilarity is superflcial. Graves shows no interest in what
seems to be Venturi's chief concern: the problem of com-
munication in modern democratic societies, and of 'archi-
tecture as mass medium'. If Venturi wants to bridge the
gap between'pop music and Vivaldi', Graves remains ex-
clusively a'serious' composer, for u.hom the possibilitv of
communication is predicated on the existence---even in a
fragmentary fbrm-of a tradition of high architecture.
This no doubt explains Venturi's preference for the ro-
mantic and populist overtones of vernacular architecture,
as against that of Graves for the architecture of the clas-
sicai and academic traditions.

Though the degree of dependence of Graves's work on
American traditions is perhaps arguabie, its affiliations
r,l.ith the Modern Movement are beyond dispute. The nos-
talgic quality of these affiliations has been stressed by
other critics, but it should not be forgotten that Graves
belongs to a generation for u,hom the Modern Movement

still represented all that was vital and creative in archi-
tecture. To return to the 1920's and Le Corbusier was not
an eclectic choice but a return to sources. What was new
about this return was its reiection of functionalism and its
claim that architecture had never exploited the formal and
semantic possibiiities of modernism as the other arts had.
There was also the conviction that the 'new traclition' of
avant-garde art constituted a historical development from
which it was impossible to turn back.

It is certainly trrre that the development of the avant-
garde marks a radical break with the form of artistic
Ianguage which existed until the iatter part of the nine-
teenth century. Traditionally, language was always
thought of as describing something outside itself, in the
'real' world. The difference between natural language
(considered as an instrument rather than a poetics) and
artistic languages was merely that in the latter the form
was an integral part of the message-the 'howr was as
important as the 'what'. At whatever date we put the
moment when the epistemological foundations of this'rhe-
torical' rvorlcl began to disintegrate, it u,as not until the
end ofthe nineteenth century, and in the context ofavant-
garde art, that the content of a work began to become
indistinguishable from its form. Externai reality was no
longer seen as a dormbe u,ith its ornn preordained mean-
ings, but a series of fragments, essentially enigmatic,
whose meanings depended on how they were formally
related or juxtaposed by the artist.

In modern architecture this process took the form of de-
molishing the traditional meanings associated with func-
tion. But these u'ere replaced bv another set of functional
meanings, and architecture was still seen in terms of a
functional program which was translated, as directly as
possible, into forms. In the work of both Graves and
Eisenman, this linear relation between content and form
has been rejectecl. Function has been absorbed into form.
'Functional' meanings still exist, but they no longer con-
stitute a prior condition to derive their nourishment from
a pragmatic level of operation. They are reconstmcted on
the basis of the building as a pure work of art, with its
own internaliy consistent laws.
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By returning to the sources of modern architecture
Graves attempted to open up a seam which had never
been fully exploited, as it had been in Cubist painting. In
his work, the elements of technb and those of architecture
(windows, walls, columns) are isolated and recombined in
a way which allows new metonymic and metaphoric inter-
pretations to be made. At the same time rhythms, sym-
metries, perspectives, and diminutions are exploited in a
way which suggests the need, in discussing his work, for
a descriptive vocabulary such as existed in the Beaux Arts
tradition, and still exists in musical criticism, but which
is generally lacking in modern architectural discourse.

Within this process no semantic distinction exists between
functions and forms. They reinforce each other to produce
meanings which extend in an unbroken chain from the
most habitual and redundant to the most complex and

information-laden. To respond to Michael Graves's archi-
tecture it is essential to understand the 'reduction' which
is involved in such a process, for it is this which makes
his work specifically'modern'. It involves the dismantling
of the preconceptions which would allow one to have a
ready-made idea of what a 'house' is, and insists that the
observer or user carry out a reconstruction of the object'
Graves's elementarism is related both to the architecture
of the Modern Movement and to modern art in general.
It is tied to an elementarization resulting from industrial-
ization and the disappearance of craft, and it strives for
the condition of the tabu,la rasa, the primal statement.

The reconstruction of the object, made necessary by this
process ofanalysis and reduction, involves the use ofcodes
which are themselves meaningful and internally coherent.
But what interests Graves is not the way in which these
syntactically organized and semantically loaded elements
already form a system whose meaning has been ideoiogi-

cally interrralized. For him all the elements must be re-
duced to the same condition of 'raw material'' They have

become de-historicized and'potential', and must be recon-

structed consciously as a'structure'. He is interested in
how such a structure works perceptualiy as the product

of conflicts and tensions in the psyche of the individual.
He demonstrates the process by which meanings are gen-
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6 erated, and this leads him to a language whose articulation
depends on oppositions, fragmentation, and the visual
pun.

In this process of reduction Graves does not attempt (as
Peter Eisenman does) to strip the elements of their con-
notations. Columns, openings, spaces ail retain their qual-
ities of body image and the meanings rvhich have accu-
mulated around them. Not only do the basic architectonic
elements have meanings which relate to their functions,
but their very isolation allows them to become metaphors.
There is, indeed, a danger that these metaphors may
remain private and incommunicable, and in his earlier
work this danger is increased because of the reliance on
relatively abstract forms. Where meanings are clear in
his earlier work, they tend to be those rvhich have already
become established in modern architecture.

Apart from these pureiy architectural sources, Graves,s
work is directly related to Cubist and Purist painting. His
work as a painter is closer to his architecture than Le
Corbusier's was to his. For Le Corbusier painting pro-
vided a lyrical outlet to some extent constrained by the
Iogical and systematic researches of the architect, but
Graves develops parallel themes in both painting and ar-
chitecture, among rvhich one finds the typically Cubist
notion of a world built out of fragments, related to each
other not according to the logic of the perceived world,
but according to the laws of pictorial construction. His
buildings are, as it were, projections into real three-di-
mensional space of a shallow pictorial space, and his spaces
are frequentiy made up of planes which create an impres-
sion of Renaissance perspective or of successive planes of
the Baroque theater.

The most fundamental source of Graves,s work (and it is
this which links him with the other members of the so-
called New York Five) is Le Corbusier. In Le Corbusier,s
work there is always a tension between the figurations
and symmetries of the French classical tradition and the
infinite improvisations u,hich are demanded by modern
life and which are made possible by the neutral grid (fig.
5). It is this tension which Graves exploits. But he .rp""-
imposes on this Corbusian system-whose chief vehicie is
the'free plan'-an open three-dimensional cage which was
seldom used by Le Corbusier. The verti&l planes of
Graves's work are closely relatecl to the work of-Giuseppe
Terragni-to such buildings as the Casa ilel Fascio aid
the Asile Infantile at Como (figs. 6, T), with their open
structural cage, their delicate layering of structural
planes, and their frequent absorption of the frame within
the wali surface. The transparency of the cage enables
Graves to provide an adumbration of the builcling's limits
without destroying the flow of space between inside and
outside. The dialectic between solid and planar elements
and the structural grid becomes a baslc architectural
theme, not only in plan but as perceived in three dimen_
sions, and dominates the u,hole plastic organization in a
way which it seldom does in the work of Le Corbusier.

Although the dominance of the three-dimensional frame
suggests, as in Neo-Plasticism, the parity between ali
three dimensions, in Graves's work the plan is still
thought of as possessing figural qualities which actually
generate the vertical and spatial configurations, in the
manner of Le Corbusier and the Beaux Arts. It is in the
development of the plan that the influence of his painting
can be felt most strongly. The paintings suggest collages
built up out of fragments which create diagonal fault lines
or, as if with torn paper, trembling profiles suggestive of
the edges of bodies. These elements reappear on his plans
and create a nervous interplay of fragmentary planls, a
web of countervailing spatial pressures inflected with slow
curves or overlaid with diagonal figures (fig. g).

Unlike the plans of Le Corbusier, with their muscular,
vertebral sense of order, Graves,s plans tend to be dis_
persed and episodic, and often resemble, perhaps fortui-
tously, the plan of Chareau's Maison de Verue, with its
multipie centers, complex spatial subdivisions, and gentle
inflections. There is, in Graves's plans, a sense of almost
endless elaboration and half-statement, every function
being a clue for syntactic complexity or metaphorical qual_
ification (figs. 9, 10).

This elaboration is not arbitrary; it comes from an extreme
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9 Maison de Vetre, Patis. Pierye
Cltareatt toitlt Bemard Bijuoet,
1 928 -1 9 32. Grott nd floorplan.

10 Snydetwtan House, Fott Wayne,
Indiana. Michael Graues, 1972.

Ground fl.oor pLan.

11 Hanselntann House, Fott
Wayne, Indiana. Michael Graues,
1967. Aronometrtc.
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12 Snyderunan Hoxlse, For-t Wayne,
Indiana. Michael Graues, 1972.
Parti sketcltes.

13 Southfacade
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sensitivity to context, and this is perhaps its chief differ-
ence from the traclition of the Modern Movement, with its
attempt to create architectural types of a new order in
polemical contrast to the existing built environment. I
have said that many of Graves's projects are additions.
These additions clrarv attention to their difference from
the existing buildings, but they do not ignore them. The
old house is consiclered as a fragment which it is possible
to extend and qualify in a rvay unforeseen in the original.
In the Benacerraf House, for example, the wall separating
the original house and the extension is removed, and the
cage of the addition penetrates into the living spaces of
the existing house to form a transparent veil which trans-
forms the original space and overlays it with a new spatial
meaning.

But sensitivity to c<-rntext is equally apparent in com-
pletely new structures. The houses responcl to the natural
environment, rn'hich itself is modified by the building. The
more typical house-q of the Modern Movement tended to
respond to the gross features of the environment (partic-
ularly orientation) by setting up elementary oppositions,
for example that between an open side u,hich u,as fully
glazed and a closecl side r,l'hich was solid. Graves uses this
basic opposition as a compositional point of cleparture, as

can be seen in the Hanselmann House of 1965, where the
theme open/closecl is almost obsessively stated, and is
reinforced by a ritualistic frontalization and a displace-
ment of the front facade to form an additional plane of
entry (fig. 11). But in other u.orks, for instance the Sny-
derman House of 1969, the opposition ciosed/open is used

with greater subtlety, and is qualifled by a number of
conflicting contextual demands. The 'closed' surface is
punctured by a variety of openings, and its function as a
limiting plane is actually enhanced by its greater trans-
parency. The way in which this and other diagrammatic
expressions of opposition are modified in the design proc-

ess is illustrated by comparing the sketches for the Sny-
dermann House with the final design. In the early
sketches the plan consists of two equal axes at right an-
gles, the east-west axis being bounded on the west by a
solid wall punctured by only one opening and on the east
by an open surface with fragmentary obstructions (the

15 Inuestment O.ffice, Grtntoyn
Ventures, Prhtcetoru, I'l en J ersey.
Michael Grantes, 1972. Second Jloor

16 Bay window frotn inside of
priuate ffice.
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10 piane of entry, fig. 13). As the design progresses these
ideas are retained but are overlaid rvith counter-state-
ments. The west wall becomes a perforated screen (fig.
14). At the same time the east-west axis is strengthened
by a caesura in the structural grid, while the north-south
axis is suppressed (see fig. 10). A diagonal is introcluced
by the erosion of the south-east corner (fig. 12) and the
skewing of the second floor accommoclation-a diagonal
which is reinforced by raising the south and east facades
to three stories. These moves suggest entry from the
south-east corner and act in contrapuntal opposition to
the plan's biaxial symmetry. The house is no longer a
statement of simple oppositions, but an overlay of several
different oppositions, each element separately inviting
contradictory interpretations.

Other ways in which Graves's buildings differ from more
orthodox modern buildings can be seen by analyzing the
Gunwyn office conversion at Princeton of lg7Z. The ele-
ments used in this design are those u,hich one might ex-
pect to find in a typical 'systems approach, building of the
West Coast-tubular steel columns, exposed I-beams,
standard lighting tracks, and offtce furniture. The basic
imagery is industrial, efficient, smooth.

But there is another language superimposed on this.
Whereas, according to functionaiist practice, the systems
should be logically independent, Graves (starting, as al-
ways, from Le Corbusier's poetic use of mechanicil forms
but going further into a world of free fantasy) deliberately
overlaps them to produce ambiguities u,hich gently sub-
vert their primary and unequivocal meanings, and give
rise to less obvious correspondences.

the glass-brick wall to the office is prized open and an I-
beam inserted to support its upper half (fig. 16). This I-
beam, seen from alongside the offrce, appears as a jagged
fragment mysteriously projecting from a column (see flg.
15). Most of the columns are circular, but when they occur
in a wall they turn into pilasters and merge with the wall
surface above. All these fragments and transpositions
have a local, internal logic of their own. Their shock effect
is a result of the way they undermine expected hierar-
chies. The fragments are differentiated by means of color,
for the most part brilliant, but intermixed with grass
greens, sky blues and flesh pinks. Just as these colors
suggest elements of nature, so does the metaphoricai play
of functional elements have anthropomorphic, and some-
times surreal, overtones relating mechanical functions to
our own bodies, and making us question reality.

Graves's buildings, in the phase of his work most directly
influenced by the Modern Movement, consist of a large
number of variations on a limited number of themes. The
most persistent idea is that of the open frame defining a
continuous space partially interrupted by planes and sol.-
ids. Not only is horizontal space continuous but vertical
penetrations occur at crucial points to create three-dimen-
sional continuity. Through this space the frame is
threaded, creating a dialectic between a rational a priori
order and a circumstantial, sensuous, and complex plastic
order. This is in essence the 'free plan' of Le Corbusier,
but developed with greater compiexity in a repetition,
transformation, and intenn'eaving of formal themes rem-
iniscent ofmusical structure. Tensions develop around the
periphery of the building, and there is a maximum ex-
ploitation, by means of layered screenings and shallow
recessions, of the plane of the facade-an intense moment
of transition between the'profane'world outsicle the house
and the 'sacred' rvorld inside.

The space of the office is complex, with various penetra-
tions through three stories. A hatch to the second floor
office projects over one of these voicls. Its wafer-thin
work-top is carried on a bracket attached to the column
on the opposite side of the void, which thus reaches out
to receive an unexpected but hardly onerous burden and
at the same time provides the hatch u,ith a frame tvhich
it has borrowed from the nearby tubular balustrade at
floor level (flg. 15). Similar ambiguities are created when

Graves's work cannot be called ,classical, in any strict
sense. But his thought is permeatecl with a kind of eight_
eenth century deism, and a belief that architecture is a
perennial symbolic language, whose origins lie in nature
and our response to nature. He fincls support for these



17 Claghorn, House, Princeton, I'lew
Jersey. Michael Graues, 1971.

Dining room waLl.

18 CLaghom, House. View of
addition from garden.

19 CLaghorn House. Porch
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20 Mural cantoon. Transanrmonia,
Inc., N.Y. Miclta,el Gru,ues, 1gT/1.

2 1 C hent -Fleur ? actorry, l{ ewark,
Nettt Jersey. Michael Graaes, 1977
Entrance to o.ffice wing.

23 Crooks House. Parti sketch.

2! Ko,lko Hctuse, Green Brook, Neu
Jersey. Michael Graues, 1978.
Preliminatry ground .floor plart.

25 Crooks House. Aronometric
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22 Crooks House, Fot"tWayne,
Ittdiona. Michael Graues, 1g76.
Prelhnitrury Studu.
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views in such modern writers as Geoffrey Scott and Mer-
cea Eliade. The frequent use in his writings of the words
'sacred'and'profane' shows that he regards architecture
as a secular religion which is in some sense revelatory.

In his earlier rn,ork the symbolic images and metaphors
are very generalized and are drawn from a repertoire of
abstract forms chiefly derived from Le Corbusier and Ter-
ragni. This language is autonomous within an architec-
tural tradition and operates through the use of certain
graphic codes, the most important of which is the plan.
But during the early 1970's Graves seems to have become
dissatisfied with the expressive possibilities of this lan-
guage and, above all, of the plan as an abstraction, and
this dissatisfaction coincides with a radical change of style.
The attitude behind it is expressed in the following pro-
gram notes for a student project: "The design of a guest
house addition to an existing villa is given . to focus

the students' attention on the perceptual elements of a

building, the wall surfaces, and the spaces they describe
. . . the plan is seen as a conceptual tool, a two-dimensional
diagram or notational device, with limited capacity to ex-
press the perceptual elements which exist in three-dimen-
sional space."2

Graves's buildings have always laid stress on these 'per-
ceptual elements'-especially on the function of the plane
as a method of stratifying space, and as symbolic of the
spaces which it defines or conceals. But in his earlier
projects the solid and planar elements in themselves were 25

reduced to the degree zero of expressiveness, in accord-
ance with the functionalist precept of minimum interfer-
ence with the industrial product as 'ready-made'. In his
more recent work these elements have begun to be se-

manticaliy elaborated. They are no longer the minimal
ciphers which go to form a rich metonymy; they become

overlaid with meanings belonging to the architectural tra-
dition. Columns develop shafts and capitals; openings are
qualified with architraves and pediments; wall surfaces
become ornamented. A new dimension of purely architec-
turai metaphor is added to the functionalist and natural
metaphors of his earlier work.
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26 PLocek House, "Keystone Hollse,"
Ptinceton, I{eru Jersey, Wal-ren,
I'lettt JerseA. Michael Graues, 1g77-
1978. Street facade, preliminary.

27 Plocek House. A:ronometrtc

28 Crooks House, FortWayne,
Indiana. Michael Graues, 1976
ModeL, street facade.

26

29 Urne d congblaticttts, Potte tle la
S alin.e. C laude-N icolas Ledour.

30 RockefeLler House, Pocantico
HilLs, lrlew York. Michael Graues,
1969. Aronowrctric.
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It is possible that these ideas developed initially less from
a process of deduction than from particular design prob-
lems. The use of flgural elements seems' for example, to
be connected with his habit of extracting the maximum of
meaning from a given context. In the Claghorn House of
1974-which seems a pivotal rn'ork-the humble motif of
a chair rail with bolection moldings is used as a way of
linking the new to the old (fig. 17). This seems to have

been suggested by the fact that the existing house had

few spatial qualities, but a strong nineteenth century fla-

vor. This carrying through of motifs is similar to the use

of the frame in the Benacet'raf House. But here the proc-

ess is reversed. Insteacl ofthe new extending its language

back into the old, the thematics of the old are re-used in
the neu,. As if in sympathy with this, the outside of the

addition has a heavily figural quality, with a broken ped-

iment and a wall treliis, turning what would have been an

inconsequential statement into one which is dense with
parabolic meanings (figs. 18, 19). At the same time' som-

ber colors echoing the period taste ofthe old house replace

the clear colors of the earlier u'ork.

At about the same time, architraves and other figural

elements appear in Graves's paintings, and these under-
line the fact that the change to a figurative, orlamental
architecture has not altered his method of composition,

with its dependence on collctge (fig. 20). It is like the
change from analytical to synthetic Cubism. Traditional
figures are introduced as quotations and fragments, as

were the functionalist motifs of the earlier work. Because

these figures already exist in our memory, and because

they are ornamental and not structural, they can be trans-
posed, split up, inverted or distorted without losing their
original meanings. The chief sources of this 'metalan-

guage' are Italian Mannerism, eighteenth century'roman-
iic classicism', and the later Beaux Arts. But in developing

a language of ornament which is simple and aliows for
repetition, Graves has recourse to the language of Art
Deco-that 'debased' style which tried to unite the more

decorative aspects of Cubism with a remembered tradition
of architectural ornament (fig. 21).

In Graves's earlier buildings the fundamentai element is
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16 the frame or grid, creating a Cartesian field in which the
planes and volumes locate themselves. It is impossible, in
such a system, for the wall to develop any density; its
function is simply to modulate space (see fig. 10). In his
more recent work the wall-or the wall fragment_takes
the place of the frame as the main organizing element.
Two consequences follow from this. First, the space is no
longer continuous but is made up of discrete spatial figures
bounded by walls or colonnades. The walls develop tt i.t _

ness, and the negative, solid spaces are read as pochb.
Figural space is seen as carved out of solid mass (fi1. 2a).
During the preliminary stages of the design, the plan is
allowed to suggest the spatial composition independently
of its three-dimensional consequences; thus, in the Crooks
House, the early sketches shorv no distinction between
house walls and garden hedges; according to the code of
the plan, they both define space in terms of void and solicl,
figure and pochb. But this resuits in a metaphoricai reia-
tionship between house and garden; topiary cleflnes inter_
nal spaces, whose'ceiling' is the sky (figs.22,28). We see
here that ambiguity between fully enclosed space and
semi-enclosed space which has always been a feature in
Graves's buildings (fig. 25). The seconcl consequence of
the new importance given to the wall is that the shallou,
Iayering of space in the frontal plane of the builcling, which
was previously createcl by parallel and separate planes
suspended in the cage, is now flattenecl onto the wall
surface itself. The wall becomes a bas-relief with layers
of ornament u,hich are built up or peeled au,ay. Fragmlnts
of architectural motifs are assembled to create a balanced
asymmetrical whole (fig. 28).

The massive architectural elements which occur on the
facade are frequently distorted and transposecl. Thus, in
the studies for the Plocek House, several simultaneous
interpretations of the same figures are invited. The main
entry is monumentalized by the presence of two giant
columns supporting a flat arch (flg. 26). But this *onr_
mentality is subverted by contradictions. The traditional
flat arch with voussoirs is established, but subjected to a
figure-ground reversal by the removal of the keystone.
The expectecl pyramidal composition is reversed; the cen_
ter is a void between the masses on either side. which

become a'split pair'. The voussoirs are read both in their
normal sense as radiating wedges on a flat plane and as
the receding lines of a trompe l'oed1 perspective. The col-
umns are structurally redundant in voussoir construction.
Their role as pylons constricting and guarding the en-
trance is reinforced by the absence of capitals and the
insertion of an architrave between them and the arch.
Such transformations can be seen as an extension of the
Mannerist permutation of a repertoire of flgures, whereby
two systems of meaning are superimposed, and their par_
adigmatic relations are stated explicitly in the same object
(fig. 27), e.g. in the 'Gibbs surround'.

In Graves's earlier work metonymic and metaphoric
meanings had to be created by the relationship beiween
elements which were themselves relativelv mute. As soon
as established architectural figures become the basic
counters, relationships are established, not between ir_
reducible forms, but between the semantic contents ex-
isting in the figures. His buildings now becomebticolcr4es
of recognizable figures complete with their historical con-
notations. For example, on the bridge of the Fargo-Moor_
head project (see frontispiece), there is an overt reference
to Ledoux's barrel-shaped 'House for the Director of the
river Loue' in the Saline de Chaux, ancl this image is
conflated with a frozen waterfall reminiscent of the orna_
mental unr,e d. congAlations on the main gate (fig. 29). But
it is the way in which Ledoux has recluced the classical
repertoire to pure geometrical figures rvhich enables his
forms to release primary and archetypal sensations. The
historical reference by itself is not enough. Graves,s work
therefore depends on eighteenth century sensationalist
theory, and not on pure historical associations.

Perhaps the most important single aspect of Graves,s
u,ork lies in the attitude toward nature which it reflects.
There is, in his work, a continual dialectic between archi_
tecture as the product of reason, setting itself against
nature, and architecture as a metaphor for nature. The
drama of this dialectic is played out in the architecture
itself (fig. 30). The open structure characteristic of his
earlier work allou,s the virtual space of the building to be
penetrated by outside space, and itself frames the natural



!11 Benacetraf House, Prtnceton,
|lew Jersey. MichaeL Graues, 1969
Garden Jacade.

32 Ground floor plan.

33 Warehouse conuersion to priuate
residence, Prtnceton, New Jerseg.
Micllael Graues, 1977. Garden
sketclrcs.
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18 landscape. Thus defined by its structural elements, the
building remains incomplete, as if arrested in the process
of marking out a habitable space. References to the prim-
itive act of building are filtered through the language of
Cubism and advanced technoiogy (itself a metaphor since
the actuai technoiogy is mostly pre-industrial). The round
column, isolated against the sky, suggests the tree as
primordial building material; free-form profiles either in
plan (fig. 32) or (as in the Benacerraf House) in elevation,
suggest the presence of nature within the man-made
worid of the building (fig. 31). There are references to a
domesticated nature, as in the per{orated steel beams
rn ith their suggestion of pergolas. An all-pervading nature
is also evoked by the association of colors with the primary
aspects of nature-sky, earth, water, and vegetation. The
earlier buildings recali both conservatories and bowers or
arbors, which protect man from nature bv means of na-
ture's own materials.

In the later work, Graves's classicist preferences are for
garden structures (topiary, trellises) or for those archi-
tectural motifs which are associated with a mythologized
nature-rustication, grottos, cascades, ruins (fig. 33). The
fragmentation of the buildings suggests the presence of
natural obstacles to conceptual completeness, and the in-
ability of man to establish order in the face of Time and
Chance. One has the impression of an arcadia which is not
only irretrievable, but also somehow flawed.

These are the qualities which unite the tu,o phases of
Michael Graves's work, and which allow him to use the
language of Cubism or ofthe classical tradition to recreate
an architecture out of its primordial elements; to offer a
new and intense interpretation of architecture itself and
of man's cultural predicament in relation to nature.

Graves's work is a meditation on architecture. This is to
say much more than it is concemed exclusively with the
aesthetic. Such a concern is perfectly compatible u,ith the
problem of construction, which, in the case of a Le Cor-
busier or a Mies, is the sine qua, non of aesthetic choice
and is based on the (aesthetic) principle of economy of

means. With Graves this problem is excluded; architec-
tural meaning withdrau,s into the realm of 'pure visibility';
the substance of the building does not form a part of the
ideal world imagined by the architect. Structure becomes
a pure representation. The objective conditions of buiiding
and its subjective effect are now finally separated. Archi-
tecture is created and sustained in the psyche, and its
legitimate boundaries are established by voluntary judg-
ment acting on an imagination nourished by history.

The difference between these two systems of represen-
tation, and the different status which they attribute to
the 'real', can be seen if we compare two works by an
engineer-Gustav Eiffel. The Tower and the Statue of
Liberty represent the two poles toward which structure
gravitates at the end of the nineteenth century. In the
first case structure is the sufficient and necessarv condi-
tion of meaning; in the second, the structure is purely
'enabling' and plays no part in the object as a sign. So
long as one accepts the traditional distinction between
sculpture and architecture the paradoxical relation be-
tween these two attitudes remains obscured. But it be-
comes apparent the moment one sees sculpture and ar-
chitecture as two modes of representation, where
meanings are derived either from the traditional subject
of sculpture-the human form-or from architecture.
Both the human form and its 'house' are perceived as
cultural'traces', not as natural and objective 'referents'.
If architecture becomes the subject of representation, this
representation necessarily includes the memory of the
'problem' of structure.

This system of representation is the exact opposite of the
'classical' process by which the ephemeral was translated
into the durable, according to which durability as such
was a value and materiaiity a symboi of the transcenden-
tal. With the instrumentalization of strrrcture, the mythic
is re-channeled, and, in the Modern Movement, takes up
its abode in instmmentality itself. In the architecture of
Michael Graves, the alternative route is taken. The myth
becomes pure myth, recognized as such, and the architec-
tural sign floats in the dematerialized world of Gestalt,
and the de-historicized world of memory and association.



Notes This atticle utas origittalLy utitten for the m,onograph Michael
Graves (Architectural Mottograph 6, ecl, Dtuid Dunster, and
ptLblished bu Acadetnu Editiorts, Lottdott) cmd appears h,ere in'a 

ntodified- rtersiott with tlte kind pet*mission o.f Dr. A. C.
Popadakis of Acqdetnu Ediliols, Lortdon.
1. llanfredo Tafuri, ""'European Graffiti.' Five x Five :
Twenty-flve," Opposittotts, 5, Summer 1976.
2. "Th-e Swedish- Connection," Jo'urnol of Architecttcal Edtt-
catiort, September 1975.
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Figure Credits
l, 3, 4,8, 10-12, 14, 18-28, 30, 32,33 Courtesy Michael
Graves.
2, 5 Reprintecl from Le Corbu,sier et Pierre JecLnneret: Oeuure
Cottt1tlite cle 1910-1929 (Zurich: Les Editions I'Architecture
Erlenbach, 1946).
6, 7 Courtesy Peter Eisenman.
9 Reprinted fromGlobal Architecture, 46, 1977.
13 C6ultesS' Michael Graves. Photogriph'by Yukio Futagawa.
15-17 Photographs by Norman McGrath.
29 Reprinted from Marcel Raval, C/aade-Nicholas Ledottx,
Architecte du Roi, 1736-1806 (Paris, 1945).
31 Courtesy Michael Graves. Photography by Laurin
McCracken.



Su,ite of sketches. House in Aspen,
C olorado. Mich,&el Graues, at"chitect,
1978.
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Postscript: The Graves of Modernism

Peter Eisenman

The resportstbtlity that Colin Roue unquestionably slrures Jor tlrc reaiual of
ittterest irt Le Cot"busier in the early 1960's in Am,erica.finds a curious
counter-tltesis in Rowe's own skeptical repudiation ol'the polemics and
principles o.l'the Modent Mouenrcnt in his 1972 intt'oduction to the book
Five Architects. -For' rchtle Rorue may tt:eLl haue succeeded irt estabLislting-
to his otort ettident satis.fcLctiort--tlmt the post-Corbttsian deaelopntent
represetrted by this book enzbraced the physique rather than the morale o/
tlte heroic Modent Mo'uement to uth.ich it spectJically aspired, the rltetortcaL
qtLestiotts tL'ith u;hich he concluded hts tett can noLU also be seen as a
denutLciatiort oJ both tlrc Modern Mouentent itseff'and its American sub-
at"lture, os tuell as a decisiue step totuar"ds the 'post-tn.odern' epoch in wltich
ue are ttott' ittttnet"secl.

Giuen ltis recent pronouncelnents, it is rtot stttptisittg that Rowe sltouLd
lLaue distcttr.ced hirnseL.f'Jrotn tlrc Fiue, aLottg with Afilrur Drexler, who wrote
the preJace, o'tl o?te sicle, attd Ph,ilip Johnsort, wlto itt a Later edition wrote
tlte postsct'i1tt, ort the other. The antt-rrtodent posttiott since ernbraced ba alL
tlrt'ee speaks J'or itsel.f'. Wh.at is surprisirtg is the appurettt eJfect tlmt Rouse's
t'eueLatiorr (seueral yea'rs delo,yed) h,as had ott the recettt taot"k o.l'Michael
Graues. Frtr among tltose ruho entltusiasticall.y espou,sed the Ametican
Corbusian reuiual irt the 1960's, Michael Gt'aues nutst stLrely be counted o,s

otte of tlte .fbrentost representatiues. Attd co)t,tru'A to Route's assess,nrcnt, the
early work oJ Groues did indeed, maniJbst irt its notiotr o.f the Zeitgeist, a
nostaLgic i.l'perlrups unconscio'us commitnrc'rtl lo both lhe physique o,nd tlte
morale ol' t lte C ctrbtt sitr tt i ntege nt.

The Route cr"ttique, ht, its separation of Jbnn attd cotltetlt, itnplies that tlte
.fbt"ms oJ'rrrodern archttecture no longer haue (if itt.fact they eue,r had) any
trccessant ideoloctical bcLsis. Howeuer', it shottld be noted tlmt Rorce's
interpretcLtiort rcas spectJtcally addressed to rnodent architecture ancl the
Modettt Mouerrtent urd not to tlrc br"octder pltilosoplr,icol prtnciples oJ'
rtoder"nisnt, and as su,ch it was naryotaly .fbc,used. It dealt only uith one
aspect of'the nrcderu 'eultghte?Lnteti', nanrcly the presurrtption o.l'a
pt'ogranutlotic cttLd perhaps positiuistic bosls 1o the relatiortsltip between

.fbnn ancl content---{L kind of nrccltattistic.fitnctionalisttt. This ouertly
'ideo\ogical' modernisyl, which rhetorically anticipated teclmological and
social utopta, co-eristed h,oweuer uith anoth,ermodentislt, oTLe t.hat Rowe
aLtnost cotnpleteLy ignores. He conuenietrtltl .fails to rtote that ntuch o.f the
'modentist' etttetprise hod to do with work on the l.ano.uage itseLJ': in
architectut'e this meatft a consc'ious reduct.i,on of the dtscottse, an attempt
to assert, for exam,pLe, the 'blo,nk canDas' oJ'the facade. And it tnu,st be
poirfied out that this ruork on the Langtmge was also ttLherently ideological,
b'ut not ht a rhetortccl| sense. It.fundanr,entally clmtryed, the relationship
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22 betueert rnon and object att:ay Jt'ont ctrt ob.ject u:ltose prtnruty put?ose tuas to
speak abovt m{Ln. to one wh,tclr, w&s collcertted with it.s own objectltood.

It is tlr,en not entirel'y sutprising tlmt one of Roue's folLowers, ALan
Colquhoun, shotLLd haue directed the foregoing essay to ditninisltittg the
ertent oJ'Graaes's ideologicaL commitmen,t to both rtodern architecture and
tlte mode'rnism of his eaily work. For both Rowe and Colquhoun share the
ambiualence of English pragnrutism toward the irottic sensibiLity of
sotdhent Etrope, trlr,ich, partic'ularly uhen the latter is fused u;ith
nineteentlr, centut-y Germclnic ph,ilosophy, coTnes to represent tlrut
phenomen,on of modentism to whiclt, we refer ltere. And it is 'precisely to
th.is notion of modenism tlrut th,e ear|y uork of Michael Graues seems

ftntdametttally addressed. By Locating Graues's work in the cotttett of an
American traditiott whiclt cLlLegedLy neuer had a uisiott of arclitecture cLs a
social nlo'uement, Co\quhoun (like Rowe) is ctb\e to &uoid the question of
modetuist ideology entirely, ctllowing ltitn to ossess tlrc Corbusian work oJ'

Graues as deuoid oJ'social cotient. It obuiously s'ttits Colqttltout|s argttnrcnt
to endorse Rowe's distinctiort betueen morale orzd physique. And his appeal
to the Ant,ertcanisnt of Graues's work tends to support a reading of Rowe's
introdu,ctiott, as notlting more th,an an iwtocu,ous corn,m,entalV on a
histortcal deuelopntettt rathet'tlrun as a potenticLlly con'osiue polernic.

But in as muclt as m,odernisrt itself can be said to contain tltese tuto
ideological comp onent s, C olquhoun' s argument conce al s the d,iJJbrence

between the earLy toork, tthich seem.ed to contaht at Least one aspect of this
'modentisnt, o,nd a mot'e traditional fontruLism in lris later toork, whiclr,
seetns to contain tteitlrcr.

CoLqulrctm rightly poirtts o'tr,t th,at itt this ecn'Ly work rrco.nings "are
reconstructed on the basis of th,e buiLdtrtg as a pto"e utork of art, toitlt its
own irfientctlly cortsistent Laws . . . It stri'ues for the conclition of the tabula
rasa, tlr,e primal staternent." Tltus Colqulrcun suggests th,at a\l e\ements are
reduced to the same condition oJ'raw matetial; they are dehistoricized in
order to be reconstit'uted as'stt'Ltctu,re'. Howeuer he attempts to see what
could be ca\Led a nr,odernist ivtternalization as the .first stage oJ'an
'euolutiott' in Graues's work totoard the point where the content of a work
becomes indistinguishable from its for"n-t. Denying tlr,e presence of an
ideological dimertsiott itt Graues's ntodertr.ism, he can tlLen see this
'euoLutiott' as mere|y a contitt'utng trans.fot'mcttion oJ'the sante kind of
architecturelhe later uork becomes sinqt|y a new dimensiott of the earlier
"purely ctrchitectural m,etaphor." Euen tlrc method oJ'compositiort rematns
in Colqu,hourt's uiew basically uttchcnryed.
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Colquhoun's intetpt'etation in tlte ettd is tlte ultimate res'ult of Rowe's
remouaL of ideoLogy from fotnt, a belief tlrut alL fornts, witltout a necessary
meaning either J'or the language itself or for societA, o,re indiscriminately
the scLm,e. Houeuer, when on,e cowlpares Groues's early and later ruork, it
seems clear thcLt his earlg utork was modernist in the sense that the later
ruork is not, and that th.e process of eaolutiott that Colquhou,n discoaers
seems in fact only to obscure this distinction.

Tlrc Later wctrk is filled ruith meto.ph,ortc irrr.ctgety. Graues is ttow no Longer
occu'pied with tlte n,ecessities of modernist poetics but rather ruith the
adumbration of h,istoricist collage. In Graues's eady work tlte use of
abstraction, Cubist collage, and articulation of 'nzute elem,ents' in plan and
section cotr,lcl be seen aE a process of internaLizing meaning in th,e modernist
sense o.f 'ttork on the langucLge'. Preuiously, images front Matisse ancl Le
Corbusier, uhile containirtg for Graues archetypaL sigrtiJicance of man and
rtetlo'e, neuertheless uere deeply entbeclded in the language of modernism.
Tlrc neru intages, drawn largely Jrom a repertory of pre-modent. and
classical m,odels, are stiLl archetypal, but t,lrcy nou dispLay Graues's
o,mbiuulence between a modenistn on th,e on.e lmnd and anth,ropocetfirtstn
on, the otlrcr. For tohile m.oderttisru, clespite its owtt polemical protestations,
deployecl both historical and archet'ypal re.ferences in its symbolism, it was
neuer r'epresentationel in essetrce. It tuas altoays .ftLttdantentalLy ntouing
atoaA Ji'orrt classical ntimesis towat"d a co?1ce1"7t for tts oton objecthood.
Classicism, on the other hand, in imitating man through its orders artd
symbols, subsunrcd tlte object witltirt th,e nrutunatut"e reLationship.

In shiJting Jront a concern for the object-itt-itself toward arcltitectu,ral
metapltors th,cLt,.for exampLe, refer to "the classical tripartite diuision of
uertical sutfaces, symbolically foot, bocly, and llead," Graues had
essentiully turned front moclernism toward classicism, rejecting the implicit
task o.f modentism to brirtg aboti a clrcmge in the relal.ion bet,ween nrunt and
object, the potenttal reolizatiort of a conditiott of objecthood distinct from
ma?l.

The .frugntetfiaticut atrcl at"chetyTtal int,agery alwctys present ht Graues's
paintin.g ltcLs been shi.fted in tlte later architectu,re from, the pLan to the
surJace. The trczu work remoues th,e'degree zero of expressiueness' .front, the
plan with, i/s pocheed indications of volume to tlrc l'iteral imagery o.f'thinly
poch6ed.lbcades. I'nstead of the rtclt sectional manipu,lation in his early
ruork, which, opened up an inuestigation into the potential nature of space,
Graues seenls notL, more intent on a dedttctiue ttannetismleauitry ltis
'uo\urnes drained of tlrcir .fortner energA attd relyirtg insteacl on 'h,istortcaL
ptr,tts' whiclt canttot be m,ade itr, space but ratlter ott surface. Sectional and
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24 aolumetric energA does not transfor-m, easily into ltistortcal a\lusion

Here he Tnoaes decisiuely away Jrom modern,ism totoard the 'classical
arch,itectural tradition'. Modernism, witlt its new technoLogy, uas able to
prouide the arch,itect with the free facade. Liberated from it,s clctssical
conditio'n of materiality, tltis facade acquired the potential to express its
own being. Where traditional architecture had to fi.nd its abstro,ct condition
in tlte plan, and its socially o.nd ideoLogicalLy symbolic realm in the facade,
mndernistn, could use both, as pure objecthood. It was the abstraction of th.e

modetnist facade which prouided a kind of con,ceptuc,l poch6; ultich in turn
aLloto ed .for u o|unrctric exploration.

In tlrc House in Aspen, tlte archetypal reJbrences to tlrc'prirn,itiue hut' and
tlrc classica| mean,ings of th,e keystone o,rch are incorporated in a facade
that also becomes the plan of Graues's Roma Interrotta project, because of
the supposedly more accessible meanings prouided by such. allusions. The
imagery is now more literaL; it no longer contains any of tlte ideological
cotttent of modernism. This literalness .finally resuLts in the total
dissolution of the object itself, wh,ere a house, for exo.mp\e, is n,o Longer
conceiaed ct"s a house (a socia| or ideoLogicaL entity) or an ob.ject (itt itse|f)
but rather as the painting of an object. Here the abstract nature of th,e

arclitectural object has been dematerialized tlmouglt the m,ulti,p\icity of its
a\Lusions to tfu past. And finally with the mouernent from the 'siLence' of
abstraction to tlle literalness of meta,phor tlrc vnodentist work on the
language is abandoned.

Botlt Colquhoun and Graues, in response to the silentllmt is to say, non-
ttrim,etic----<tbject of rtodentism, seem to be arguing for o, return to a
'c\assical arclritecturaL tradition'. Certainlg Graues's im,ages drawn from
Ledoux and Lutyens seek to re-present an aspect of architecture which, may
h,aue been too easily passed ouer by modernism. But tltis recourse to tlte
pre-modern past assumes that th,e nature and tlrc limits qf m.odernism, lruae
been erltausted. It a\so presu'mes that the arcltitect may ytick and cltoose

Jrom. ltistot-y as he l,ikes---<Ln clr"rogance of por,uer---<tnd that modernism no
longer poses an alte?*nutiue to the 'qn,cient ualues' of httmanism.. This is not
howeuer to offer a new argument for the Zeitgeist,.for the moral imperatiues
of a continuing modernism, for this would be to fall back into the same trap
from wh,ich, Gr(Laes's architecture is seeking to escape. But modernism in its
con,cern for a selJ-referential imagery created, in the silence of tlte object uis-
d,-uis man o, new relationship betueen'man and, object. This modernist
condition, ollce proposed, cannot easily be withdrawn, or ignored.
Mode.nism in'proposing this silence pointed to tlte di.fference in ideology
betzaeen something which is polemicctl, an apologlia for tlr,e real, and,
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sonletllillg rchtch itt itsel.f ts real; betweetr, the rlrctot'ic o.f a ruork attd its
hthere'nt nahce. In effect the ideology oJ'moderrtisnr, itr tts concern for sel.f-

ref'erenticLl ctb.jecthood, proposed that meanitry ancl natu,re are tlrc scL'tte. In
this cottdition the need for an ert.et''n.al rltetofi,cal justificatiott.for the ob.iect

dissolues ittto a silence that is 'not sintplll ffte absence qfrhetortc bttt itt
ttseLt'tlr,e entbotltntent o-f self'-reJ'erential nr,eart,ittg. Irt the en.d modernisnt
macle it possible.fot'objects to be relea.sed Ji"ottr theirrole o.f 'speaking.for
nro,n' to be able to 'speak -for themselues', o.f'their ort'rt objectlrcod, a change

th,at uas cLrd is bouncl up u:ith tlrc .fitttdantentally trans.fornted condi,tion qf
rtatl anclthe u,orlcl oJ'objects prodtLced by the conclitiorts oJ'rtt.odernity.

Itt his later u:ork not only does Graues appear to leaue tlte catrtp oJ'

tnoclernisnt, to u,hiclt he once seetrted to lruue belonged so resolutely, brut ltis
u)ot-li notx euen begiits to call into qtrcstton tlte apparett ideolctgical
tnoclentisrrt ctf the earlier u'ork. WlLeth,er or trct Graues lintself u;as J'ully
pt'epared to accept its icleological implicatiorts, lt'is tt'o'rk rttt the Corbusiarr
languctge certahtly had tlrc appea')ntLce of a contttrcntartl . Its cLtfihenticity

zoas sirstairred as ttuch by tlte ideoLogy inhet'ent in th,e poletrtic arrcl inrplicit
irt its use as by the.lonns tltemseLues. Euen tltortgh systernatic tt'ork on the

latryuage rcas neuer euident ht Graues's early wot*,ltis gen,eral corttrttihnen't

to a modetnist position u,as clear'. A belieJ'irt the idea o.f moclerttistn, aJter

alL, cloes n,ot trccessartly contnit one to ntodet'rtist pt"octice. But e'uen if one

catutot tcrke Grattes to task Jbr his .failure to deJbttd ntoclerttisnt, his cttrtent
renu,nciation o.f modenrist icleology and the 'moral conte'nt oJ' kts Jonner
uork hr otder to nruke an arcltitecture ruliclt rLo longer questions or
elaborates the preseri conditiotr o.f nrun tn relatiott to ltis object uorLd

ulluittingly reduces his irnages to tltose relatiuistic real'ms oJ'taste ancl

eruditiott rcltich lrc J'onrterly esr)rcu'ed.

Here ManJ\.ecLo TalTui',s assesslr/€?tt oJ'rnoderttistn seetts ntore accut'ate

than tlrut oJ' either Rorce or Colquhotttr. He says tlutt instead o.f the
,,deceptiue attentltts to giue architechlre an ideol.ogical dress" he pre.fers a

"silent and ott,tdcLted pttrtty, fornt wi,tltout. tttopia, a returrt to pure

arch,itecture. in tlrc best cases, subLitne uselessness." Pirartesi, Jor erampl,e,

Jbr hint ,,tra,nsla/es irtto inLages rtot o.l'a reactionary criticisttt ofthe socio,L

promtses of th,e Ertligh,tenmetfi, but oJ' a Lucid proph,ecy of ultcLt society

liberated. lronL the ancient ualues and tlrcir consequent restraints tuill lzaue

to be." Pirarrcsi's intagerry ts ltennetic: tt prouokes a seTtse o.l-urrcase and

alienation-. B,ut Graues's ar"chitecture is a literal return to the inrugery oJ'

Piranesi. tln\ike Piranesi h,is images are gratiJying and accepting'

Graaes's work now seems to be caught bettoeen a reffinruation of the

'arucient ua|ues' of arclzitectural tradition on tlte one lr,artd and on the other,
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26 cL qLLestioninry of th,at traditiott; a questioning h tlre classicaL traditiol th,at
does not contairt tlte i.deological conterut of ntodentisnt. Unlike the
ideological silence en'uisiotted by Tafun, or the as yet ltttle exploreil'silence'
oJ'mode'rttist work to spealt, of its own'sau,ed realm'-ilr,e itrtet.nq] structur"e
oJ'the Larugu,age-Graues's ne'tl tuot'k speaks oJ'its accessibiLity. As Graaes's
fonneT content u",as silent it'was also ideologica\. It now speaks, but with, an
ideological silence.
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1 Tomrn&sco G. Masaccio. Saint
Peter raising the Son of Theophilus,
1/128. Brancacci Chapel, S. Marta
de Carrnine, Florence.
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Theory

One of the symptoms of the reaction against functionalist
doctrine has been a return to the use of stylistic elements
borrowed from the past. This practice gains support from
a variety of ideological positions (often mutually incom-
patible), and its forms are correspondingly varied. Toward
the end of this article I will discuss two of these positions,
associated with'neo-realism' and'neo-rationalism' respec-
tively.l But my main purpose is to consider stylistic quo-
tation as a single phenomenon, and to examine it in rela-
tion both to the historical tradition and to modernism.

The use of stylistic elements of the past in contemporary
buildings seems to be in direct contradiction to the prin-
ciples of the Modern Movement. But this movement was
never as monolithic as its chief apologists made out. In
the 1920's ancl 1930's, u,e find many oblique references to
the Beaux Arts tradition and to vernacular buildings, par-
ticularly in the work of Le Corbusier. And since World
War II there have been several tendencies which have
disputed the functionalist and mechanistic tenets of the
so-called International Style, and have sought to recover,
in one form or another, the 'architectural tradition'; one
thinks of neoclassicism in America and social realism in
Italy, both in the 1950's. But this recovery tended to be
either syntactic rather than iconic, classicizing plans being
combined u,ith a typically modern spatial or ele',.ational
treatment, or it derived traditional forms (windows, or-
nament) from the 'natural' use of traditional materials,
thus retaining its links u'ith functionalist doctrine. These
revisionist tendencies within the movement generally
avoided literal quotations from the past, ancl maintained
one of the most persistent principles of modern architec-
ture-the prohibition of all direct stylistic reference.

This prohibition is altogether understandable rn'ithin the
context of the avant-garde since the second half of the
nineteenth century-an avant-garde which set as its task
the discovery of a'language' which lr,ould be the product
of its place in history. Eclecticism had introduced cultural
relativism into architecture. The avant-garde sought a
new definition of style which would reconcile the demands
of 'nature' and 'reason' rnith the fact that culture u.as
subject to historical evolution.

Form and Figure

Alan Colquhoun

Discussion of avant-garde architecture has usually re- 29
volved round the relationship between form and function.
Function has been held to give meaning to form, while
form has been held to'express'function. This proposition
has formed the rational basis for architectural discourse
within avant-garde theory, and even within academic the-
ory, for a hundred and fifty years or more. It is a propo-
sition which assumes that the 'meaning' of architectural
forms is the result of natural expression.

Here I u,ant to look at avant-garde architecture from
another point of view. What the theory of natural expres-
sion ignores is the imporlance throughout history of con-
ventional meaning in architecture. Instead of seeing mod-
ern architecture as the last step in an evolutionary process
in which the natural relationship between form and func-
tion has been a constant, I think it u'ould be useful to see
the principle of natural expression as a break with an
older tradition. If u'e look at the Modern Movement in
this way, the fundamental dialectic no longer seems to be
that between form and function, but that between form
and another entity, which I shall call flgure. By form I
mean a configuration that is held to have either a natural
meaning or no meaning at all. By Jigure I mean a config-
uration whose meaning is given by culture, whether or
not it is assumed that this meaning ultimately has a basis
in nature.

Insofar as it has discussed the formai aspects of architec-
ture, modern criticism has generally appealed to princi-
ples of form and set these in relation to function. The
recent tendencies toward stylistic reference seem to be
motivated by a need to reintroduce the notion of figure
into architecture and to see architectural conflgurations
as already containing a set of cultural meanings.

The origins of what I call figure lie in the classical tradition
of rhetoric. In fact the word .figure, together with the
word trope, is quite precise as a technical term within
classical poetics. I am using it here more loosely to apply
to arts other than literature, but there is some justifica-
tion fbr this, since in the Renaissance the theory of paint-
ing was to some extent explicitly based on that of classical



30 rhetoric. We knou, that classical rhetoric, particularly in
its literary mode, was preserved throughout the Middle
Ages. Scholastic thought was both a fusion of, and a rec-
onciliation betv'een, the Judeo-Christian tradition and
that of the ancients. In the Renaissance a further inter-
pretation of these traditions was made, in the light of a
renevl,ed study of classical literary sources.

According to the principle of rhetoric there is a distinction
between what can be imagined and what can be thought.
This distinction implies that a figure represents an idea.
The purpose of this representation is persuasion. Figures
representing ideas were thus organized didactically to
persuade people to adopt the values of the good and the
perfect, for the beneflt of either society or the soul. This
concept also involves a distinction between figure and
content. The figure gives an approximation, as faithfully
as possible, of a content which remains ineffable. Thus,
when we look at figures we do not see truth itself, but its
reflections, or its emblems. These figures, or tropes, be-
come to a certain extent fixed-they become conventional
types. The social function of these types is to establish
certain ideas in the mind of the spectator or listener and,
ultimately, to reinforce and preserve an ideology,

The effectiveness of figures or tropes resides in their syn-
thetic power. They draw together and crystallize a series
of complex experiences, which are diffuse and impercep-
tible. The figure, therefore, is a condensation, the imme-
diate effect of which is to suggest the richness and com-
plexity of reality. In this way the spectator or listener is
able to establish a relation between that which he sees or
hears and his own experience. The use of the figure in
Renaissance painting has been studied by Michael Bax-
andall.2 Baxandall points out that in fifteenth century
painting the flgure was the image of a human gesture.
The aim of such a gestural figure was both to arouse the
emotions and to facilitate the memorization of certain
ideas. These images always shorned general and non-in-
dividualized types, and "the narrative in which they took
part was expressed in terms of massive and theatrical
gestures." Alberti, in his treatise on painting,3 states that
the movements of the soul are recognized in the move-

ments of the body. Thus the "affections" (pain, joy, fear,
shame, etc.) possess their equivalent gestures or postures
(fig. 1).

I would suggest that there exists in architecture an equiv-
alent to this gesture or figure in painting. Although ar-
chitecture does not imitate the external world, it attaches
itself to this world through our experience or our knowl-
edge of buildings. All the brute facts of construction, all
our perceptions of gravity, and all our disposition toward
spatial enclosure are'humanized'and become the signs of
other things. In the architecture of the Middle Ages and
the Renaissance we flnd a limited number of basic ele-
ments u,hich are thus turned into signs; walls and their
penetrations, columns, beams, arches, roofs, and so on.
From among all the possible combinations of these differ-
ent elements, each style chooses a certain repertoire and
institutes a commentary on structural form (fig. 2).

The concept of flgure which I am using is generai and can
be applied to both Gothic and Renaissance architecture,
despite their fundamental differences. We recognize it
equally in the aedicule, as isolated by John Summerson,a
and in the Vitruvian orders. In both cases a figural com-
position is able to convey a complex set of ideas which is
not inherent in the basic structural form from which it is
derived and which refers to other ideas within the culture.
In the case of the Vitruvian system, the different orders
take on meaning through their mutual opposition
(Doric/Corinthian) and their association with further op-
positions (virility/delicacy), leading to their association
with particuiar deities (which are themselves figural rep-
resentations). Such systems are developed through the
fixing of recognizable and-literally in the case of meta-
phor-memorizable entities. When a person imagines the
function of a column or a roof, he sees in his mind's eye
a particular column or roof, and proceeds to make asso-
ciations of meaning. In an analogous way, an entire build-
ing can become a metaphor, fixed by its typological con-
tent. Thus there exists a system of types, which
correspond to the various genres of classical iiterature.

To some extent one can see that this metonymic, meta-



2 Gothic portal, Rouen Cathedral
From M. Viollet-le-Duc,
Dictionnaire Raisonne. . ., lSGl.

phoric, and typological procedure continued into the nine-
teenth century and even until today, if one thinks of pop-
ular architecture. It is a procedure which relies on the
conventionality and typicality of forms and a set of mean-
ings which have become fixed through social usage. But,
to use a Darwinian analogy, this system tended gradually
to degenerate during the eighteenth century. The original
meanings attached to the orders and the typological cat-
alogue became either vague or trivialized, and the under-
lying system of thought decomposed into a sort of diffuse
memory. If thought still instinctively used the fixed clas-
sical figures and tropes, there was an uncertainty as to
the precise role of the elements and their meaning within
the Weltansch,auu,ng.

This degeneration in the system of figures descending
from the Renaissance was tempered in the eighteenth
century by the attempt to recover a sort of primitive
experience of architecture. (The theory of the primitive
hut proposed by Laugier [fig. 3] has its adepts even today,
whether in the behavioristic theories of Christopher Alex-
ander or among the 'neo-rationalists', for lr,'hom it remains
a distillation of eighteenth century neoclassicism and is
clothed with historical specificity.) But perhaps the most
radical modification of the classical system of architectural
figures is found in the work of the "visionary architects,,
of the French Revolution, Ledoux, Boull6e, and Lequeu.
These architects no longer believed that, as was the case
in the Renaissance, the architectural figure corresponded
to a hidden reality, revealed through Biblical or classical
authority. Nonetheless they continued to use the Greco-
Roman repertoire, whose meanings were seen to be es-
tablished by social custom. But although they operated
within a conceptual system inherited from the Renais-
sance according to which figures had metaphorical prop-
erties, they combined the traditional elements in a new
way and were thus able to extend and modify classical
meanings. The design of Lequeu called ',Le Rendezvous
de Bellevue" (fig. 4) is an amalgam of quotations taken
from different styles and organized according to ,pictur-
esque' principles of comp0sition. This building is a sort of
bricolage made from figural fragments which are still rec-
ognizable whatever the degree of distortion. The case of ;
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3 The Natural Model: Lau"gier's
primitiue hut, 1753.

)t Rendezuous, BeL\euue, Fra%ce
Jean-Jacques LequetL, c. 1780.

5 American Grain Store, 1920.

6 Christopher Dresser. Teapot,
1880.

At this point I would like to pass from a consideration of
the notion of figure and that of form. The concept of pure
form, of Gestaltung, posed as something external to style,
probably comes from certain theoreticians of the late
eighteenth century, such as Quatremdre de Quincy, for
whom the 'type' was an entity distinct from the 'model'.
The model, for Quatrembre, would be a concrete entity
corresponding to a particular style, while the type implies
a degree of abstraction and is beyond stylistic accident.

But the category of form in relation to architecture and
the applied arts is not integrated into a theoretical system
until the end of the nineteenth century. It is above all
through Hermann Muthesius that u,e know this concept
of form. Muthesius never defined precisely u'hat he meant
by this concept, but it is possible to approach a deflnition
by looking at the work of certain English designers of the
Iate nineteenth century who influenced Muthesius, such
as Christopher Dresser (flg. 6). These works are charac-
terized by a degree of abstraction, a simplicity and purity
of profile, and an absence of detail and ornament, all of
which are typical of the late period of the Arts and Crafts
movement. It is also possible to understand the relation-
ship of form to architecture if u'e look at certain industrial
structures illustrated bv Muthesius in the Deutscher
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32 Lequeu is perhaps different from that of Boull6e or Le-
doux because in his work classical composition seems often
to be entirely abandoned. But even in an architecture
based on picturesque principles, whose evident aim is to
shock, the ability to provide this shock is dependent on
the existence of traditional figures. One can, therefore,
say of the work of all the visionary architects that it is
not only anarchitecture par\ante but also une architecture
qui parle de soi mAme. It consciously manipulates an ex-
isting code, even though in the case of Lequeu, it frag-
ments this code. Emil Kaufmann and others have inter-
preted the u,ork of Boullee, Ledoux, and Lequeu as being
prophetic of the formal and abstract tendencies in the neu,
architecture of the 1920's and 1930's, and in particular the
work of Le Corbusier. I prefer to see it as presenting a
parallel to the present-day problem of the survival and
reinterpretation of the figure of the rhetorical tradition.



Werkbund Jaltrbuchs, such as the North American Grain
Silos (fig. 5).

The idea of form is equally present in the u'ritings of
certain aestheticians of the second half of the nineteenth
century. Fielder's theory of 'pure visibility' and his as-
signment of a privileged position to perception among
artistic activities is not unrelated to Wolfflin's discussion
of painting and architecture in terms of stylistic grammars
or to Croce's belief in art as a cognitive system independ-
ent of ail discursive or associative operations.

It would seem probable that the idea of form has a neo-
classical derivation. After the disappearance of the sys-
tems of thought u'hich hacl descended from the Middle
Ages and the Renaissance at the time of the 'scientific
revolution' of the ser,enteenth century, architectural the-
ory distinguished betu'een'certain beauty' and'arbitrary
beauty'. For example, Christopher Wren declared that
'certain beauty' in architecture depencled on geometry,
u,'hereas all other beauties depended on custom. This point
of viern, persisted into the twentieth century, and we flnd,
for instance, Jeanneret and Ozenfant asserting in the
1920's that the plastic arts are organized according to a

primary quality definecl by the elementary geometrical
solids, and that secondary qualities emerge by association
of ideas.s

The notion of pure form had for its effect the reservation
of a fleld of expression proper to each art. For this division
of art into parallel departments music became the para-
digm because the meanings of this art seemed to be artic-
ulated inithout any external reference. Non-flgurative
painting had the same property (fig. 7). If the specific fleld
of music is tone and rhythm, that of the plastic arts is

form and color. The objective ofpainting is not to describe
or depict the objects of the external world, but to reveal,
through form, the iaws which underlie the appearance of
things. Literature shows a similar need-not only creative
literature, but also criticism. The Formalist criticism which
was developed in Moscow at the beginning of the 1920's

and was based on Saussurian linguistics, put forward a
theory according to which the object of criticism was sit-

uated exclusively in the interior of the text, and not in the 33
subject treated by the text.

The rather vague notion of form which I have attempted
to delineate by these few examples is a fundamental con-
cept in the development of modern art. And although the
special social, economic, and technological status of archi-
tecture had led it to emphasize function, this concept of
pure form is no less important in the development of
modern architecture than it is in the other arts.

We now have placed in their respective historical settings
two apparently contradictory notions of the relation of
forms to meaning in art and architecture. While the notion
of figure includes conventional and associative meanings,
that of form excludes them. While the notion of figure
assumes that architecture is a Ianguage rn'ith a limited set
of elements which already exist in their historical speci-
ficity, that of form holds that architectural ibrms can be
reduced to an a-historical 'degree zero'; architecture, as

a historical phenomenon, is not determined by what has
existed before, but by emergent social and technological
facts, operating on a minimum number of constant phys-
iological and psychological lau,s.

A further contradiction arises from this situation. On the
one hand the traditional flgures of architecture are embed-
cled in the imagination, and there continues to be a desire
to repeat conflgurations which carry conventional mean-
ings; on the other, the development of technology has
created a separation between means and ends, between
techniques and meaning, so that when figures are used
they are not necessarily the logical result ofthe techniques
employed. The recognition of technical necessity and the
need for meaning are equally acknowledged, but they
belong to different mental sets. The development of the
notion of form \!'as a response to this separation of means
and ends, and therefore sought the universal laws of aes-
thetics as independent of the extrinsic facts of technoiog-
ical or historical change. On the basis of these laws it
would be possible, it rvas imagined, both to inoculate art
against technology and to accept technology as a categor-
ical imperative which no longer had the power to destroy



34 meaning, because what was destroyed-the 'tradition'-
was no longer to be considered as a constitutive element
of meaning.

No attempt to return to figures which are derived from
the rhetorical tradition or to respond to the popular tend-
ency to see architectural forms in terms of meanings which
are a part of their own history can ignore this evolution.
We have seen that as early as the eighteenth century the
rhetorical tradition was no longer something which could
be taken for granted. On the one hand Quatremdre and
Durand attempted to reduce it to a system of typological
ciassifications, to turn it into an abstract system which
could be manipulated independently of a living tradition.
On the other, the nervly rediscoverecl 'styles' could be
applied to buildings to provide a whole series of sub-cul-
tural meanings which no longer formed part of a coherent
cosmology. This process of trivialization of meaning con-
tinues todav u'ith the multiplication of kitsch objects, in
rn hich figures are reduced to clich6s-to 'dead' metaphors.
The flgural cliche is the reverse side of the same coin that
contains the notion of form, and represents the 'instinc-
tual' side of the same historical phenomenon-an instinct
which is naturally exploited by the system of procluction.
One of the chief arguments in favor of the return of the
flgure is that the market has recuperated-to use a neo-
Marxist term-a minimalist architecture based on the no-
tion of pure form. The demands of economics ancl utiiity
have shown that the 'principles' of modern architecture
can be easily subverted out of all recognition. But it is
equally true that this same urge has exploited, lvhere this
was profltable, what remains of the flgural tradition.

The attempt to legitimatize this tradition and to give it
back the authenticity u,'hich it lacks in the form of kitsch
is not, therefore, a simple act of recovery. It can be ac-
complished only in full consciousness of what it wants to
supersede-not only abstract principles of form l,l,hich
have been unable to sustain meaning in architecture, but
also the world of kitsch which has only sustained meanings
in an impoverished form.

We are dealing rvith a tradition u,hich has come dorvn to

IIII
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us in a fragmented condition. The process by which these 35
pieces might be reassembled is far from clear, but we can
see the attempt being made in different rvays if we ex-
amine the work of two groups of architects u'ho have
attempted such a recovery of the figural tradition. The
flrst group consists of a number of American architects of
u,hom Charles Moore and Robert Venturi are perhaps the
most representative. Moore uses what might be called
'figurative fragments' rn.hich are not organized into a co-
herent system. He does not, as dicl the eclectics of the early
nineteenth century, attempt to reconstitute the figurative
system of an entire building. Rather, he uses isolated and
partial lexical figures, such as roofs, windows, and colon-
nades, ancl composes them in ways r,r'hich are character-
istically 'modern'-that is to say, according to a syntax
which is functional and picturesque, and a semantic which
verges on the parodistical (figs. 8-10). In both Moore and
Venturi the flgure tends to become isolated as a sign no

longer restricted to the specific category of the architec-
tural sign. Architecture is seen to belong to a more gen-
eral sign system u,hose referents may or may not be

architecture itself, according to local circumstances. The
circumstantial nature of these signs is justifled in terms
of a liberal tradition which emphasizes the uniqueness of
the project and the taste of a particular client (real or
assumecl).

The second group consists of Aldo Rossi anci the Italian
'neo-rationalists'. Rossi's work attempts to exclude all but
the most general types and to avoid the circumstantial
(figs. 11, 12). Particular figures are used not because of
the associations they arouse within a particular context or
in relation to particular functions, but because of their
po\rrer to suggest archetypes-archetypes lvhich are seen

as belonging to the autonomous tradition of architecture
itself. The 'ideal' nature of these signs belongs to an ide-
ological frameu,ork rvhich seeks to recover architecture as

a collective experience.

But whatever their differences, both the 'neo-realists' and

the'neo-rationalists' refuse to recluce architecture to pure
fbrm. Both accept the figurai tradition of architecture and
its semantic connotations. How does this flgural tradition
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11 ELementat-y Sch.ool, Fagtrano,
Olona. Aldo Rossi trith G.
Braghieri., A. CantaJbro, 1973.

12 Section of seruices block, plan of
ground fl,oor.

13 Students' hostel at Chieti. A\dct
Rossi with G. Braghieri and A.
Cantafora.

36 reappear in their work? It certainly does not appear as
the total retrieval of a 'lost tradition' of rhetoric. Its re-
covery depends on a process in which fragments of an
older language are reused. Moreover, the referents are
not those of the original tradition, where they were a set
of ideas belonging to the culture as a whole, of which the
language of architecture \\ras an integral part. In the mod-
ern recovery of the tradition u,hat is being referred to is
the architectural figure as such. What was once the form
of a content is now the content itself. We are dealing with
a sort of metalanguage-with an architecture which
speaks of itself.

Such an architecture is one in which 'fragmenLs' of a tra-
dition are re-appropriated. The fragmentary nature ofthe
u,ork of Moore and Venturi is self-evident. But it is not
so clear in the case of Rossi because of his avowed inten-
tion to reconstruct an'entire' architecture. But that the
term 'fragment' can legitimately be applied to his work
becomes clear when we see it in relation to technology.
Precisely because of his claims to a sort of universality,
this relation becomes critical. The works of Moore and
Venturi make no such claims: they are produced within
the pragmatic limits of any existing technology, and their
commissions (small projects, mostly private houses) by
nature avoid a conflict with 'advanced' technology. Rossi,
on the other hand, in spite of the fact that in his writings
he accepts the need to respond to technical evolution,
implies in much of his work the avoidance of this imper-
ative. What he seems to be saying is that the older tech-
niques possessed more figural capacity (fig. 13). Historical
figures were effective because they were piiable to a sym-
bolic need which was a-historical. If we refer to a partic-
ular style it is not just because the figures of this style
have accumuiated meanings in history which the memory
retains (which would be pure associationalism) but be-
cause this style has unlocked a door to universal meanings.
We can refer to it for the simple reason that the tech-
niques by which it was achieved are still perfectly reason-
able and practicable (even though they may not stretch
our technical capacity to its limits). We must refer to it
beqause any attempt to reach the'degree zero' of figures
(i.e. to arrive at form) will automatically lead us back to
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13
the historical moments in which these universal meanings
were made visible.

But when an entire architectural symbolism rests on the
historical technology to which it was attached, it removes
itself from certain characteristically modern means of pro-
duction. It remains the vision of one man, possible to
achieve in individual (and even very large) commissions
because of the uneven development of building technol-
ogy, but potentially thwarted where economy imposes its
own pragmatic laws. What is'rational' in society includes
what is pragmatic. In the age of architectural rhetoric the
demands of pragmatics were not in opposition to the de-
mands of symbolic form; today they often are.

We must, therefore, see the return of the architecturai
figure as subject to the same laws of fragmentation which
we see operating in all the other'modern' arts-fragmen-
tation in the works themselves, and also in terms of their
social context. In excluding any reference to past styles,
modern architecture took a similar position to that of
twelve-tone music in relation to the tonal system. But
unlike music, modern architecture was polemically com-
mitted to the transformation of the 'real' world. If it has

already abandoned this claim, it must accept a role similar
to that of the other afis in relation to culture in general-
a role in rn'hich 'possible' and 'virtual' worlds are created
and in which the recovery of traditional meanings,
through the use of the architectural flgure, can never be

integrated with a total system ofrepresentation, as it was
in the rhetorical tradition.

G. Orlandi, ed., introduction by Paolo Portoghesi (Milan: Il Po- 37
lifi]o, 1966).
4. John Summerson, Heat;enLy Mansiorts (Neil' York: Norton,
1963).
5. Jeanneret and Ozenfant, "Purism," Esprit Noteeau, 4, 1920.

Figure Credits
1 Reprinted fromMasaccio Frescoes in Florence (Paris: N.Y.
Graphic Society. 1956), p. 5.
2 Reprinted from M. Viollet-le-Duc, D[ctiortnaire RaisonnA de
l'architecttLre frangaise du XI" atL XVI" sibcle, vol. 7 (Paris: A.
Morel et Cie, editeurs, 1864), p. 433.
3 Reprinted from Marc Antoine Laugier, Essai sur
l'architecture (Paris: Chez Duchesne, 1753).
4 Reprinted fromVisionary Arch.itects: BotLll1e, Ledour,
LeErcu (Houston, Texas: University of St. Thomas, 1968).
5 Reprinted from Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture
(New York: Praeger Publishers, Inc., 1960).
6 Courtesv Alan Colquhoun.
7 Reprinted from Piet Mondrian (Basel: Editione Galerie
Beyeler, n.d.).
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Notes
Th,is article was Jtrst presented as a lecture at the Ecole PoLy-
techniotte F\derale de Lau,sarLne, Nouember 1977.
1. I afu here using the classification adopted by Mario Gande}-
sonas, Oppositioni 5, though the term 'realist' is sufficiently
vague to-illow different interpretations, viz. that of Steinman
and Reichlin, Archithese 19. In his editorial for this issue Stan-
islaus von Moos draws attention to the disparity between these
two deflnitions.
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History

1 (frontispiece) Model of Berlin's
new center. ALbefi Speer utith Adolf
Hit\er, 1939. View frorn the south
station: Arclt of Triumph with the
Great Hall at the far end.

Interview with Albert Speer
by Francesco Dal Co and Sergio Polano, October 1977

Introduction
For too long the architecture of Albert Speer has been 39
synonomous with "Nazi architecture." This is at once a

reductive and consoling hypothesis.l It has only served
the game of those who have wanted to keep fenced out of
the sacred garden of modern architecture (or the Modern
Movement) anything that could radically call its continuity
into question.2 The history of the architecture of totali-
tarian regimes cannot be allowed to enter into that his-
toriographical mythology. For deviations as radical as

those represented by "totalitarian architecture" the blame
has fallen on those easiest to identify: Speer and Hitler,
Piacentini and Mussolini, Zdanov and Stalin. Facile ax-
ioms justify moral judgments that could not but be uni-
vocal. But architecture is not univocal, nor do its infinite
paths lead everyone to the same goals. Its history is in-
finitely cobwebbed. For this, as well as to understand
non-Nazi architecture, it is useful to study Nazi architec-
ture, and as part ofit to analyze the phenomenon ofSpeer.

The foilowing interviern' is nothing but a document, but a
document that can be of especial interest to the reader if
he pauses to consider attentively the course of this collo-
quium. In fact, certain of Speer's siiences seemed to us
more significant than some of his answers.

Although others have drawn closer to the phenomenon of
Speer, who is here reduced to his "architectural dimen-
sion," this document has a tu'ofold meaning, even if it
constitutes a small contribution that enriches only by a
small amount a documentation which, although still await-
ing dissection and analysis,3 is already quite fuli. For this
reason, since we do not think a colloquium rn'ith Speer will
interest only those concerned with Nazi architecture and
to help explain our own "curiosity," we trust to what two
attentive readers of Speer's E rinnet"ung en wrote, -hoping

that their u,ords will clarify the meaning of our u,ork.

"The ambivaience of Speer's memories in the last analysis
reflects the ambivalence of National Socialism itself. The
apparent ingenuity, the protestations of exclusively tech-
nical interests, the ostentatious concreteness (with which
a young man like Speer and the numerous technocrats of
far greater import in other sectors collaborated in the



40 functioning of the National Socialist regime) present
themselves even in Speer's case as the result of an am-
biguity, impllng a differentiation from the 'true' National
Socialism. But the very essence of the National Socialist
system itself, which passed itself off as pseudo-legal,
pseudo-constitutional, and even pseudo-democratic, is
misinterpreted since in the end it was not based on this
pretext of superior objectivity. . . . In reality, Speer's
ascent to become one of the major props of the Third
Reich was neither an isolated nor an ambiguous case, but
rather an expression of the methods used by National
Socialism: radical politicization and apolitical specializa-
tion, reactionary political romanticism and exaltation of
modern technological progress. This basic contradiction
constitutes in effect the true essence of Fascist ideology
and politics." l

"The Reich, which with the sovereign preeminence of
Germans and perhaps also of all 'Germanic peoples' would
have brought the rest of the world to slavery and could
act only with terror, had to spill a lot of blood. Hitler u,as
thus consistent in allowing himself to be seduced into war.
The contemporaneity of this seduction with the dates es-
tablished for the realization of the building projects gives
rise to the suspicion that with these projects. Hitler in-
tended to mask his bellicose intentions. This is a possibil-
ity that Speer too considers, although without being able
to resolve himself to accepting it. One must concur with
him where he declares that two aspects inhabited Hitler's
nature, neither subordinate to the other. In Hitler the
joys of construction and destruction were equally acute
and efficient. This double aspect also determines the
strong impression that the building projects give rise to
in the viewer today. While we study those plans we are
aware of the frightening destruction other German cities
suffered. We knor,l- the ending, and now the beginning
suddenly appears before us in all its fullness. The paral-
lelism is what renders the confrontation truly impressive.
It seems enigmatic and inexplicable. But in fact it is the
concentrated expression of something that, even beyond
Hitler, disturbs us. For in the end it is the single incon-
testable result, ever recurrent, in all of history up to the
present time . . . . For a true comprehension of this phe-

nomenon new instruments are indispensable. We must
see them, obtain them, and use them wherever they are
offered. The method for such research cannot yet exist.
Here the rigor of specialized disciplines reveals supersti-
tion. That they flee is precisely what matters. An unfrag-
mented vision of the phenomenon is the prime presuppo-
sition. Any conceptual arrogance, whateuer good results
it may haue produced e\setah,ere, is poisonous here."5
Francesco Dal Co and Sergio Polano
Translation bg Diane Ghirardo

Notes
1. We began to gather material on Nazi architecture while pre-
paring a course on the history of architecture held at the Istituto
Universitario di Architettura di Venezia during the academic
year 1975-76. The result was the detailed lecture notes edited
by F. Dal Co and S. Polano in collaboration with the students
in the course, Ho\land and Germany (Venice, 1976.) Also see
the revieu, by F. Da1 Co of R. R. Taylor, The Word tn Stone
(Berkeley and Los Angeles, L974) in Controspazio, October,
1975.
2. This theme has been considered in the chapter dedicated to
the architecture of Nazism and Fascism in M. Tafuri and F. Dal
Co, Architett'ura C ort.tenrporanea (Milan, 1976).
3. A complete bibliography on Nazism would demand consid-
erable space, in part because, given the theme, it would be
impossible not to refer to works of a general historical nature
regarding the cultural situation, political and social economy,
and the cultural tradition before the advent of Hitler, all of
which directly influenced Nazi architectural production. Certain
works have recently considered the history of Nazi architecture
in original Lerms, and for the most part they contain ample
bibliographies. A. Teut, Architektur im Dritten Reich (Berlin-
Frankfurt-Vienna, 1967); A. M. Vogt, "Revolutionsarchitektur
und Nazi-Klassizismus" in Argo Festschrifi Jtir Ku.rt Batlt (Col-
ogne, 1970); B. Miller-Lane, Architecture and Politi,cs in Ger-
ntany, 1918-19.15 (Cambridge, Mass., 1973); AA.VV., Kunst im
Dritten Reich,. Dokurnente der Untetwerlung (Frankfurt, 1974);
R. R. Taylor, Th,e Word [n Ston.e (Berkeley-Los Angeles-Lon-
don, 1974); J. Petsch, Baukunst und Stadtplanu,ng im Dritten
Reich (Mrmich-Vienna, 1976).
4. K. D. Bracher, Die Deutschen D'ikto,tur. Entstehung Stntk-
t t tr F olg c n d e s l',' at it,naLsozialis'mus (Cologne-Berlin, 1969), p.
672.
5. (Italics ours.) F. Canetti, Potere e Soprau.uiuen,za (Milan,
1974), pp. 82-83. Italian translation of Die GespaLtene Zuktrnft
and Macht utrd (tcuet'lebor (Munich, 1972).



Interview with Albert Speer
by Francesco Dal Co and Sergio Polano, October 1977

In your boofu Erinnerungen, 1 you make some reference to 41
your re\ationship with Heinttch Tessenou: cou\d you er-
Tt\ain to us the terms of this reLationship and, in partic-
ular, couLd you recall your collaboration with Tessenow?
I was only for a short time-about three-quarters of a
year-in his atelier, and I was doing some designs, but
not independently. I only executed what was already flxed
by Tessenow and his closer collaborators. And then I was
appointed his assistant at the university. That meant I
had to help him teach the students his ideas. I was not
engaged in any project of his since these were all done in
the studio. It was all his own work.2

What, in your opinion, was Tessenow's intelLectuaL atti-
tude and to what erten,t did your conceptiort, of architec-
tttre approach his?
Well, he was an exception in his time. He did not fit into
any of the other architectural factions, like the Bauhaus
group, the Schmitthenner circle, Bonatz, and so on. He
was a loner, without any connection, a man who did not
talk much and never changed his attitude toward archi-
tecture. His ideas were already flxed in 1910-1911-you
can see this especially in his books-and remained un-
changed to the end, there was always the same type of
imagination in them. His quietness made him very im-
pressive. You could not approach him very closely.

Cottld we define Tessenou's clrchitecture as "arcllitecture
toithout qualities" ?

No, even his designs for small workers' houses, which
looked so simple, in reality were thoroughly studied, from
the proportions of the windows to the whole surface. It
was hard work for him, but he believed in devoting just
as much attention to the houses of poor people as to
paiaces for the rich. And in some way he was deeply
involved in and inspired by socialism.

The preuailing ualues of Tesseno*^'s archi.tectttre seem to
re.flect an old bourgeois stability with a deep feeling Jbr
tradition.
I would not say so. I think he was, in his way, modern;
he was a man who was open to the future, not excessively
bound by tradition. I would never say that he was a



42 traditionalist, he u'as not.

We clidn't'meon to say that Tessenow .tDas a conset-uatiue,
but it seetns th,et Ltis architecture was dedicated to pre-
set'utng quct\ities o.l'a wor\d botr,nd to disappear mith th,e

deuelop'ment oJ"modern ciuilization. Don't you th,ink so?
Yes.

Do you think it is possible to find some analogies between
tlrc cLrcltitectural conceptions of Tessenota and Loos?
They have much in common.

What llos been Tessenow's influence o,n your architectu,ral
work?
Well, as I wrote to Tessenow in a letter in the early
forties, the development of my work ou'es much to what
I learned u,hen I was studying u,ith him as his assistant.
I mean, for instance, that I admired the u'ay he could
develop a grand plan logically; his approach to architec-
tural problems was in some way, realistic, but on a higher
level. When I wrote that to him, I was thinking of my
own grand plan for the Chancellery. But, of course, what
I did afterwards did not correspond to his thinking. He
u,ould say how different he felt from me, how opposed,
because he thought in terms of simplicity, of puritanism,
while I thought in terms of richness, of the wonderful.
This was certainly not his line, but he did not like to assert
what he was thinking in those times. Even when I suc-
ceeded in getting him invited for a competition, he dicl not
change a bit, you know; he was not influenced by the
richness of the architecture of Hitler's time. He was as
simple, as poor, as puritanical as always. But I was very
much impressed by him.

What utas Tessenow's political attitude?
Before, he was close to Social Democrats. Later, he was
simply distant from any political point of view. I met him
very often, but he was by then of course cautious. It
would have been the end of his career as a professor if he
had said what was probably in his mind.

We would like to corue back to the problem of ornament.
In seeing your work, pafiicu\arLy th,e complex in Nurem-

berg, ornamerft seems to play & uer7 modest role in your
architecture.
There was some ornament in the mosaics.

Your arclr,itecture, partly like Troost's, seldom. resorts to
orname'nt. In our op'inion, thi,s denotes a cultural attitude
oJ' a partic'tL\ar ki,nd: cctuld, you explain its premises?
It goes back to the change in those who originated Ju-
gendstilJoseph Olbrich, Peter Behrens, Bruno Paul,
and others-which resulted in a new style which was very
poor and without ornaments. It is amazing, I think they
had had enough of Jugendstil. They started something
else, something diverse, without ornament. And Troost
was a minor figure in this group. This is neither to give
him a lot of credit nor no credit at all.:l The inheritance of
Olbrich, Behrens, and others descended via Troost to Hit-
ler, and via Troost and Hitler to me. This was the line.
But in my later work, like the Chancellery, I also tried to
keep a certain amount of ornament, because without or-
nament-as with the style of the Zeppelinfeld and the
Stadium-there is no variation. The expression quickly
goes from quiet to dead. This is the normal development.

As regards tlte ZeppelinfeLd, houteuer, ,Loe think tltat it's
necessarA to consider other eLements, too. The architec-
ture of tlte Zeppelinfeld is part of an event i,n which the
presence of the crotod plays a uery important role, afJbct-
ing the uerA essence of the architecture.
Yes, that is right. In that period it was considered as a
frame, and ornamentation would not have worked, it
would have made it too rich. It makes enough of an
impression just by its length. In the spaces between the
columns, there were all theie red flags with the swastika,
which made a wonderful ornament. It is bad to use it now,
but as an ornament it was good, you know, by chance
much more fitting than a flag like the tricoLore. The whole
space behind and in between the columns was filled with
flags, tightly hung and floodlit at nighttime. They were
also lit from the outside, along the street fronL, forming
a long curtain, which also provided an attraction. The
scene in action was constantly changing and colorful.a

What uoe said about the ZeppeLinfeld applies euen more to



th,e scettographies you createcl for tlrc I'lazi celebration o.f
May 1 at Tempelhof.
Well, there rvas not much time to do anything like a

normal architectural u'ork. There were only a ferv weeks
left. it w'as the first time I had used just flags, of huge
dimension, and it \vas more or less like a stage set, you
know, with the floodlights. There wer:e about one million
people assembled there, in a space six or seven kilometers
long, so to make something impressive for those who were
standing hundreds of meters away, it u,as necessary to
make something very large. These lights had that effect.
What was especially impressive was that I put the lights
on when it u,as stiil day-time, so that you could not see
that it u,as lighted, and slowly, as it became darker and
darker, and flnally completely dark, you got the full
impression.

Btd was this .just a scenographic idea or had uou thought
oJ' it before itt sortte **ay?
No, it was just of that moment. It was actually done in
one night, designed in one night. I u'as asked to do some-
thing, and in one night I made the drawings, sketches in
color, and designed the floodlights.5

1iz Erinnerungen llou recall how itttportant it uas to dis-
couer th,e fascination of ruins. The remains of your build-
ings in Nuremberg today haue tlte shape of classic ntins,
thouglt not the spirit, it seems.
The Romans built arches of triumph or huge buildings to
celebrate the big victories won by the Roman empire,
while Hitler built them to celebrate victories he had not
yet won.6 But I think that it is not inappropriate to make
huge buildings for the state. Of course nowadays you don't
know who is responsible for what, and things cost too
much and as a result, other things suffer. But if one
compares the total sum now spent every year on construc-
tion with the sum spent for those buildings-I forget now
how much, but it is much less, percentage-wise, than the
construction budget of a modern state.

It is a commonplace to consider Aour architecture as the
most typicaL expression of Nazi architecture. As a matter
oJ'fact, you yottrself upheld the necessity for diuersity in

architecturaL styles, and the m,ago,zines of the tim,e con- 43

tain examples ruhich shous' a great tariatiott in the lan-
g'uage em,ployed by the arcltitects during liazism. For
instance, Rim,pl's industrial erchitecture . . .

He was assistant to Mies van der Rohe.

This brings'tLp another probLetru. We would Like to know
i.f' the control of the Nazi ytrctpaganda apparatus was i'n
fact lirrtited .just to the most rept'esentatiue ruorks of the
neru regirue.
I think that to me and to others it seemed quite a natural
thing, it rnent without saying, that a state building should
represent the state, its power, the successes of Hitler's
time and so on. That other buildings should have a differ-
ent expression is quite normal. And to me it was abso-
lutely normal that when I was building my own house, for
my own use, that it was a nice small house in the American
colonial style, which was not such a common style in those
times. Similarly, when there was a factory to be built,
there was a certain technical necessity that governed its
style; to have done it in such a way that it resembled my
state architecture would have been ridiculous. Rimpl de-
signed u,onderful, Iarge buildings for Heinkel. His cultural
attitude was classic, and Hitler admired it. The propor-
tions were ll'onderful and natural for the purpose so that
we did not need to discuss it further.7

Was there any specific controL on architectural production
dttring the Nazi petiod?
No, normally in every town we had, as we have now, a
building police, u'hich made sure that buildings \\,ere prop-
erly designed. Particularly in some of the smaller dis-
tricts, they were strict about the amount of control they
imposed on the architects. In northern Germany buildings
had to be built of brick, not plaster, because this was the
tradition there; also the windows had to have this or that
size, as in the old times, as \trras then, and still now, really
suited for housing. But when it comes to bigger projects,
like the administration building in Berlin or a new factory,
they did not have much to say.

Therefore, the taslc of the po|ice was only to ch.eck tlmt the
rules toere obserued in the normal building production?



44 They were mainly there to insure that things were han-
dled in a normal way-things like calculations for the steel
beams. This was the main task they had. Of course, every
bureaucratic system tries to expand.

IrL cotrsidering scnne particular .fbatures ofbrtilding pro-
d'uctiotr, duting tlrc Third Rei,ch, what is strtkittg is the
radical clmn,ge in the attitude totrtclyd popttLar btti\dirtg.
I'n,stecld o.f the great Si.edlun.sen of the Wei,rnar period in
Berlin and Fronkfurt, rce see (L u-eru difJbrent kind of
residential b'uildi,ng. For in,stance, in the Kleine-SiedLutt-
gen, the resident.ial stcLndards are muclt inferior. What
ruere the eutnom,'i.c and social reasons tllat cartsed, this
change?
That goes back to the early times, the times of Da-
maschen. He u,as a politician on the left, and he claimed
that everybody should have his own small garden and so
on. Tessenow \vas closely connected il,ith him and Schmit-
tener had similar ideas. They all were opposed to large
dwellings, like the ones six stories high and two or three
hundred meters long that Taut did, for instance. And
there was alreacly a clemonstration prior to 1933, a non-
political demonstration over a district in Berlin that Taut
and others had built, u,hich featurecl a long continuous
block organized in this unifurm way. Then another group
of architects, including several architects like Schmitte-
ner, Tessenow-I forget the other names, created an ex-
ample of hou, they thought it should be. It is still extant
in Berlin.

Yes, th,e OttkeL-Toms-Htitte Siedlung, whichilr,cludes
srnall duellings by Tessencnt, Sr:hmitt.ener, PoeLzig . . .

It was considerecl a demonstration project. The one that
Taut did u'as carried out under the auspices of the GE-
HAG whereas the other buildings were sponsored by a
socialist organization. 8

A ttttntber o.f'resi.tlential builclings of t,he ltlazi period, Like
RamersdorJ'i.n Munich and the Si.edlu,ttg bu,.ilt by Bono.tz
itr oppositiotr to the Weissenho.f, seetn to be un etpress[on
of' a dee'ply anti-u,'rban cultu're.
It is the same attitude that is present in Tessenou,'s book-
Iet about small towns, and the same that you find nowa-

days in the suburbs of the United States where, spreading
out for miles and miles, everybody has his small house
with a little bit of garden. If the whole activity of building
houses had not been stopped after the war, there would
have been more communities of this type. But it is not an
architectural phenomenon; there is no architectural
impression in it.

WhiLe in th,e Weimo,r period the SiedLu.nge,n, wer"e plaruned
by t.he great architects, the Kleine-SiedLu"ngett were de-
signed, according to uery siruple and traditional typolo-
gies-4h,ey o,Lmost look like "sporltoneous architechtre."
This also raises sorne qu,estions about the nLetfutds of
prodtrcing this kind of building; lto:w did Nazisnt use the
expetience qf th.e cooperatiue mouement that deueloped in
the Weimar period? For irustance, ulrut happened to the
GEHAG and th,e other coopera,t'iae societies?
I can't tell you what happened, I don't know. Basically,
this idea that everybody should have his small garden and
live independently in his ou,n town, comes from the kind
of people who are usually bound to the soil and these
people are never considered to be radicals.

We see, perhaps, behind th,e change in the a,pproach to the
Itousing problem during the Third Reiclt, and in the dif-
.ferent role tt:Lkeyt by architecture tlte infiuence of'the Yolk
idea of cuLture, of the Yolk tradition .

I can't say too much what was behind this, I was not
involved, but it goes back to quite early times, to what
was already being done in Essen.s

Hott' tuas urban polictt tttrLnaged duriruq trlazisnt?
There was, strangely enough, town planning on a large
scale and all the queslions connected with it. There were
departments of the Reich Arbeit Ministerium with ex-
perts who had been there from before 1933 and remained
on.

Coming to some speciJic qu,estion,s, could you explain, the
importance of Gottfried Feder in the etoLutiott of Nazi
ideoktgy?
No importance at all, he u,as a ridiculous person. He was
even more ridiculous in his own time than he is considered



now. His book is not so bad. I have read it several times.
Have you read it?

Actually we haue not, bttt we h,aue oJten seen it quoted in
historicul terts on the period, and we lmue read of tlte
dtrect infl.uence of Feder otr Hi,tler's thought.
No, he did not have any influence at all on Hitler. Hitler
did not see him anymore after he was given his post at
the university in Berlin, where he had his income and
made some studies about facilities for one thousand peo-
ple, facilities for doctors, nurseries, etc. Actually, he made
some quite interesting studies.

In recent stttdies on llazi architecture, as .fbr instance
Taylor's book The Word in Stone, u'e often read about the
intluence that Rosenberg's book Der Mythus des XX Jahr-
hunderts had on the architectural ailtttre of the Nazi
period. Do you tltiruk tltis ts att interestirry reading key?
Not in my opinion. I certainly did not read that book, it
was too dull. I think the point is exaggerated. Certainly
several people, including architects, did read it, but Ro-
senberg had no influence on architectural work. Rosen-
berg was an architect himself, but Hitler ridiculed him as

an architect. He blocked him from exefting any influence
because he wanted to exert his own influence, not that of
second-hand help. Hitler did not like him very much, he
was really too much inclined to the Doric style, not the
northern. lo

Tltere 'i.s a fund,amentctl and somewhat misleading issu,e

in contemporary discussion, on Nazi arch,itecture: that the
architects uere dt'asticaLLu diuided into ttuo poLitical
classes, the "collaboratiottists" and the "persecutees." Tlte
most typical representatiues oJ'this second class ruou,ld be

Gropius and Mies . . . . We think it toould be usefuL to
er,pLain u;lr,at the attitude o.f the l,lazi regime was toward
these leading representatiues of the clrchitect'ural cu|ttte.
The fo,ct that they left Gerrnany, in your opinion, uas a
resu,lt of politica| pres*ure or of other factors of a more
professional nature?
Well, already in Tessenow's times there was a split be-
tween those who more or less thought in traditional terms
and those who, like Gropius, thought in terms of mass

production of furniture and prefabrication. They did not 45
really do it, but the idea was already in some minds. From
Gropius's Weimar period and the Bauhaus, it was sup-
posed that they were inclined to Communism. So they
were disliked, but there was no real reason to dislike them
because they might not necessarily have been of this per-
suasion. In the field of landscape architecture, there was
Professor Martin: after 1933 he was in charge of the gar-
den exhibition (every year a garden exhibition is held in
a different tou'n in Germany). He was a Communist, but
he stayed on in the same job. I guess the case is similar
to Mies van der Rohe, because he stayed till '38 in Ger-
many and tried to get some clients, as Scharoun did.
Scharoun remained in Germany too working on his own
ideas and doing some housing. But with Gropius, it u'as
a political question, I guess.

Is it possible thctt tltis "politico,L qucstion" is also con-
nected uith the fact that Gropius saw his pou)er greatly
reduced after the Jusion of the B.D.A. and the Kampf-
bu,nd?
The Kampfbund lost its power too, after a short while.

Do you thirtk thctt Gropius Lelt Gemwttl beccL'ttse he was
erchtded from professional cLctiuity? And itt order to
make the picture cLearer, couLd you erpLai'n tlrc tet"ms oJ'

the conJlict between tlrc Bund des Deutschen Architekten,
whose pt'esident Gropitls lrud been at one tinrc, and the
KumpJbtr,nd?
I don't know what would have happened to Gropius if he
had submitted to Hitler's regime. I don't know because at
the time Hitler and his party tried to make use of some
of the Communists, if they were so disposed. It is not
true that every Communist was in danger. But with Gro-
pius things were more complicated. Both Gropius and
Schultze-Naumburg were in Weimar. Schultze-Naumburg
was the man behind the Kampfbund ideology and he and
Gropius hated each other even before 1933. But what
Gropius never knew till later was that Schultze-Naum-
burg was not very much iiked by Hitler because his ideas
and his official style for representing Germany were dif-
ferent from Hitler's own. His was a more bourgeois style.
A building, he said, was not German if it had no roof.



46 There was a discussion about the fact that the Weissenhof
had no roof, which upset Schultze-Naumburg very much.
But Hitler considered the ideas of the Kampfbund as not
really in his line, and did not protect Schultze-Naumburg.
So the power of the Kampfbund got less and less, and I
sometimes think it deserved it. They opposed me when I
gave Peter Behrens the commission for an administration
building for AEG. But I asked Hitler and he said: "He is
a good architect, he did the embassy in Petersburg and I
like him, but is he of the Kampfbund?" I replied, "No,
Peter Behrens has had Gropius, Mies van der Rohe, and
Le Corbusier as students." Hitler never said, "How dare
he?", although this was the major case to be brought
against Behrens. "

Goebbels played a uer!/ controuersial role in tlte Nazi
cuLtural policy. Could you erplain his attitude toward tlte
is sue s concerning arcllitectural culture ?

Goebbels was cautious and he reaiized that Hitler was so
interested in the architectural business; so much at the
head of the architectural development, that he kept out
of it. He did not want to interfere.r2

Hildegard Brenner ltints at probable relations bettoeen
the B.D.A., Gropius in particular, and Goebbels . . .

I don't know.

Do you think this is likely to be tt ue?
It is quite possible.

Let us come bqck to a preuious assertion of yours. You
said that Rimp| was an assistant of Mies.
Yes, in some way he w,as. In the U.S.A., I think in a
university in New York, there is a woman who has made
a study about the time when Mies van der Rohe was in
Germany. I don't know if it is published or not. She made
quite a lot of studies in Germany, trying to find out what
Mies was doing, and she told me that Rimpl was a close
collaborator of Mies in his studio.

Before going on to another subject, uhqt did you think
tohen the Bauhaus closed?
What did I think? I thought that it was right. But I would

have thought the same even ifit had not had anything to
do with Hitler and his pafty. I am sure that Tessenow f€lt
the same. It was contrarv to all his ideas.

Euen, u:hen the Baulruus Lt)o,s directed by Mies uan der
Rohe?
Mies van der Rohe was considered altogether another
type. In Gropius's time, the Bauhaus was crude, but Mies
made a real step forward for modern design with his
paviiion in Barcelona, by reintroducing valuable materials
Iike marble and finely profiled and highly polished win-
dows. This was opposite to Gropius's ideas, but then he
too changed his mind in the U.S.A., where he began to
define his own style of architecture.

Strangely enough, llou seem to identify the Baultaus with
Groytius. But after Gropius and before Mies aan der Rolrc,
Hannes Meyer was tlw director of the Bauhaus. Do uou
identify tlte Bauhaus exclusiuely with Gropius?
Yes, it is Gropius. I have no impression of what Hannes
Meyer did.

Goittg on to anotlter subject, we would like to ask you
ruhat Todt's roLe was, not only in the build,ing oJ' tlte
German road system, but, more generally, irt the public
works policy d'uring Nazism.
No, Todt was really a different thing. He came to power
when the secret line was being buiit, the fortiflcations
against France. As for the Autobahns, they were built,
as is normal with large enterprises, by the big flrms of
Germany, under the supervision of the adrninistration. It
was just a normal event, done as it is now, and as it
always has been done.13

Did Todt haue an important part in tlte building potic,y
oJ'the time?
No, not in housing policy. His department was founded
for the purpose of restoring big buildings quickly, repair-
ing destroyed bridges, etc., as is necessary in wartime. It
was operational in the Polish campaign and so on. They
followed the troops, reconstructing roads and bridges and
railways.
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Did Todt's organization play an im,portant role in tlte
neut planning of conquered territories, especially in the
west?
No, that was Himmler's organization. Later on, this be-
came part of Todt's organization, for by the time it had
begun to take on the responsibility for building everything
in Germany, it was already too late to deal with any
housing problems. 1a

Todt's organization was also angaged in tlte building of
industrial and milttary instal\ations.
Yes, rebuilding damaged factories and so on.

Let us come to another figure in tlte regime who seemed
to infl.uence the choices made in the urbanistic fi"eld, and
in planning, Walter DarrA . . .

He was important for agricultural work. I have seen his
houses for farmers, but they are not different from what
was done anywhere else. His way of thinking about hous-
ing for small villages and towns did not differ from the
traditional way of thinking.

Darr1 a\so attended the annual conferences of the archi-
tects. Were you there?
No, I was too busy.

Could you tell us about your relationship witlt Hitler.
Who was the real architect of tlte build,ings you made?
It is quite apparent. After a short while, after I did sev-
eral things for him, he was convinced I was a great ar-
chitect. And that was quite an exception. Normally with
architects, he wanted to see their plans. He used to cor-

2 Hitler Lookirry at Speer's
architectural plans in the architect's
atelier, Obersalzberg, spring 1931e.

rect them (I have many of his sketches), and insert his 47
own ideas into their designs. The architects would, more
or less, execute his wishes-change the facades, for in-
stance-but with me he did not insist on this. Already
with the Zeppelinfeld, and then with the Stadium, he
allowed me to have my own way. It was quite astonishing,
but sometimes he said I should do something in a different
way, and I would feel obliged to change the designs to his
ideas, but the next time I brought them to him I was able
to discuss the changes freely with him and often he would
decide that my way of doing should be realized after all.
In the Chancellery he did not interfere at all. He would
visit the building sites of course, but he did not interfere. ls

Whiclt, is the rruost im,portant of your buildings?
Among those which were executed, the Chancellery is the
most interesting work in my opinion; of those not exe-
cuted, I would say the Stadium.16

Did you work alone on the Berlin plan?
No, Hitler did the greater part of the Berlin plan and the
town planning of the new center for public buildings. He
derived some of his ideas from his impressions of the
Ringstrasse in Vienna. I was not very familiar with it,
and I freely admitted that his ideas were better than
mine. He admired the way the Ringstrasse buildings were
simple, like monuments-every building is on its own,
part of a series of independent buildings which relate to
each other. And Hitler wanted Berlin to be built in a
similar wzy.'7

We haue the impression that the Berlin you imagined is
an empty capital, a city em,ptied" to malce room, for the
monuments. A really radical fortn of zoning . . .

I too thought that the buildings would be too large and
that the street would be empty and devoid of life. The
official administration building, which contains most of the
ministries, was to be built along this stretch, four or five
kilometers long; this would have filled the whole street on
both sides. And as it turned out, the ministries got only
one-third of the building and the remaining two-thirds
were reserved for another kind of administration, like
AEG, Siemens, etc. Certain rooms on the ground floor
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48 were to have had shop windows but these were not al-
lowed to make up more than a certain percentage of the
whole length, so that the remainder could be rented to
other people in order to get some life into it. The idea was
to create the impression of a modern street in a modern
city. There were also theaters and huge cinemas to bring
life in, a quarter with colored lamps, and squares to serve
as islands of calm with small shops around them. I wanted
to bring in some life so as not to have just an exhibition
of huge buildings. And this axis was only a small part of
the whole. The main idea of the plan was modeled on what
the Russian and Spanish architects were doing with the
endless axis-placing huge buildings along both sides of
a street which gradually diminished in height. I think this
is the only solution if you want to have public transit
facilities really making a profit, like an underground rail-
way for instance, because as it works out now in the
residential outskirts, the density of the population is not
sufficient to justify the investment. But if you have a high
density of population lining both sides of an axis, it is
possible to serve them with an efficient underground sys-
tem. This helps to free the ground level; this was the idea
for Berlin.

In the definition of the Berlin plan wltat was the impor-
tance of decisions concerning th,e reorganization of tlte
traffic and railway systems?
The railway system, of course, had to be done by experts
from the tram railways administration. I could not have
done it myself, though I contributed some ideas.

It seems to us that the Bedin plan brings out a basic
question of the relation between architectural, technical,
and economic choices and political aims. How wus this
entang lement of probl elns nxanag ed te c hnically ?

There was a special organization under my command, built
up independently. I had one small office, a small studio
with only eight or ten architects working on plans which
I did personally as an architect. Then I had an office for
the rebuilding of Berlin with about thirty people, many of
whom had studied with Tessenow. And then there was a
third office, which became necessary in 1938 when the
actual building plans were getting under way. That was

the office for the execution of buildings, a huge office
under the command of the former chief of the entire build-
ing administration in Nuremberg.

Was there any basic economic program?
No, Hitler did not want anybody to know how much this
huge work cost, he was afraid of the reactions of the
burghers. So I did not tell when I was asked how much it
cost. He said to the minister of finance, "We shall see, I
can't tell you now." Otherwise, he would have been
shocked.

Did you euer conl,e up against economic problems in your
buildings at that time?
No, I made a small note then of how much it would have
cost compared with the salaries of workers for a month.
It was not so much. It would have been amorlized over
ten or twelve years.

Didn't you know h,ow muclt, Aou were going to spend for
tlre buildings in Nuremberg?
Of course I knew and Hitler did too.18

We would like to come back to th.e question we first ro,ised
about th.e Berlin plan. During Nazism was there a plan-
ning system on a national scale wltich would account for
major urbanistic interuentions, suclt as tlte Berlin plan?
No, no. The social prospect of Germany as a whole was
not influenced by those building activities for Berlin or for
Nuremberg. For Berlin I received sixty thousand marks
every year and all the other expenses were distributed
between different administrations who had to pay from
their own budgets, in order to have a place on this grand
axis. If it was AEG, Peter Behrens's buildings were paid
for by AEG. The building of the road itself was the task
of the Berlin town administration. Now, if somebody
wanted to build something, they had the high cost of
buying a site in town, tearing down what was there, and
putting up the new thing. It cost much more than when
AEG bought the site for its headquarters there. The
whole of industry was really flourishing in Germany and
there was plenty of money. Everyone was paying atten-
tion to representing themselves well. So I had takers for



all the property along this axis after a short while

We wou.ld like to ask you a .feu: questions that are less
com'pLex. Could you giue some opinion on Hjalmar
Schacht's roLe in tlte constrttction of the Nazi economic
system?
Really I am not familiar with this. He was a very rude
man. I studied his ideas, but I really can't answer.

Haue you eue'r met him?
I met him in Nuremberg. When I saw him, I shook hands
with him, and that's all.

Could you etpLo.in the operatiott of the Goertng-Werke
and gi.'ue us some inform,ation abou.t the city planned for
tlte wot'kers ernployed in tlrc Goerin,g-Werke plants?
The Goering factory. Well, we were short of iron ore and
had to import it from Sweden and Norway, but this be-
came dangerous in wartime, so we had to curtail the
supply. We had very poor quality iron ore in our home
mines, and we knew that the whole process of making
steei ll'ould be very costly with such poor ore, and that
u'e u,oulcl not be able to compete with the industries in
other countries. So our steel concerns were not interested
in developing a steel factory based on this ore. Therefore
Hitler ordered Goering to develop one with state capital.
This was the start of the Hermann Goering-Werke, and,
of course, the factory was built and had many thousand
workers. There was an urgent need to house them, and
it was decided that a new town should be provided as in
the case of the Volkswagen-Werke.

But Goeri.n,g's organization clrurryed into a great enter-
prise.
Yes, but always with the end of producing steel. This
escalated when Austria became united with Germany. Of
course, such things were always expanding. They were
buying this and that, and so they grew larger and larger.

Was it owned by tlte state?
Not really owned; it was a joint stock company in which
the main shareholder was the state.

Tlris renrains one of tlte clearest e:ramples of state inter- 49
t:etttiott. irt the indtrsttial policu dtltittq ]{uzistn.
This is one, and the other, clf course, rvas Volksrvagen.
You can also see it in the production of synthetic rubber
and oii from coal. Such things could only be done with the
economic aid of the state.

Wh,at Leael did state pol,ler atta'ttt i'n the industrtal policy
o.l' tlrc u,hole country ?

Fundamentally, Hitler was convinced that the best indus-
lrial policy should not be based on state-owned industry
but on privately owned factories because he was afraid of
bureaucracy. He realized that state ownership of a large
number of factories at the same time can be dangerous
since it tends to bureaucratize administration. It had to
be done now and then, but whenever possible, it was
avoided-for instance, control of the production of syn-
thetic rubber and synthetic fuel was still Ieft to private
enterprise. rs

One 'more question. It seems to be proued that housing
end social seruice prodzLctiotr, -feLI heauily du,rtrry I',|azism"
as compared to the standards attained in the Weimar
period. Are there atty speciJtc political reasons besides the
ecottornic ones uhich can erplain this fact?
No, other than that the needs for military purpose were
tremendous. To build up factories and barracks for the
new armies was really a very large task, as were the
building of the fortifications in the west and the Autobahn.
All these things took away from the overall construction
potential so that housing certainly suffered.



50 Notes Except where otherwise n.oted, oLL q'uotes in these notes are Jxnn
Albert Speer, Inside the Third Reich (Nerzr York: Macm,ilLu'n
Company, 1970).
1. English version: Albert Speer, lzslde the Third -Reiclz (New
York: Macmillan Companv, 1970).
2. In the autumn of 1925 Speer began his architectural studies
at the Institute of Technology in Berlin-Charlottenburg. Hein-
rich Tessenorv, u'ho became a professor there in the spring of
1926, r,r,as to be Speer's teacher and life-long mentor. Not onlv
did Tessenorv's u'ork correspond to the National Socialist con-
cern for the creation of aHeirrtatsfil, but in 1931 he rnent so far
as to declare that "Someone rvill have to come along rvho thinks
very simply. Thinking today has become too complicatecl. An
uncultured man, a peasant as it u,ere, u,ould solve everything
much more easily merelv because he would still be unspoiled.
He would also have the strength to carry out his simple ideas"
1p. 15). Despite this overt anticipation of a Fiihrer flgure, Tes-
senow's attitude to Nazi ideology seems to have remained am-
biguous, so much so that in 1933 his connections to the Cassirer
circle made him suspect and he was tiarred from teaching.
3. It is clear that Speer's career as architect laureate to the
NSDAP began with Troost's death.
4. Speer's initial u,ork frlr the first Party Rally in Nuremberg
u'as decidedly scenographic. His extensive use of banners, his
provision ofa giant eagle u,hose u,ing span was over one hundrecl
feet, his "cathedral of ice" created at night out of a perimeter of
searchlights surrounding the square parade grouncl ruere all
enthusiastically receivecl b.v'- Hitler. Of this last item Speer
u,rites: "The actual effect far surpassecl anything I had lmagined.
The hundred and thirty sharply deflned beams, placed around
the field at intervals of fbrty feet, were visible to a height of
twenty to twenty-flve thousand feet, after which they merged
into a general glow. The feeling was of a vast room, with the
beams serving as mightv piliars of inflnitely high outer walls.
Now and then a cloud moved through this wreath of lights,
bringing an element of surrealistic surprise to the mirage. I
imagine that this 'cathedral of light' was the flrst luminescent
architecture of this type, and for me it remains not only my
most beautiful architectural concept but, after its fashion, the
only one which has survived the passage of time" 1p. 59).
5. Speer writes: "I happened to see a sketch on his [Hanke's]
desk of the decorations for the nisht rallv that was to be held at
Tempelhof Fielcl on May 1. The designs"outraged both my rev-
olutionary and my architectural feelings. 'Those look like the
decorations for a rifle club meet.' I exclaimed. Hanke replied:
'If you can do better, go to it.' That same night I sketched a
large platform and behind it three mightv banners, each of them
talEr'than a ten-story building, siretched betiveen wooclen
struts: t',1,o of the banners would be black-white-red with the
swastika banner between them. (A rather risky idea, for in a
strong wind those banners would act like sails.) They were to
be illuminated by powerful searchlights. The sketch was ac-
cepted immediately, and once more I had moved a step ahead.
Full of pride, I showed my drawings to Tessenow. But he re-
mained fixed in his ideal of solid craftsmanship. 'Do you think
you have created something? It's showy, that's all"' (pp. 26-27).
6. The Zeppelin Field Stadium was the first structure erected



by Speer after his "theory of ruin value." Realizing that rein-
forced concrete structures would of necessity make very poor
ruins, Speer recommended that the monumental Party buildings
at Nuremberg be constructed out of masonry and be built ac-
cording to time honored principles of statics. The idea was that
the Third Reich, like the other great civilizations of the past,
should in its turn yield sublime ruins. Speer even projected the
Zeppeiin Field as i ruin, its fallen colun'ins overgrdwn with ivy.
Hitler accepted Speer's thesis and gave instructions that all
future state buildings be built in accordance with Speer's "law
of the ruins."
7. The Third Reich developed and propagated a number of dif-
ferent styles chiefly according to the ideology of the circum-
stance. First and foremost was the neoclassicai State style as
developed in the work of Troost and Speer, used in Troost's
"honor temples" on the Kirnigsplatz, Munich, and later Speer's
State Chancellery in Berlin. A hybrid medievalizing style was
created for the Ordensburgen, those remotely situated "order
castles" which u,ere dedicated to the training of NSDAP func-
tionaries drau,n from the ranks. The productive elements in any
industrial plant were of course always executed in a sachlich,
functionalist manner, while the factory administration buiidings
were invariably rendered in a crypto-classical form. (See Her-
bert Rimpl's Heinkel factory, Oranienberg.) Workers' housing
on the other hand was executed in the Heimalslil manner, com-
plete with pitched roof, window shutters, etc., the Heimatstil
undoubtedly taking its cue from the domestic work of Tessenow.
8. In her book Architecture and Politics in Germanu (Harvard,
1968) Barbara Miller Lane writes: "The Gehag was founded in
1.924 as a merger of several older building societies, with adCi-
tional capital from the Berlin trade unions and the Berlin Woh-
nungsfiirsorgegesellschaft. Its leading spirit was Martin Wag-
ner, director of one of the subsections of the municipal buiiding
administration in Berlin-Schirneberg and a pioneer in the devel-
opment of economical methods of building construction. Wagner
was dissatisfied with Berlin's progress in low-cost public hous-
ing, and he envisioned a union of all Berlin's building societies
in order to construct efficiently very large-scale housing devel-
opments. Aithough he was himself a member of the SPD and
deeply involved in a movement for a kind of guild socialism in
the building trades, Wagner did not intend that the Gehag should
have a political orientation. He was able, however, to enlist only
a few building societies; the majority of the Gehag's capital came
from the Socialist trade unions and Wagner's own socialized
building trades movement, and most of its officials were Social-
ists. At Wagner's request, the society hired Bruno Taut in 1924,
and its entire housing program was carried on under his direction
until 1933, when he, like May, went to Russia to plan new cities"
(p. 10a).
Miller Lane also adds the following footnote: "The best available
information on the Gehas is in Gehao: Gemeinniltzioe Heim-
S t citt e n -Ak ie n g e se I I sch aft" t g 2.tt - t g 5 ? ( Berlin, I 957), since most
of the organization's records were confiscated and destroyed
after the war by the East German government. One German
building society also located in Berlin was as large as the Gehag:
the 'Gagfah' or Gemeinniitzige Aktiengesellschaft fiir Angestel-l-
ten-Heimstdtten, which consistently built in a conservative style

and often employed such prominent prewar housing designers
as Schmitthenner and Tessenow. See 16000 Wohiungei fiir
Angeste\lte (Berlin, 1928)."
9. The Krupp concern in Essen started to build Siedlungen for
their workers soon after 1868. The first of these was the Alter-
heide development of 1870 orthogonally laid out partly as free-
standing houses and partly as terraces. Krupp later built other
more irregulariy planned garden colonies with integrated social
facilities (churches, schools, recreation grounds, etc.) such as
Alfredshof (1864-1918), Margaretenhof (1903), Aitenhof (1908-
1910), and finally Margarentenh6he (1909-1913).
10. Hitler's own cultural preference was Greek rather than me-
dieval, which may explain his hostility to Alfred Rosenberg's
Mylh of the Tuentieth Centuru which sold hundreds of thousands
of copies. Hitler regarded the Rosenberg thesis as "a relapse
into medieval notions! "
11. Hitler seems to have been equally disaffected by Lhe Hei-
matstil approach of Paul Schultze-Naumburg, whose written
texts certainly played a salient role in developing the NSDAP
ideology in respect to architecture. Of Schultze-Naumburg's
sketch for a Party forum Hitler is supposed to have remarked,
according to Speer: "It looks like an oversized marketplace for
a provincial town. There's nothing distinctive about it, nothing
that sets it off from former times. If we are going to build a
Party forum, we u,ant people to be able to see centuries hence
that our times had a certain building style, like the Kbnigsplatz
in Munich, for example" (p.22).
12. Of the Goebbels assignment Speer writes: "I was given the
assignment to redo the minister's house and also to add a large
hall. To decorate the Goebbels house I borrowed a few water-
colors by Nolde from Eberhard Hanfstaengl, the director of the
Berlin National Gallery. Goebbels and his wife were delighted
with the paintings-until Hitler came to inspect and expressed
his severe disapprovai. Then the Minister summoned me im-
mediately: 'The pictures have to go at once; they're simply im-
possible!"'
13. Dr. Todt, a civil engineer and designer of the Autobahn,
was one of the most important technocrats of the Third Reich.
He was the supreme head of all road building operations and in
charge of navigable waterways. He was aiso in charge of building
the West Wall and U-boat shelters along the Atlantic. As Hit-
ler's direct envoy he was also Minister of Armaments and Mu-
nitions. After Todt's death in a plane accident, Speer succeeded
him and according to his account, his relations with Hitler
changed from this point. Speer writes: "Hitherto, Hitler had
displayed a kind of fellowship toward me as an architect. Now
a new phase was perceptibly beginning. From the first moment
on he was establishing the aloofness of an official relationship to
a minister who was his subordinate" (p. 195).
14. Speer writes: "Hitler's ideas about the political constitution
of his 'Teutonic Empire of the German Nation' still seemed quite
vague, but he had already made up his mind about one point: In
the immediate vicinity of the Norwegian citv of Trondheim,
which offered a particularly favorable strategic position, the
largest German naval base was to arise. Along with shipyards
and docks a city for a quarter of a million Germans would be
built and incorporated into the German Reich. Hitler had com-
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52 missioned me to do the planning. Thus he disposed at will of
territories, interests, and rights belonging to others; by now he
was totally convinced of his world dominion. In this connection
I must mention his plan for founding German cities in the oc-
eupied areas of the Soviet Union. On November 24, Lg4l, in the
v9r.y mids_t of the winter catastrophe, Gauleiter Meyer, deputy
of Alfred Rosenberg, the Reich Minister for the occupied easlein
territories, asked me to take over the section on'new cities'and
plan and build the settlements for the German garrisons and
civil administrations. I finally refused this offer at the end of
January 1942 on the grounds that a central authority for city
plannilg would inevitably lead to a uniformity of pattern. I
instead suggested that the great German cities each stand as
sponsor for the construction of the new ones" (p. 182).
15. Hitler's relationships with the architects he employed varied
a great deal. With the exception of Troost and Speer who were
iniariably given a free hand, he rarely accepted'any scheme at
first submission. The former enjoyed this privilege because Hit-
Ier respected him. as a teacher and the latter because Hitler
obviously'identified with the younger man's talent. According to
Speer Hitler once told him: "You attracted my notice during our
rounds. I was looking for an architeet to whom I could entrust
my building plans. I wanted someone young; for as you know,
these plans extend far into the future. I need someone who will
be able to continue after my death with the authority I have
conferred on him. I saw you as that man." In his obsession with
posterity Hitler wished to create permanent works that would
carry his ideology into the German future. Other than Speer,
Troost seems to have been the only architect whom Hitler re-
spected without reservation. Hitler's reverence for Troost al-
most lost Bonatz his practice under the Third Reich, as a result
of the critical attitude Bonatz had adopted toward Troost's
"honor temples." Only Frau Troost's intercession on Bonatz's
behalf succeeded in finally obtaining the Autobahn bridge com-
mission for him.
16. Speer writes: "For the buildings in Nuremberg I had in
mind a synthesis between Troost's classicism and Tessenow's
simplicity. I did not call it neoclassicist, but neoclassical, for I
thought I had derived it from the Dorian style. I was deiuding
myself, deliberately forgetting that these buildings had to pro-
vide a monumental backdrop such as had already been attempted
on the Champs de Mars in Paris during the Freneh Revolution,
although the resources at that time were more modest. Terms
like 'classical' and 'simple' were scarcely consonant with the
gigantic proportions I employed in Nuremberg. Yet, to this day
I still like my Nuremberg sketches best of all, rather than many
others that I later prepared for Hitler and that turned out
considerably more practical" (p. 62).
17. The primary focus of Speer's architectural 'collaboration'
with Hitler was their joint master plan for Berlin which Hitler
hoped would be complete in time for a world exhibition to be
staged there in 1950. In Inside the Third Reich Speer disingen-
uously presents himself as a single-minded technocrat, as op-
posed to Hitler who was only interested in his own design for a
380-foot high triumphal arch and the three and a half mile vista
(two and half times the length of the Champs Elys6es) passing
through the arch and linking the new southern railway terminus

to the Great Hall. On the other hand, Speer does seem to have
collaborated closely with the technocrat planner Kurt Leibbrand
(see Leibbrand, Transportation and Town Planning fCam-
bridee. Mass.: MIT Press, 1970l) in an effort to integrate this
mon"umental axis into Leibbrand's comprehensive traffic plan for
greater Berlin. Leibbrand's strategy was to eliminate the sep-
arate railway termini left by the nineteenth century and feed
the Berlin radial rail network into an enlarged Ringbahn, which
would then channel all train traffic to the new northern and
southern termini situated at either end ofthe great axis. It says
something for Hitler's megalomania that the Great Dome would
have effectively blocked the strategic route linking these two
termini. Aside from this, reorganization and demolition of the
nineteenth century termini would have provided space for the
accommodation offive hundred thousand people. That the whole
approach was Haussmannian is evident from the only part of the
scheme to be realized, namely the landscaping of the Griinewald
which provided an amenity comparable to the Bois de Boulogne.
As far as the Berlin PIan was concerned, Speer, as Inspector
General of Buildings for the Renovation of the Federal Capital,
was answerable to no one except Hitler. He divided his day
between the Plan project office and his Pariserplatz city planning
offlce, where he assigned ma.ior commissions to architects such
as Bonatz, Wilhelm Kreis, Geiman Bestelmeyer, and Peter Beh-
rens. The plan was scheduled to have cost six billion Reichsmark
which, spread over eleven years, would have amounted to a
twenty-flfth of the total annual volume of work carried out by
the GLrman construction industry. The best part of this surir
would have been provided by the State but the monumental
works-the dome'and the aich-were to be met by private
donations.
18. Speer's project for the Nuremberg Party Rally site received
an award at the Paris World's Fair in 1937. Of its cost Speer
writes: "The plan called for an expenditure of between seven
and eight hundred million marks on building, which today would
cost three billion marks ($750,000,000)----eight years later I
would be spending such a sum every four days on armaments."
The complex comprised the thirty-four hundred by twenty-three
hundred foot Marchfleld, seating one hundred and sixtv-thou-
sand, its title being a reference not only to the god of war but
also to the month in which conscription had been introduced.
Other works included a stadium seating four hundred thousand,
a quarter of a mile long parade avenue faced in granite, and a
Kulturhalle. Granite to the cost of several million marks was
ordered for this work, pink for the exteriors, white for the
stands.
19. Initially there was a continuation of certain Weimar Repub-
lic policies into the Nazi period since the Third Reich took its
middle level leadership partly from the Weimar bureaucracy and
partly from an elite made up of the Imperial Army and the
Reichswehr. As far as industry was concerned, it depended on
the conciliatory leadership of trade unions, progressive indus-
trialists, and tlie technocrdts. The ultimate NSDA? aim however
was to replace this provisional leadership with ideologically con-
ditioned party graduates educated in the Ordensburgen.
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Tessenow and the Image of the
Heimat
Th,e whole deuelopment of thn so-
called Heimatstil is inseparable
from th,e career of Heinrich
Tessenow who was Albert Speet's
teach,er. Tessenow's own attentpt to
deuelop a Heimatstil was euid,ent
long before thn Nazi party came into
pawer.
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3, /1., 5 Tessenow's d,esignfor an
economic homestead for Rd,hnitz,
near Dresden, 1919. Street uiew,
ground p\an, and gard,en uiew.
6,7,8 A selection of Tessenow's
designs for rural dwellings. View
from garden (1919) and aertal
perspectiue (1913). Bruno Taut was
one of the fi.rst to remark on th,e

Oriental infl,u,ence in Tessenow's
work, euident in the Shinto-like
fence enclosing th.e garden.
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Schultze-Naumburg and the Cult of
the Earth
It is worth remarking at this
junchtre on the ideological role
plaged bg thn Werkbund founder
Schultze-N aumbu,rg in thn euolution
of the Heimatstil. Unlike Tessenow,
Naumburg seenls to hnae g'tuen ouert
ra,ci,al connotations to thn euolution
of this "horne style," particularly
toward thn end, of the twenties wh,en
lte began to write his books on art,
identitg, and, culture, namely Art
and Race of 1928 and, Face of the
German House of 1929. In this last
book h,e wrote: "Th,e German house
giues one th,e feeling thnt it grows
out of the soil, like one of its
natural prod,ucts, like a tree thnt
sinks its roots d,eep in the interior of
thn soil and, forms a union with it.

8
It is this that giues us our
understnnding of home (Heimat), o/
a bond with blood and, earth
(Erden). For one kind of men lthis
is)the condition of thnir life and, the
meanirry of their existence."
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I
9 l{eue Wache, Unter den Lind,en,
Berlin. Karl Friedrich Schinke|,
1817-1818.
10 Institution for Rhyth,mical
Gymnastics, H ellerau. H einrtclt
Tessenow, 1910. Vieto of main
building.
11 Arcltitect's own atelier,
Obersalzberg. Albert Speer, 193/1..

1 2 Arbeiter- U nterkilnste,
N uremberg, ALbert Speer.
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Ideolagy: Style and Status
Tlte "battle of styles" of the
nineteenth, century as extended into
the twentietlt reJlected a certain
cor$usion as to the status of built
.fbrrt and a Latent anxiety as to
wlrcther giuen work sltould be

c\assiJied as architectu.re or
buiLding. CLearly as far as the

Jbnner was concer"rLed the romantic.
classical sty\e was general|y d,eemed,

a'pproptiate, and this before all else
accounts for the ertended infi.uence
oJ' S ch,inkel in Get"many throughout
the.first h,a|f of the twentieth
century. The attempt to deaelop a
reduced, pseudo-classical, y et
historicaL style for all buildings of a
monumentaL nature colors the uthole
of Tessenou's work and is as present
in his DaLcroze school, Hellerau, of
1910 as it is irt his competition
design for KdF seaside resott,
Riigen, of t0S0 (see fi.qs. 18-21).
Speer too distinguished, bettueen
archite cture and build"ing, re s et-uing
c\assicistn, for the former and
Heitnatsti| for the Latter. His homely
Tnaylner is shorun in his workers'
lrcusing for I'{uremberg and in his
ou,m studio in Obersalzberg.
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59Romantic C lassicism Revisited
1795-1930
The degree to uhiclt the romantic
c\assicism of SchinkeL and Friedrich
Gilly ertended itself into the
htentietlt century can hardly be

oaerestimated. The JbrntaL order attd
the mood euoked in, Gilly's design

for a catacorub (complete with
Spartan.figure lyino in state) re-
eTnerge in reduced fonn in
Tessenow's prize-winning entry of
1930 for the re-design of the interior
of Sclr,inkel's Neue Wache &s a loclr
memorial. Tlrc same can be said,
althouglt to a Lesser degree, about
Mies uan der Rohe's design.for the
sa,me cowetition. It is interesting
to note thnt Tessenow's foyer for th,e

Olympic Art Exltibition of 1936 Lies

outside of this tradition. Its neo-
Biedet'rneier mood seents closer to
the decor of Robert Ley's KraJt
durch Freude (Strengtlt tlrough,
Joy) or KdF mouement. Tlte general
ambience suggests that tlte
gratification of the libido is
inseparable from the trtumplr, of tlte
StcLte, a task fot" ushich the nostalgic
soLemnity of romantic cLussicisnt
toould ha'ue been u,nsuitabLe.

13, lL Olym,pic Art Erhibitiort,
BerLin. Heinrtch Tessenow, 19!16.

Plan and general uieto o.f enb'ance
haLL.

15 Designfor a catacontb. Friedrich,
Gi\ly, c. 1798.
16, 17 Neue Wache Competitiott,,
Berlin, 1970. Tessenout (16) and
Mies uan der Rohe (17).
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60 KdF Seaside Resort, Riigen, 1936
This little known project by
Tessenow sltows the extent to which
he had p\aced limself in tfu seruice
of the Third Reich by 1936. Yet,
euen in a banqueting hall Jbr a
popular seaside resort, he refuses to
indulge in any of the rococo
triaialities so beLoued by the
ideologues of Ley's Kro,fi, durch
Freude mouement. (See the KdF
pleasure ship interiors th,at utere
actually produced d,uring tlrc
period.) Instead he eaokes the m,ood
of a solemn, eanth worshiping
culture, presenting the banquetittg
hall (Festhalle) as a ration,al,
p o|itica|- cum-reLigiou s s hrtne rather
than a place for eating and
ce\ebration. The imaoe o.f a

forest ltem,ple, wlwein the peristyle
of the shrine appears to merge
imperceptibly into the pine stands of
the dune forest, ntay ltaue been
dertued from Mar Berg's
Jah,rhundertshct l\e built in Breslau
in 1912.
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18, 20 KdF Seaside Resort, Rilgen.
Heinrtclt Tessenou, 193 6. Interior
and extertor pertstyle of banqueting
hall.
19, 21 KdF Seaside Resort, Rilgen.
H einrich Tessenow, 193 6.

P erspectiu e of typical re sidential
building and plan of banqueting
ItalL with peristyle and ancillary
buildings.
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62 Cinematic Martyrdom, Munich,
1934
Thnse temples were built on the
Kbnigslich.en Platz in Munich,
opposite uon Klenze's Propylea, to
the designs of Paul Ludwis Troost,
Hitler' s personal architect. E rected,
as the last resting place of the so-
ca\Led Nazi mnrtyrs killed in thn
Munich "beer hall" putsch of 1gZS,
these temples constituted the setting
for tlr.e propagandallzzz Frilr Uns
(For Us) ruade in 1937, which
recorded their mystical dedication at
the end of an elaborate Nazi
memoria| parade through the streets
of Munich. Led by Hitler, tlte
cortege of bare-headed partg
members filed through an auenue o.f
plywood pylons, each member
carrying a brazier and beartng the
name of one of tlte "martyrs." The
whoLe grotesque proceeding
culminated in a roll call for the
dead in thn Konigslichen Platz in
wltich the crowd responded u;ith, a
ghostLy "here" as each name was
caLled.
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26
22, 26 Hortor temples, K'onigsliclten
Platz, Mutticlt^ Paul Ludwig Troost,
1951.
23 Propy\eo., Kbnigslichen Platz,
Munich. 1850.
2/1 KonigsLichen PLatz, Muttich.
Model sh,owing the relatton of
Troost's ruorks to the origirual square
and to uott, Klenze's Propylea.
25 Honor Temples with tlrc llazi
Party H ecLdquarters, the so-called
Fi-rhrerbau in tlrc backgrouttd. Both
works were designed in a reduced
neoclassical manner by Troost,
altltoug h tlrc heo"dquarters,
completed in 1936, inuoL'uecl the
collaboration of Leonh,ard Gall and
Gerdy Troost.
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64 The Cathedral of lce, 1936; NSDAP
Rally, Nuremberg, 1936
Temporary stands and decor by
ALbett Speer. Th,is uirtual space,
created by searcltLights, was Speer's
.fitremost light arena, called by Sir
Neuille Henderson, a "cathedro,L of'
ice." It is clear that Speer's
approach to the m,ass pageant was
inclebted to the French reaolutionary
.festiuals. TlLese had been
documented by Gilly durtng his stay
'i'n France in 1792. ,.
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28

Yicissttudes of Rhetoric, 1932-1935
Tlrc ctrchitectural rlrctortc udopted
by diffirent political bod,ies existittg
at the same time is too sitnilclr to be
m,ereLy coitt,ciderial, as between
Berrno uon Arendt's Gemnan Labor
Front pauiliott designed for Berlin
in 193/t atLd Adalbetto Libera's
fctcade for tlrc ltalian Fascist
Erhibition held in Rom,e itt 1952.
Th,e Germatls were obuiousLy
following ltulian a,rtd also Russian,
leads, for a similarity catt also be

found between uotr, Arendt's work
and Konstantin MeLnikou's Dont
N arkomtjazprom oJ' 1 9 3 I -1 gg 6.
The theme of four pylons (symbolic
hatnmers in the case of tlze Nazis-
rzo doubt iyr, order to capitaLize on
the famous Bolsheaik syntboL and
the ltalian symbol of the fasces)

QO

reappeared in Libera's Fascist
'pauiLion Jbr the Brassels exhibition
oJ ISSS. With this last, ltoweuer, one
is immediately reminded o.f
Leonidou's 1933 project Jbr the Dont,
Narkomtjazprom, and at this
juncture otrc begins to qu,estion mhn
has inJluenced wlrc. In any euent it
is clectr that in each case, the aduent
of the millenium demanded the
inuention of symbolic codes uthich
Llere ynore or less arbitraty----a kind
of instant culture.
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28, 29 German Labor Front
Pauilion in the exlibition "German
P eoplel) erman W ork," B er\in.
Benno uon Arendt, 1934.

30 ltalian Pauilion, Brtt"ssels
Exltibition. A. Libera and M. de

Renzi, 1935.
31 Dom Narkomtjazprom project.
Konstantin M eLnikou, 1 93 L -S 6.

32 ltalian Fascist Erltibition,
Ronr,e. A. Libera, 1932.
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33 Stadium, Z eppelinfeld,
Nt+remberg. Albert Speer, 19J2.
34 WorLd Exltibition, Paris, 1957.
The ?ltird Reich Pauilion b,u Albert
Speer (Left), the Souiet Union.
Pauilion by M. YoJatt cutd
V. M'u,khinl. (right).

35 Th,ird Reiclt Pauilion, World
E ""ltibitiott, P aris. Albefi Speer,
I 9J7. Pet'spect i ue d ra wing.
36 ModeL o.l'th,e Gerun,an Stadium, in
the Reichsparteitag sg eLti,nde,
l{uremberg. Albeft Speer, 1937.
Seating capacity: 105,000 people.
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37 ModeL of the
R eichsp ar-teitag s g ekind e,

Z eppelinfeld, Nuremberg. A. SPeer,

1937. Elements of the site: 1, the

MarclrJield; 2, the German Stadium;
3, tlre Cottgress Building by Ludwig
Ruff; tn, the Zeppelinfeld Stadium.

World Triumph. Paris and
Nuremberg, 1937
The symbolic confron,tcttion, between
tlrc Third Reich and th,e Souiet
Union was prophetically enacted o,t

the Paris World Erhibition of 1937

uhen, tlrc two pauilions.faced each
other across tlrc grand axis
ertending behoeen th,e Trocadero
and the Effil Touter. Tlrc Souiet
Uniott, for aLl its Social Rect'list
comtnitntent to classical fonns after
1932, stilL wished to assert the
progressiue dynomism of its societA.
This ct"ccounts for the swept back, al|
but streamlined profi.Les of its
stepped clas sical cottt ices. I',1 othing
cou,ld ha'ue contrasted more strongly
with this tlrun Speer's n,eoclassical

four-square paailion uthich, aside

fronr, the uertical thtast oJ'tlrc three
by four pillared entty pylon, was
totally static. Tlte reduced form of
Speer's delicately Jluted square
"pilasters" seevtls to lmue been taken

.from Troost's Honor Tem'ples in
Munich. Patis toas a trittmPh for
Speer in as much 0s his design tor
the Nazi Pafiy ral|y site in
Nuremberg--Jtis
R eic Lr,sp rnl, eitag s g elrinde -w a s

Itonored with an award.
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38 Congress Hall, Nuremberg.
Lud,wig Ruff and Franz Ruff, 19lS
Present state, 1977.
39 Congress Hall, Nurembero.
Under construction, 1912.
/t0 Speer inspectino the works clt
Nuremberg nith technicians und
city fficiaLs.
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The Law of the Rutns, 1937
It is one of the ironies of l,lazi
architecture that it should conceiue
of tlre State in suclt terms as to
anticipate its outn eclipse, as, for
instance, Speer's so-cal\ed "lctw of
the ruins." Goebbel's pioneering of
mass media (radio and Jilm) for the
purposes of modent, propaganda was
patently ctt aariance with the
narcissistic uaLues of ct, state whiclt
wouLd choose to exclude modent
technology front its tnonum,ents in

order that they shotr,ld deteriorate in
a picturesque'Lt)aA. Speer's
insistence thut aLL m,etaL

reinforceme'nt sltould be eliminclted
from the fabric of the Patty
tnonu,ments then being erected itt
Nuremberg led to constmctional
meth,ods of Rontan uenerability. Irlot
only did Speer him,self pt'actice ruhat
he preached, but the fot"ce of his
"Law of the ndns" laas tteuer ntore
euident tlr.an irt RtLff s Congress HaLL

tahich by 1912 was still irtcomplete.
Were the contradictions of ltlazi
at'chit ecture eu er nrcre eLoq'uentlgl
rendered tlrun by this Traian-like
nlasontV being laid itt. pLace by
totuer cranes?
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/+1, 42 I'lew State Chancellery,
Berlin. Albert Speer, 1937. South
eleuation to Voss-strasse and plan oJ'
ground fi,oor.

I Honor Cour-tyard
II Vestibule
III Mosaic Roont.
IV Round Hall
V Marble GaLlery

VI Fiihrer's Study
VII Reich Cabinet Conference Room

VIII Main Reception Room
IX Dining Room
X Entrance .from Voss-strasse
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The skill and architectura| cu\ture
with which this strttcture is planned
and proportioned is beyond dispute,
particularLy when one considers th,e

sequetttial dispositiott of the inner
space, that is, the architecturaL
promenade which a aisitor would
h,aae to trauerse before hnuirry an
audience with tlrc Filhrer.
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The Triumph of lllusion
Ott the 30th oJ'January, 1937, ALbert
Speer was nawrccl the Inspector
General .for the re-design of the
German capitaL. From this po'trtt o'n

he worked in close consultatiort witlz
Hitler on the platt of this
nt egaLomaniac en,tetprtse. Front a
logistical point of uieru, th.e pLo,lL

prouided .for the elinrirrutiott o.f'the
nu,lnerous railtuay tennini tltat
sw-rounded Berlbt and Jbr the
e xpl, oitcr,tion ancl aug mentatiotr, of
the line encirclirtg the city. Truo

major tennini woulcl then be loccLtecl

to the north and sottth of tlrc city,
li.nked by an aris route whiclt ruas

interru,pted ttoo-thirds o,Long its
Length by a aast donted hall.

/+6 The llett, Berlbt Plan. AcloLf
Hitler and Albeft Speer, 1939.

Ce'n,tral sectiott: 1, Great Ho,ll; 2,

Hitlef s Arch; 3, Railway term,ini;
/1, T empelhof airpot't.
17 Decor of the UFA Palace, Berlin,
.for th,e prem'ier o.t' Leni Riefensth,al's

fi,lm,The Triumph of the Will. Albert
Speer,1935.
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t6
lt3-45 New State Chancellety,
Berlin. Albefi Speer, 1937. Honor
Courtyard, uieru.from the Voss-
strasse, and the interior of the
marble ga\lery.
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76 18, 19 Heinkel Factory,
Oranienburg. H. Rirupl, 1956.
Ground plan and eleuationaL
section: 1, control gate; 2, reception;
3, watch tower; /t, honor court;
5, kitclzen; 6, dining hall;
7, administration block; 8, rnuseurn.
50 Heinkel Factory, Oranienburg,
nofih eleuation. l{ote the proaision
.lbr the affi,xing of Nazi banners to
t.he stattdards of tlte hottor co.u,r.t.
51 The hottor court and
adTninistration building. Note thp
simu\ation in brick piers of
romantic- clas sical proJiles and
rhythms in the entty pot tico.
Elsetthere the building ntaitttaitts a
tnore coTluentional texture, n,amely,
pierced fenestration in lood-beo,ring
bricktoork.
52 Apprentices erercising before tlte
assembly sheds. The fficictl caption
read: "The Ao,ung apprerttices are
the future usorkers. Tlteir physicat
and spirituaL upbringing h,as been
taken ouer by the fit m itself."
lt| Mines and Metals Research,
Building, I.LT., Chicago. Mies uan
der Rohe uitlt, Holabird and Root,
19L2-191 3.
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50

51

52 55
5l Detail of tlrc door to
ad m i n i st rat ion bu il d i n g.
55 Formal and technical afJinity
betueen assembly building and the
assembled product. I/ee produktform
of the fo,ctory itself testifi,es to the

fact that Rimpl lrud been a pupil of
Mies aan der Rolte.
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78 The Somnambulant Faetory, 1936
This whole contplex, planned and
detailed by Herbert Rimpl,
eremplified in a remarkable uay the
full range of Nazi architectural
icleology. At the same time, the
sequence, text, and, layout of the

fficial publication of this work
create an impact which is almost
cinema,tic. One faels that one is
Looking at ct sertes of fi,lm stills for
wltich, one only needs to prouide the
soundtrctck and the score. The
opening idealized images of the
uirgin site in whiclt the factory is to
be erected and the ritualistic act of
ground-breaking are ansutered at the
end of tlte book by images of the
H eimatstil workers' housing, uhich
conaeA the il|usion that agrarian life
goes on as before. Th,e hand of the
m,enagement is inuisib\e in this
reportage. The illusion is that only
workers occupA tltis plant, and then
tlrcy seem to do so uitlt, an air which
is somnambulant and distracted.
The presence of absence is
euetllwhere; eaen the toorkers seem
to be frozen beyond tlte freezing
normally introduced by tlrc shutter
of the carnera.
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56 Tlte fficial caption read: "Tlrc
training work sh.o1: prouide s

insttuction in all types of machine
tools. Th,e glazed hall of the shed
opetts totr:ard the southern sutr, while
tlre opposite side Jaces onto the
greenery of tlrc ruoods."
57 The fficiaL caption read: "The
sun peruades alL spaces

58 Recreatiott to taLe. Workers
relaxing on afactory ter"race durttry
an fficia\ break.
59 Heinkel Factory Workers'
Hottsing, Oranienberg. H. Rimpl,
1937.
60, 61 Workers' Housing. Th,e retu,nt
of the agrarian dreant,, masking
modenr, metlrcds of surueil\ance and
com,muytication.
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62 Stuttgart Rai|road Tenninus.
PauL Bonatz, 1913-27.
63, 6/+ A\ternat'iue Autobalm brtdge
designs. PauL Bonatz, Ko,d
S chaechter\e, anr.d F riedrich T antms,
1956.

65 We\ded steeL suspension brtdge,
Cologrrc. Peter Beltrens, 1911.
66 AdoLf HitLer Bridge itL welded
steel, KreJ'eld. Friedriclt Voss,
193135.
67 Poster adaertising tlrc KdF
ruagen, 1938.
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The Production ofloy
The work of the most bri\Liant
technctcrat of tlrc Third Reich Frttz
Todt, designer o.f tlrc Autobahn, was
com,plemented by tlrc efforts oJ'one
of its tnost brillia nt etrgineers,
Ferclin.ancl Porsche, th,e inuentor o.f

th,e peopl.e's car, th.e KdF wagen,
knoutn o,fter 19/15 as the
Volkaaagen. The.first sections of tlrc
Autobalut, a fottr-lune, two-uay
higlt*-ay were bttilt at a remarkable
speed: DarmstcLdt to Frankfurt,
1933 4i5 ; Saarbrucken to
Kaiserla,ntern, 1 93 5 -37. T he

spectacular bridges built for this
netuot"k uere designed under Todt's
direction, uitlt tlte participation of
oth,er erryineers atrd arcliltects
incltrditry KarL S ch.aech,terle,
Ffiecletich Tatttnts, Hans Freese,
and Paul Bonatz. Bonatz's
contrib'tr,tions to this undefict kin g
were clecided\y Roman but erecuted
in an eLegant syntar thctt cottdensed
the thentes broached in his Stuttgart
station and in his United Steel
Works ffices, Diisse\dorf, 1922-2L.
In his supports .fbr steel spans,
Bonatz sottght, sotnetuhat cLfter

Beltens's erannpl,e, t.o achieue a
mediation betueett the stereom,etty
of mo"sonty and tlte web utork o.l'

we\ded steel. Tlte V olk swagen,
sytttboL of the national socialist
"Volk" contnturtittt, did not become
auailabLe until after the war,
although, o, sauings stamp system, for
potential buyers ructs started in 1938.
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68, 69 War MemortaL, Russian
front. W. Kreis, 1913.
70 Soldatenh,alle, MemoriaL Hall.
W. Kreis, 19/t2.
71 War Menr"orial, Kutno. W. Kreis,
19/+3. The pyLons are similar to
those lining the streets of Munich
erected to tlrc'mattyr{ of March
1 936.

72 Cenotaph project. Etienne
BouLLbe, n.d.
73 Cemetery, Modena. Aldo Rossi,
1971. The entrance to tlrc house of
the dead with the communa| graue
beyond.
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The Castles of the Dead, 1943
After a brilliant and uaried career
which, before World War I included
the design of numerous department
stores for Wertheim and Tietz in
Diisseldotf and Berlin, Wilhelm
Kreis began to work extensiuely for
NSDAP, with such cotnmissions as
the Soldatenhalle and the High
C ommand headquarters, both, dating
froru 19112. In 1913 Kreis designed, a
series of war memortals for the
Russian, Balkan, and I'lofih
Afrtcan fronts. Tltese "castles of the
dead" or Tbtenurgen were obuiously
bo"sed on neoclassical monuments of
C. N. Ledoux and Etienne Boull6e.
The unbuilt, 765 meter high
pyramid for th.e Russian front is
typical in this respect zoith, its
massiue, gloomy, spotlit, Gilly-like

interior. Euen the rendering, with
the sparse cortege of some remote
fantasy ciuilization in mourning, ts
reminiscent of the work of Ledoux
and BouilAe. How is one to read this
unc ons ciously p atlrctic commentary
on tlrc destiny of the
Enlightenment and, euen fitrther,
how to interpret rBossi's
appropriatiott of tlte same herttage
in the cemetety ctt Modena?
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Olympic Interlude, Berlin 1936
Altltough Werner March used more
abstract for*ms than Speer, he still
Jinislwd his balustrades and column
h,eads with, classical profi,les. Despite
Jesse Owens's untaelcome trtumph,
the 1936 Olympics affirded the
occasion for a major propaganda
campaign conJbtning H itler' s
prestige both at home and abroad. A
major component in tltis operation
toas Leni Riefenstahl's spectacular
documentarry of the Olympics, so
that like the Zeppelinfeld stad,ium,
March's architecture had not only to
function as a "scene" but also as a
Jilm set, that is to say a,s an arena
in ruhich, the prouision of pylons as
calnera, positions was by no means a
secondarg consid,eration. T empelhof
Airyort represented contact with the
rLtorld at another leael and afforded
yet another instance itt which the
brilliance of German welded steel
construction would outclass the
more reactionarA aspects of Third
Reich o.rchitecture. Tempelhof was
the last airpott to be conceiued o,s a
nineteentlt centuty railway terminus,
a conception which naturally
re-euoked the old conflict bettaeen
tlrc head building and the shed.

85

7.4., 75 Tentpellrcf Aitpor"t. Ettlst
Sagebiel, 1936. Main entrance with
Berlin Airlift monument o.f 1965,
and interior of cantileuered
reception shed on other side of the
block, with planes tariing out.
76, 77 Olympic Site and Stadium,
Berlin. Werner Marclt, 1936.
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78 79

Scenographu and Steel
From the time o.f the Krupp
Siedlungen tlrc Germo.n industrial
garden city constantly osci\lcLted
between a normatiue ortlrcgonal
classical layout and a picturesque
scenography appropriate to the rural
nr4th. The ltlazi garden city toas no
exception to tltis, although. its
scenogrctythy after C apability Browtt
was such, as to entbrace the entire
landscape, as in Peter Koller's 1937
plan for the KdF Wagen City of
Wolfsburo on uthich taork statted in
1938 o,nd whiclt created cL ne'Lt)

landscape out of twenty-eigltt
ctgrarian settlements. KoLLer's

approo,ch to la,ndscape fol\outed
Speer's Nuremberg plan in which
the forest wct s carued auay to
produce a neto scenic space. At

Wolfsburg this space uscts

comtpLemented by continuous streets
whiclt whi\e only one block deep

were capable of suggesting the

continuity of the city. Note the way
in wh.ich the scenograplta of
Wolfsburg is cut by the canal and
the rail from the o,fiiculclted
i'ndustrtal forun of the plant itself,
constntction of ruhich was stcrrted in
1938.
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78 Siedlung Alfredhof, E ssen.
Robert Scltmol for Friederich
K*pp, A.G., 1907-10. Site plan.
79 Hermann-Goering Werke, city
plan. Herbert Rimpl, 1959. Aeriat
Perspectiue.
80 KdF Wagen City, Wolfsburg.
Peter Koller, 1937.
81 Plan of tlrc I. G. Farben Plant at
Ausch:Lt;itz and the Layout of the
aartous Labor camps. The ind,ustrial
city stripped of its scenography.
This I. G. Farben, subsidiary was
the largest artiJicial oil and tabber
fctctory in the uorld-plan showing
relation of the forced labor camps
necessaty to its production. The
entire ltlazi uar macltine was fed
.from this p\ant. It consumed as
much electricity as th.e city of
BerLin.
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Documents Architecture (III):
Unpreparedness-Incomprehension-Prejudices
Architecture (IV): A New Archaic Era

Il Gruppo 7
Introduction by Ellen R. Shapiro

Introduction
Gruppo 7's experience at the Milan Politecnico provided
the starting point in their third article for a discussion of
the problems their aesthetic was encountering along the
difficult road to its acceptance. The problem of architec-
tural training plagued the members of the grouP, who felt
trapped within the conflnes of an anachronistic Beaux Arts
system. Author Rava and his colleagues objected to the
failure of their schooling to integrate the "artistic" and

the "practical-scientific." While they did recognize the im-
portance of a classical tradition in the teaching of archi-
tecture, they quickly qualilied its contents: their choice of
the Parthenon over the Monument to Victor Emmanuel
II as an example speaks for itself (figs. 1, 2).

But they were not the flrst in this century in Italy to
complain about the burden of a misunderstood classicism.
Antonio Sant'Elia in fact had expressed the same senti-
ment in 1914, perhaps even more forcefully, when he

condemned the 'rsupreme imbecility of modern architec-
ture, which repeats itself for the mercantile complicity of
the academies, the forced residences of intelligence where
youth are compelled to the onanistic recopying of classical

models." 1

Obviously, the situation had not changed much by the
mid-twenties. Indeed, the sense of profound frustration
which emerges from these last articles, and from the
Group's entire polemic, is rooted in their rejection of five
years of training at the Politecnico. This attitude is un-
derstandable when one considers that the outstanding
personalities among the faculty were such champions of
the Beaux Arts and Stile Liberty as Piero Portaluppi,
Ulisse Stacchini, and Gaetano Moretti, director of the
program.2 Works like Stacchini's Central Station in Milan
(flg. 3) and Portaluppi's Electrical Power Station in Cre-
vola (fig. 4) could hardly be expected to serve as models
for the members of Gruppo 7. In addition, these professors
had failed, according to the Group, to impart the neces-
sary respect for the value of a technical aesthetic. Rava
and his friends accused their teachers of practicing "the
separation of two i,nsepa,rable subjects, the artistic and

the practical-scientific," which "almost diverge." The

88



1 Tlr,e Parthenon, Acropolis,
Atlrcns. Ictittos and Calicrates, l/*8-
/+32 B.C .

2 Monu,ment to Victor Entmamrcl
II, Ronrc. Giuseppe Sacconi, 18g4.
D e sign, Jinal, competition.

)

3 CentraL Station, MiLan. LILisse
Stacchint, 1912. Ortginal desiqn.

/+ Electrical Power Station, Creaola.
Piero Portaluppi.

1

Milan students, though, it must be remembered, were gg

among the more fortunate of their contemporaries in Italy
with regard to schooling, as testimony from other archi-
tecture schools at the time proves.3 Yet the Politecnico
students were forced to study in an atmosphere where,
as Pollini has pointed out,a they felt compelled to hide
copies of Le Corbusier's Vers Une Architecture and Gro-
pius's lzlernationale Neu,e Ba,ukznsl, which they dis-
cussed outside the school. And it can certainly come as no
surprise that in such an atmosphere both Terragni and
Figini failed their degree examinations, u'hich they were
forced to repeat in the fall session.

In addition to the shortcomings of their formal education,
the graduates had to deal also with the thorny problem of
the blind prejudices of an unenlightened public. The wide-
spread suspicion of "foreign" character in architecture ef-
fectively blocked any public acceptance of their aesthetic.
This attitude, they insisted, arose from "a bourgeois con-
ception of art and life, which prohibits one from seeing
and even suspecting the existence of a new spirit," and
was fostered by the attacks of art critics. Marziano Ber-
nardi's letters in this regard in La Starnpa and Rassegna
ItaLiana, which we publish here, were the most vocifer-
ous, and the Group devoted much space to defending their
position from Bernardi's accusations of their supposed
subordination of aesthetic fact to the idea of functionalism,
and their repudiation of the importance of individuality in
architecture.

In their flnal article, perhaps the most prophetic of the
forrr, Gruppo 7 defended the use of reinforced concrete
and cited its aesthetic possibilities and its potential for
attaining "monumental classicism." Most importantly, this
last article compared the Group's efforts to those of the
architects of the "archaic" period in Greek architecture.
It declared the existence of aneu archaic era in architec-
ture, with a renunciation of individuality and a creation of
fundamental types to be used in future selection. And
certain ofthe eventual acceptance oftheir proposals, they
wrote: "Our eyes aren't as yet used to the new aesthetic
. . . but little by little . . . the evolution will come about,
taste will change . . . people will recognize the monumen-
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90 tal possibilities and oitr ou'tt characteristics in buildings
nou' defined as being of 'foreign taste'."

Perhaps the greatest obstacle to their enterprise was just
this nascent xenophobia. They had to deal, after all, with
frequent accusations of Corbusianism, internationalism,
and even Bolshevism which would eventually push them
out of the orbit of official architecture after 1930. In the
meantime, they opened Italy's eyes to the emergence of
the most important architectural movement in this cen-

tury. In Carlo Belli's il'ords, ". perhaps for the first
time after the Renaissance (or after the Baroque?) archi-
tecture reappeared to illuminate the path of a genera-
tion. " 5

1. Antonio Sant'Elia. "Manifesto dell'Architettura Futurista,"
in Bruno Zevi., Storia dell'Architetttn'cL Modenm, p.222. Trans-
lation mine.
2. The engineering school of the Milan Politecnico rvas dividecl
into three degree programs: civil engineering, industrial engi-
neering, and architecture, all lasting five years. The degree
program in architecture included courses in engineering_covering
technical and scientiflc material. For purely "artistic" instruc-
tion, the students studied at the Brera academy. The instruction
common to both the school and the academy included:
Decoration and flgure drawing- Prof. Fratino
Life drawing-Profs. Fratino and De Luca
Architecture (tv"o years preparatory instruction)-Profs. Mor-
etti and Portaluppi
Architecture I, II, III (three years instruction)-Profs. Moretti
and Stacchini
Practical architecture-Profs. Brusconi and Portaluppi, from
t924
History of architecture-Profs. Carotti and Annoni, from 1924
Restoration of monuments-Prof. Annoni
Scenopnaphv-Prof. Frati no
My th"anlis to Professor Gianni Mezzanotte of Milan for kindly
furnishing this information.
3. Rationalist architect Luigi Cosenza, for one, who received his
degree in engineering from Naples in 1929, has described the
situation therl as "a horrible, repressive atmosphere, with an
isnorant facultv. The school was more backward than those of
Home ancl Milin." Flom a conversation I had u'ith Cosenza in
Naples in April, 1978.
4. From a conversation I had u'ith Pollini in Milan in June, 1978.
5. Carlo Belli, "Origini e Sviluppi del 'Gruppo 7'," in La Casa,
no. 6 (Rome: De Luca, 1959), p. 176.

l'igure Credits
1 Reprinted from Walter Hege, Akropolis (Munich: Deutscher
Kunstverlag, 1956).
2 Reprinted'from Ricordi di Architetturo, Vol. 7 (Florence,
1884).
i Reorinted from I Concorsi di Archiettura in ltalia (Milan"
Bestetti e Tumminelli, 1913).
4 Reprinted from Cesare De Seta, La cztltura architettonica
tn ltdtia tra le due guerre (Bari: Laterza,1972).



Architecture (III):
Unpreparedness- Incomprehension-Prejudices

Il Gruppo 7
Translation by Ellen R. Shapiro

To the sole end, as u,e said,r of "completely illuminating 91
the present architectural moment," after seeing "the truly
absolute and significant results attained abroad," it now
seems opportune to find out why the development of a
truly modern architectural spirit, parallel to that in other'
countries, has been hindered in Italy. Perhaps the exist-
ence of a more apparent state of uncertainty, the result
of real difflculties, still dominates architecture in this
country, although it would not be difficult to free ourselves
from such uncertainty.

It is easy to single out the causes for this: one of the
gravest and most determining factors is certainly the urz-
preparedness of our architects in approaching technical
problems with the right aesthetic understanding, so that
a tecltnical aesthetic might issue from their work in keep-
ing with the new times. And the principle blame for this
unpreparedness undoubtedly goes back to their sclzooling.

The subject of art schools touches problems of such com-
plexity and vastness that we wouid need more space to
discuss it, This is ali the more so in the particulariy dif-
flcult case of arclitecture schools, which ought to combine
art and science in a u,ay that is extremely difficult to
resolve. But in limiting ourselves to pointing out a few
errors of direction, it goes without saying that as our
experience does not extend to all architecture schools, we
admit that there may be schools where such mistakes are
not made. We do hope, though, that soon these errors
will not be made an1'where.

It is true, however, that with respect to the way they
exist and function, some of these schools today appear to
be anachronisms. Everything today is so renewed that
certain methods of study, far removed from the necessi-
ties of present problems, and especially a certain dogmatic
imposition of f,xed schemes (since they are consecrated
by false practice or confirmed by examples which we
would rather forget) produce a painful sensation of blind-
ness. What, in fact, should be the highest goal of an
architecture school if not that of training the youth for his
profession? But the results are so far from this that, we
believe, there is no young architect who has not found



92 himself not only unprepared to face practical problems, an
explainable phenomenon, but also disortented, lost in the
face of the equally serious problem of his own artistic
personality, which the school has not formed but disinte-
grated.

Given these methods of study, \r'e can easily see the dif-
ficulties that the architect has had in freeing himself from
the very negative influences he has had to endure and in
calmly facing today's architectural problem. Naturally, we
do not mean that teaching must from its very beginning
be based on principles of a technical aesthetic. This would
be absurd. Nor is the hardly parallel and simultaneous
alternative, or rather, Lhe sepo,ration of two i.ttse'po,rable

subjects, the artistic and the practical-scientific, admiss-
able, they diverge almost everywhere, and if not in direct
contrast they are at least opposed, giving rise to that
deplorable clisorientation we mentioned.

What's more, not oniy do u'e believe that a solid base of
classical tradition is appropriate to the study of architec-
ture, but rve also believe it preferable that in the first
years of teaching this base be much more absolute and

exclusive. The teaching of this classical tradition, however,
must be enltglftened, so that it really is a base and not an
obstacle to the young student. The examples used should
be along the lines of the Parthenon, and not the Monument
to Victor Emmanuel. After these solid flrst studies, and
after the student survives the arduous task of copying
and composition (it is hard to believe how desolate is the
state of the insufficiently prepared student, who having
to ct'eate for the first time, finds himself abandoned, with
no one to guide him), a much different freedom could be
granted. That is, even supposing that school work rep-
resents in part studies of st},le, tu'o main points should be
recognized once and for all: that styles not only are not
represented by the twenty or thirty volumes the school
owns, but that, many of their most Iively characteristics
lie eractly and'precisely in those elements which the text-
books classify as exceptional; that a study of style, in
order to be profitable, must be the interpretation of'the
spirtt of an age, zol a study of the forms of certain archi-
tects.

Compare this broad valuation with the extremely narrow
viewpoints in the schools that impede the individuality of
students. Only in this way, at the end of his studies, but
uhile still in school, could the young architect logically
try his hand at .fi'ee creatiorz, u,hich would mirror the
necessities and characteristics of our time. And only in
this way u,oulcl he avoid a mistake still rn'idespread among
architects, and of r,vhich the schools themselves are guilty:
the carelessness and contempt for industrial buildings,
classified wrongly as material not worthy of being ap-
proached by the artist.

Another and no less serious obstacle is lhe inconr'prelten''
siorz of the public. With a retardataire rhythm, the masses
follow their own time, which is always ahead of them.2
The inertia which dominates them forces them to dwell
too long, with belated ouer-deliglt,t, on laboriously realized
accomplishments. From this spiritual inertia follows a
hatred for every novelty and for every appearance of
novelty, which lvould inevitably end up disturbing such a
state of mind.

Then there exists a bourgeois conception of art and lif'e,

which prohibits one from seeing and even suspecting the
existence of a ner,l spirit. Characteristic of such an atti-
tude is the desire for a false and pompous wealth on the
inside and outside of houses. We should note how the
sense of the home has been lost, which should be, and
always has been in great periods of art, a simple structure
reflecting through its external appearance the spirit of
necessity from rn'hich it was born. But today monumental
elements are used for this, taken from buildings of former
times (u'hich adapt pooriy to the six- or seven-storied
buildings norv in use), resulting in a false and unsuitable
rnonumentality, lvhich appears continuously. The public
has thus lost sight of the practical problems of the logic
and hvgiene of the modern house. This has also contrib-
uted (surroundings influence the individual) to eliminating
the possibility of clearly evaluating the work of art.

We can attribute the creation and diffusion of many prej-
udices in part to criticism, in large part to the writers on

art, and to a past which, ortly because it is so often mis-



understood and distorted, weighs down upon us like a
Iead cloak and hinders any possible precise vision of the
problems of contemporary art. These prejudices, trans-
mitted to the public, have come back to influence the very
criticism which started them, and they are beginning to
be part of the fundamental axioms which lie at the base
of the currents of today's thought and culture.

There have been so many voices raised in defense of"tra-
dition," and so many polemics for or against it, that we
come to ask ourselves if, after all, we haven't quibbled too
often about this word, or if its true meaning hasn't com-
pletely vanished from sight. If it is possible to delude
ourselves about being modern in other arts (that is, be-
longing to our own time) when we are adopting forms
from the past, to also construct buildings with pure forms
from the past when today reinforced concrete inevitably
imposes its own logical forms is an illusion which cannot
even be discussed.

The great lesson of the past continues to be misunder-
stood. The mask of tradition helps hide any insincerities.
Much of the modern architecture in our countrv consists
of great insincerity.

Therefore, the skeletons of buildings continue to be me-
thodically ltidden in reinforced concrete, with a more or
less disordered application of former styles. Since every
relationship with the general structure has been severed,
facades become organisms in themselues, decorative de-
vices, insincere projections. Is this supposed to be tradi-
tion? There is no greater proof of our admiration than the
fact that until today people wanted to adopt the past (or
rather, in the majority of cases, tear it apart) that we can
give. Our love for a tradition which we don't want to touch
is unbiased, and precisely for this reason it is purer and
greater.

Another misunderstanding: through a false interpretation
of the national spirit several forms of sure effict have
become ciassifled as typically ours, and have therefore
come to be used inside the country, but more especially
to represent Italian art abroad. And these forms are cho-

sen almost always from the most banal and clumsv collec- gB

tions of stylistic manuals, or are sanctioned by the customs
of academic superficiality. Beyond these classifications
naturally stands anti-nationalism, foreign imitation.
Now, if people want to give this meaning to the word
"tradition," then they should realize that forcing the least
noble and most abused academic architectural forms to
represent our country (and abroad these forms become
the symbol of the Italian spirit) is the same as wanting to
arresbits continuing progress in the conquest ofthe spirit,
which has always given it first place and almost an inaes-
titure to dictate the forms of true art.

Some of these still very absolute prejudices seem to be
transforming themselves, or better, disappearing. An at-
mosphere is now forming which is more sympathetic to
the needs of the new times, more with respect to the need
to abandon certain schemes, even if they were temporarily
useful. Thus the recent neoclassical experience (one ofthe
most notable kinds to flght many prejudices and many old
customs, but still an experience and, as such, tem,porary),
is beginning to decline; it is symptomatic how the most
noted painters of the Novecento, who were in a certain
sense its creators, have abandoned it.

Allow us to clarify one point in this regard: as always
happens, the first article of "Gruppo 2,"3 which seemed
(and was, but only partly) a platform, has given rise to
many arbitrary interpretations of our concepts. There
were those who construed the little faith we showed in
the possibilities of evolution in the neoclassical movement
as an attack executed with particular venom against that
school. Now, we have the utmost respect for all trends,
but we reserve the right to decide not to follow them, and
to give our reasons for doing so. The neoclassical move-
ment, even in its various expressions in this or that branch
of art, makes up one whole. Consequently, seeing the
complete abandonynent of neoclassicism in painting rec-
ognized and, uttested lo bv the most authoritative critics
today (we cite the newspapers Il Secolo, L'Ambrosiano,
La Fiera Letteraria) in regard to the small but important
exhibition of the fifteen painters of the Novecento, we
have had the satisfaction of declaring that such an evolu-



94 tion corresponds in a parallel Tnanner to that which we
held as necessary and imminent in architecture.

Again, in regard to neoclassicism, there were those who
observed that the not recent works of some members of
the Group had to do with that neoclassical tendency which
the Group itself considers old-fashioned. We had already
replied in our first article to this foreseen objection when
we said, in regard to our predecessors: "we have in part
follorued th,em, b:ut we will no longer." We never denied
our debt of gratitude; in fact, quite a few times in these
same writings we attested to it, and we would not want
to deny or obscure an evolution. Indeed, we would like to
point out that eractly and precisely the fact that we tried
out a glven tendency confers above all the right to aban-
don it and to recognize its uselessness.

Since we are on the subject of the objections made about
the Group's thesis, and of the various interpretations
given it, we would like to mention a review which ap-
peared in La Stampo,. Mentioning this also allows us to
reveal some of the typical attitudes of public opinion which
we spoke of earlier.

In short, we would Iike to omit the points made most
directly to the Group in order to make just one statement
which has to do with art in general, and in our case, with
architecture in particular. This concerns a truly amazing
statement which sheds light on an entire way of thinking,
which we believed and had hoped had disappeared in It-
aly, and which badly injured our country because ofjudg-

ments made abroad. So the review stated: "An object of
beauty serves no purpose." It follows that either archi-
tecture is not an object of beauty, or else it must be
useless. This is the same as saying that if a house or
palazzo, for example, is used for living, and is built toward
that end, then it could, according to the author of the
article, under no circumstances enter into the category
of art. But if, even lacking that rational distribution of
every part which, in working out all the necessities, makes
it right for its purpose, it is clothed in the forms of art
(completely insincere, since they would not correspond to
anything), as such it would constitute a work of beauty.
Up until this point, the concept of architecture is dis-
torted: that architecture, which since its prehistoric
origins, was born above all to serue man! The harmful
results of similar approximative and dilettantish theories
are so obvious that it does not even seem necessary to
comment on them. We will limit ourselves to deploring
the fact that they still have some weight in Italy.

Finally, we would like to clarify one Iast thing: if there
was ever anyone who, from the very beginning, gave our
movement that sincere praise which, because it shows a

real lnd.erstanding of our enterprise, is the greatest re-
ward of every effort (we cite the newspaper Il Teuere),

there were also those who, in poorly interpreting our
concepts, praised us for intentions we did not even have.
That is, some people believed that we were passing iudg-
ment on a vast culture in every fleld of art as an absolute
condition for being the perfect architect; and such a sup-
posed condition was approved. Now we are not dealing
with this at all. It is not so difficult to make oneself cul-
tured, and doing so would not at all change the sensibility
of an architect who lacked sensibility and culture before.
We are talking about something entirely different. We
said, and we still maintain, that the consciousness of the
great era of creation of which we stand at the beginning
necessarily causes the architect to see how the new ar-
chitecture not only is intimately connected with all other
forms of a new art, but also dominales5 this great play of
influences, of echoes and reflexes, which, through sculp-
ture and painting, goes from literature to music; that the
architect should give the basic tone to this new geometry,

Let's pass over the facile accusation (we foresaw even
this) of "Corbusianism": we have already made sufficiently
clear in our two preceding articles our position vis-i-vis
Le Corbusier, and how much and exactly what all Euro-
pean architecture owes him independently of any imita-
tion, so that it is not necessary to return to this. In the
same way, Iet us pass over the characterization of "useless
heroism" given to our theory of the temporary renuncia-
tion of individuality, a qualification that the author of the
review would like to acknowledge as gratuitous, if not
premature. a
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which shares as much with the mechanical spirit as it does
with the Greek (maybe they are the same thing, and are
called "new spirit"); that we must reach this point, and
that it is not easy.

As can be seen, culture is arr entirely different thing.

Mi\an, 26 Febtuary 1927.

" Arc hite ctur e ( I I I ) : U npr ep ar e dne s s -I nc om.pre hensi on-P r ej -
udtces" is the third of four articles published in Rassegna Ital-
iana from December 1926 to Mau 1g27. The first two-articles
appeared in English in Oppositions 6, Fo11 1976.-Ed.
l. See Il Gmppo 7, "Architettura (II): Gli Stranieri," Rasseltta
Ital iana. Febmary 1927 (Oppositions 6, Fail 1976.-Ed.)
2. C,f. Jean Cocteau, "Le Coq et l'Arlequin."
3. Il Gruppo 7, "Architettura," Rassegna ltaLiana, December
1926; translated in Oppositions 6, Fail 1976.-Ed.
4. He begins the sentence: "Before a self-denial of this kind
which resembles a real asceticism . . . ." This is another example
of those rhetorical uses according to a fi.xed sche.me so estab-
lished_in our country: where people speak of renunciation, what-
ever the story is, without paying attention to whether, as here,
it is a question of a very proud renunciation, we can be.sure thal
the characterizaLion of "asceticism" will certainly figure.
But this syst-em of generalizing in too hurried a way can some-
times prove dangerous. So we read further on that the aesthetic
of cars,- if there is such a thing, "is accidental and voluntary, if
not in_the det4ls, which, in a different case, would no longei be
cars, but works of art." Therefore we propose that the lrans-
formation of the automobile from the grot^esque appearance it
had in 1907 to the very elegant lines-it tras today would be
"accidental and involuntary," due not to any pursuit-ofpractical
and aesthetic perfection together; otherwiie the automobile
"would be a work of art." On the contrar.v, the fact is that there
really is no incompatibility between the two terms. The auto-
mobile is a machine, and in its category, can have an aesthetic
value, in the same wav that architecture is a work of art and
can and must be, where required. a machine.
Thus, with the same system of unfounded deductions, the final
part states that Florentine houses of the Quattrocento are of
one type. a fact which derives "from the empire of the great
triad: Brunelleschi. Michelozzo, Alberti." It rially stupeflEs us
when even offlcial criticism has abandoned such convedient and
mistaken the.qries-only to find them again here. Fortunately,
everyone. realizes by now that the greatest architects of eveiy
epoch (with the exception perhaps of Michelangelo) did nothin!
but collect, fuse, and recreate in a perfect svnthesis the best
thattheir epoch had given before and^contemp6raneously. Thus,
even Brunelleschi, Alberti, and Michelozzo brought th6 anony-
m.ous types created before their time to the highest perfection.
They ditl not invent from scratch. And our friovement really
tends singly tou'ard a collective effort to produce those types
rvhich might set'ue .fztture selectiott.
We can almost see them, Brunelleschi, Alberti, and Michelozzo,
gathered around the same table to establish, for the convenience
of their contemporaries and descendants, the precise character-
istics of the Florentine palazzo of the Quattr6cento. And then,
why Michelozzo, and not Cronaca or Baciio d'Agnolo, or Giuliano
da Majano, for example? You see how much injustice there is in
these huruied deflnitions, which tend to summarize such complex
concepts in a few words!
5. Just now in La Fiera Letterario, a study by Ardengo Sofflci
has come out which discusses the "corporation of the alts," one
of whose points we have happily been able to compare with the
concept we put forth here.
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Architecture (IV): A New Archaic Eral

Il Gruppo 7
Translation by E\len R. Shapiro

96 This brief series of articles2 was intended more than any-
thing else to be a statement of some of the ideas and the
reasons for the birth of our movement. It will no doubt
be clear how the certainty that a "New Spirit" exists,
posited as a necessary base and incentive for the inquiries
in our flrst article, recalled in the second in relation to
those "absolute elements" of the new architecture which
confirms its existence, and reaffirmed at the end of the
third article, constitutes the great force and thrust of
generations of young people who by now all over Europe
recognize, under varied appearances, its unique essence.

Nevertheless, if we limit ourselves to Iooking at the re-
sults in the figurative arts, it is evident how architecture,
in relation to the other arts, holds quite a privileged po-
sition. In fact, painting and sculpture, fortunately distin-
guishing themselves in the periods immediately before
through a general certainty of taste, may cause one to
suspect that their renewal is in part willed, artiflcial, and
sham: the monumental primitivism of the followers of Pi-
casso, the Hellenizing mystery of the metaphysicians, the
"magical realism" of the most recent Germans, the over-
innocence of the false "doganiert," the archaic simplifica-
tion of certain sculptures-in spite of some indisputable
and very significant and reassuringanalogies among them
(which confirm the general renewal). Having, on the other
hand, neither an absolutely necessary reason nor a secure
logical basis for their birth in one form instead of another,
they can create the impression that they represent the
fashion of the moment, rather than the characteristic of
an era. And if this does not detract (quite the contrary!)
from their present interest, it can in any case leave un-
certainties in judging their absolute value.

On the other hand, architecture finds itself newly in pos-
session of a marvelous tool, reinforced concrete,s which
we can really consider new, since the way we have used
it until now, believing it necessary to hide the truth of a
material under false casings and forcing it into typical
stylistic schemes, has ended up causing us to keep on
ignoring its extraordinary aesthetic possibilities (which
revolutionize the architectonic inquiry at its very base).
In this it possesses the sure necessity of its renewal.

According to age-old tradition, stone and brick have their
own aesthetic, born foom constructive possibilities by now
instinctiue to us. The meaning of ancient architecture lies
in the effort to conquer the weight of the material, which
makes it tend toward the ground. Rhythm was born from
overcoming this static difficulty. The eye was pleased by
an element or by a composition of elements when it or
they, through form or placement, reached perfect statie
rest. It is clear from this investigation how traditional
proportions, objects, and dimensions came about. Now,
with reinforced concrete, this scale of values loses its
sense and its entire raison d'Atre. From its new possibil-
ities (enormous projections, huge openings, and the con-
sequent use of glass as a surface uaLue, horizontal strati-
fication, slender pilasters) it necessarily derives a new
aesthetic, totally different from the traditional one. And
the general skeleton of the building, the rhythmic division
of the solids and voids, takes on entirely new forms.

It is understandable that the new aesthetic of reinforced
concrete completely escapes most people accustomed to
the traditional aesthetic, and worse, is denied by them.
More broad-minded people admit at most that the new
material can be used in its constructive purity only for
buildings of an industrial nature, and that a special aes-
thetic can be derived from them, not lacking artistic value,
but not extensible to other forms of architecture. Others
at most admit a compromise between constructive ration-
alism and some other element renewed from past art. And
these are the best cases. But almost everyone in Italy
denies that reinforced concrete can attain monumental
ua|ue. Now there is nothing more mistaken. If there is
any material susceptible of achieving classical monumen-
tality, it is precisely reinforced concrete, and it derives
this quality from rat;ionalism.

Not wanting to give too much importance to a building
which represents a still imperfect and transitory state,
we are nonetheless certain that the workshops of the Fiat
factory at Lingotto, one of the few examples of Italian
industrial building that has some architectonic value,
prove that from the perfect adherence of solutions to given
necessities (in this case from the apparently paradoxical



audacity of placing the large curved track on the roof of
the building, and from the logic of such a decision) there
can arise a plastic form having ualue in itself. It is evident
thatinthis way, perfecting itself through selection, mon-
umentality can be reacLced. Not dissimilarly, Rome re-
solved the problem of the amphitheater by creating an
organism so perfect and vital that today the Colosseum
constitutes for us a plastic form with absolute monumental
value, independent of the purpose for which it was cre-
ated.

We have said enough about the composition of aolumes.
In regard lo elements, we saw how some of them, having
absolute and analogous value when they were not identi-
cal, were already created in all countries. But naturally
we are still at the beginning of this investigation. While
on the one hand, reinforced concrete offers fundamental
connections that constitute for the architecture which de-
rives from it one of the greatest reasons, for certainty
(since there can be no art that does not overcome re-
straints and difficulties), it offers, on the other hand, a
magnificent and extremely vast range of ever increasing
possibilities.

What is more, just as from Lhe formai point of view the
analogy of straight and fine elements, the simplicity of the
plans, and the calm rhythm of solids and voids where the
alternation of geometric shades creates a composition of
spaces and values recall the periods of the beginning of
Greek architecture; so from the point of view of its d,eael-

opment, we can recognize all the characteristics of a new
ARCHAIC PERIOD in the history of architecture: stand-
ing at the beginning of a great future though as yet having
established but a small part of its characteristics, and
expecting the attainment of a fuller art through its natural
evolution, this rebirth exists within a general movement
of rebirth; it accompanies it and will dominate it.a

This concept of aspontaneous, logical, necessary (since it
is imposed by a set of conditions) archai,c return, can
clarify many points which at first gave rise to mistaken
interpretations. It seems useful to take them up again
here as a conclusion, in particular our theory of the ren-

unciation of indiuidualism. We have already said that we 97

considered this renunciation above all a temporary neces-
sity, partly with a curative value, in order to stem the
extremely dangerous disorder of ideas, tendencies, and
styles which make the conditions of Italian architecture so

uncertain. Besides, even foreseeing that the theory would
be attacked, we did not think it necessary to clarify one
point, since it seemed so obvious: by "renunciation of
individualism" we never meant to propose the absurd idea
that an architect must force himself to repress those spon-
taneous characteristics which would distinguish him from
another: a leveling of this kind could never result in any-
thing useful. What is more, it would be insincere and
therefore in open contrast to our movement. On the con-
trary, we meant and we mean that the desire (even if
basically good) to emerge leads too often to an artifirial
effort to distinguish oneself, to detach oneselffrom all the
others; that such ambitions to "ereate a style" almost
always end up in an originality of uncertain taste, in com-
positions and caricatures of traditional elements (possibly

little noticed or transformed) which perhaps do not lack
spirit but certainly lack solidity and architectural serious-
ness. In conclusion, this is harmful dilettantism more than
anything else, just as a certain excessive "ability" consti-
tutes a danger.

Instead, the "renunciation of individualism" means:
Not wantirry originnlity fw its oun sake.
Being satisfi.ed, witlt yrroducing for future selection.
To tend in euery way and with euery effort touard UNI-
FICATIONi of style (this is the fi,rst condition for the
birth of a truly Italian architecture), com,posing euery-
tldng witlt tlte same elements.
Not beirry afraid to work from a base that might seem
dry, and wtth means that migltt Wpear aesth,etically lim-
ited.
Limitirry to the utmost tlte number of e\ements used and
refi.ning them, to bring them to maximum perfection, to
tlre abstract purity of rhythm.

It is clear how the concept of build,ing in series is con-
nected to this system, along with the concept of the cre-
ation of those fundamental "types" destined for future
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98 selection, in the same way that those fundamental ele-
ments we pointed out are destined to perfect themselves
continuously in the future. We realize that in speaking of
"building in series" we lower the concept of art for many
people. They fear monotony, poverty, lack of imagination
and creative power. But in the first place, no one ever
said thal variety constitutes beauty. In the second place,
building in series offers the possibility of varying the ef-
fects with very few elements. Finally and most impor-
tantly, as we have already said, simplicity is not poaefiy
and to confuse the two reveals a lack of subtletv.

Our eyes are not as yet used to the new aesthetic, to its
pure grandeur and serene beauty. But little by little,
imperceptibly but surely, the evolution will come about,
taste will change, perhaps is already changing. And so,
just as people will recognize the monumental possibilities
and. our own characteristics in buildings now defined as
being of "foreign taste," not because they imitate those
buildings but simply because they link up with a ration-
alistic and anti-decorative tendency which has interna-
tional worth,6 in the same way they will realize that the
richest effects result not from useless ornament but from
the combination of a few materials and perfect workman-
ship.

People will come to see that mosaics, gold, and marble
perhaps never realized the magniflcence, the degree of
extreme elegance and refined luxury that can be attained
with the intense brilliance of glass, with the precise out-
lines of smooth woods, with the glossy surfaces of shining
metals. It will then be realized that the richness derived
from these things is not minor, but only more secret, and
that, aiming for perfection in simplicity, they represent
an extremelg high degree of ciailization.

Perhaps, when everyone understands this, we can con-
sider the archaic period of a new era closed.

"Architecture (IV): A Neto Archaic Era" is the Last of four
at'ticles pub|ished in Rassegna ltaliana from December 1926 to
May 1927. The first two articles appeared in English in Oppo-
sitions 6, Fall 1976, and the third articLe is published in-this
issue.-Ed.
1. In our second article about foreign architecture, we an-
nounced the publication in a plate apart from the text of the
model of a dye-works planned for Leningrad by Erich Mendel-
sohn; unfoftunately, the reproduction came out poorlv and we
had to leave it out.
2. See La Rassegna lta\iana, December 1926, February 1927,
and March 1927.
3. For brevity's sake, under the rubric "reinforced concrete" we
refer also to iron in all its new uses introduced today by the
evolution of building techniques.
4. That the general rebirth through the work of a new spirit
represents an "archaic return," and that architecture finds in
this its surest base, is conflrmed everywhere. In the flrst place,
compare the very important recent studies by Nicola Berrliaeff.
Then, Le Corbusier, for example, writes in regard to his project
for the Palais des Nations competition of having been "forced to
cre.ate forms susceptible of end,urtng, and not vanishing." Here
is just one of the many signs that architectonic investigations
have entered into a phase ofgreater certainty in relationto the
other arts.
5. Uniflcation, not leveling, as we already noted. Through uni-
fication, personal characteristics emerge anywa.y.
6. When dealing with a movement produced by complex and
remote causes, and by new and radical necessities, as in this
renewal of architecture, the precedence of a few years in the
representation of some characteristics, even if a source of pride
for the country or for the person who first experimented with
them, cannot, nevertheless, confer the right of paternity of
them. "German tendency" therefore means nbthingfnthis sense,
since it would bear another name, even if it were identicaL in
substance, if another country had been the first to experiment
with it.
With regard to Italy, already in our flrst article we declared
that "the spirit of tradition is so profound in Italy that evidently,
and almost mechanically, the new architecture will preserve-a
stamp which is typically'ollrs." This proves how unf6unded are
the fears of excessive foreign influence. For example, one char-
acteristic of the most recent German and Dutch architecture is
an absolute a,symmetry in the masses as much as in the elements.
Now while we cannot deny that very notabie resources and
interesting results derive from this condition, we must never-
theless recognize that it does not satisfy the Italian aesthetic.
Our classical substratum requires, if not absolute symmetry,
then at least a play of compensations which balances the varioris
parts.
Here is a sure guarantee of independence for Italian architec-
ture, and a profound reason for originality.



Article published in La Stampa,24 January 1927,

in a column entitled "Amidst Art and Literature"

Marziano Bernardi
Translation by Ellen R. Shapiro

From Milan we haue the announcement of a neta arclti- 99

tecture-new, to tell the trtdh, ttp to a certain point, since

.for years Le Corbusier in his tottgh, lucid books, tt:hich
are more like metaphysical treatises than practical for-
mu\o,tions of arch.itecturaL problems, has been preach,ing
in a messianic way in France while bui\ding his ltouses
utith, ratltless, c\eo,r, rigid, crysta\line Logic. But this an-
nouncement is of particular interest since it comes from
ItaLy, .from the new "GruTtpo 7" comprised of the Aoung
arcltitects Ubaldo Castagnoli, Lttigi Figini, Guido Frette,
Sebastiano Larco, Gino Pol|ini, Carlo E. Raua, and Giu-
seppe Ten'agni, and it is nou appearing in the pages of
Tom,aso Sillani's Rassegna Italiana. What are lfte Seven
saying, tchclt do they tt:ant? Noting hou elsewhere in Eu-
rope a "new spirtt" has a|read,y been born, a prerogatiue
o.l'yni'uileged times that is m,anifested in the peffict cor-
respondence qf the uarious Jbrm,s o.f art and their inJlu-
ence lrpon one another, the Seven Lament that the nezo

arclitecttual spirit has been long in deueloping in ltaly.
This spirtt has artsen-so they say---+tot througlt a ro-
nr,antic concept of the systematic desttaction of the po,st,
bu"t rather throttgh a sutttrcltion o.l' know\edge, a need for
order', clarity, and simplicity, tt'hich condenuts alL the
arti.fice and insincerity qf euen the two great ltaLian ar-
chitectttra| tendencies, the Ronrun and the Milanese, th,e

.fornter imitating th,e CinqtLecento, the latter, neoclassi-
cism.. "The neru forms oJ' arch,itecttre must receiue aes-
thetic 'ualue solely from the clruracter of necessity, and
otrLy th.en, by way o/ selection, 'will style be born, which
is crecLted not from. nothing, btt"t .from the constant use o.f

rat'ionaltsnt, of the perfect cowespondence of the structu.re
o.f'a butlding to the purposes it 1t'oposes. We mttst th,ere-

.fore pet"sttade ottrselues thcLt it is absolutely ruecessary to
procluce types, -fett end .ftntdanrcntal types, as Rome has
already done, 'unti.l the narirnurn result, until the com,-

plete sacrifice of the personality .for the spirit of construc-
ti.on. in series."

Belore.this kind of abnegatiorL, which resembles a true
ascetic'istn, ue remclin pensh.te, as when confronted with,
a certcLin co|lectiue and use\ess heroism. Obuiously, no
one clenies tltcLt architecture too ntust adltere to the new
necessities, fot' the modern m,achine derites ft'om and is



100 altered by them. But the great ambiguity lies in the con-
cept of usefulness: the machine must haue a precise ,pur-
pose; the object of beauty serues rlo purpose. The airplane,
the car, tlte lathe can ltaue, in fact do haue, an aestltetic
of their own: but this is accidenta|, inuoluntary, if not in
the details; if the case were different they would not be
machines anArnore but works of art. Art arises exclu-
siuely Jrom man, not from the tlting itself, nor from its
use. Destrog indiutduality (in aesthetics) and, you end up
destroying art. Tlte strtpped and alread,y modern nobitity
of Florentine palazzi of the Quattrocento is of a unique
type, tlrc Seven ffirm. This is true. But where does this
tmique type come from if not Jrom the empire of the great
triad BruneLLeschi-Mich,eLozzo-Alberti? We must always
go back, not to tlte inert ynaterta| or to utilitartan expe-
rience, but to the inuentiue genius oJ'man so that art may
be born and liue.

Letter published in Rassegna ltaliana, April 1927

Marziano Bernardi
Translation by Ellen R. Sh,apiro

We [Editors, Rassegna ltaliana] received the following
Ietter from Marziano Bernardi in Torino, editor of .Lo
Stampa and well known to readers of this magazina.

To the Editor,
I read, in the latest issue (March, 19ZZ) of Rassegna
Italiana that one of ynA notes of seuenty-one lines in La
Stampa (lanuary 2L, 1927) written with regard to tlrc
first article published by "Gruppo 7" in your magazine
had the ltonor of quite a liuely rep|y which ends by
complaining that ideas similar to those erpressed by me
can still cany weight in ltaly.

In asking you the cout'tesy of a counter-reply, I
cefiainly do not intend, in spite of the sometimes ironic
and sometimes sym,patltetic tone in which my way of
thinking was reuealed, to stir up another of the usuo,l
poLemics of a personal nature. Like those of a generaL
natu,re, polemics of this kind are perfectly useless in
art, and in the speciJic case of architecture, tlte act oJ'
building is much more ttseJiil and eloquent than talking
about bui\ding. I intend sitnply to confirm and clarify
certain points of the discttssion---<uidently not
understood by "Gntppo 7" beca,use of a uery justifiable
di a I e ctic al ine xp ert e nc e -tt hic h I b e lieu e adu antag e o, u s
to these same town-criers of'tlrc new architectural utord.

Let us pclls ouer tlte accusation of rhetoric made oJ'me
sctm,etah,at gratuitously ("Here is another example of
those rh,etorical uses according lo o fixed scheme, so
inualid for us etc."): I u.till always be lruppy to receiue a
lesson in style, artd therefore in liuing, from an
architect or a u,riter. Now let us get to the center of the
questiott.

Wllat scandalized "Grappo 7" llas my certainly not
u,ncotnlnon decluration tltat "an object of beauty seryes
rto p'urpose"; a statement, th,e Seuen comrnented, wh.tch
'ts "tru,ly amazing, wh,ich sh,eds light on an entire way oJ'

thittking nhich roe belieued and hoped, had, disappeared
in ltaly and which badly injured our country becau,se oJ'

.jttdgments mad,e abroad." It is too .facile a statentent to
be contested if taken in an ubsolute sense, but irt the



partiailar case of the argument it is intended as an
anti-term, of the other affirmation of "Gt'uppo 7": "The
new .fornts o.f architecture wiLL haue to receiue their
aesthetic aalue soleLy from the character o/ necessity."
And not realizing the antithesis, they throw tltis back at
n'Le: "Consequently, either architecture is not an object
of beauty, or e\se it must be useless. This is tlt"e same as
saying that if a house or a palazzo, for example, is used,

for liuing and is built toward that end, it could not,
according to the author of the article, in any case enter
into the categortes of art." Slout down, gentlemen; who
euer dreamed of upholding such nonsense? If the Seuen

deduce such an arbitrary sy\Logism from my sentence,
it is not rny fault. And so they imp|icit|y confirun what I
wrote in my note iz La Stampa: "t\rc great ambiguity
lies in the concept of usefulness." And while we a,re on
the subject of scrutinizing words, it seems to me that the
Seaen-toho ought to be enemies of naruow
clas siJtcations 

-re 
strict the concept oJ' architecture

slightly too much to the example of the ltouse-palazzo.
Cou\d it be that a column (Trajan's column), an obelisk
( P sammetico' s ), a .faqade ( the .faqade of J uu ara
jurto,posed with a medieual bui\dirry like Palazzo
Madama in Tortno), a trium.phal arch (the arch at
Leptis), a monument (the Altar of the Fatherland)
cannot be eramples of architecture? And so how sltould
they "receiue aesth,etic ualue from the sole character of
necessity"? What else? "Gruppo 7" speaks of
"architecture, which since its prehistortc origins, was
born aboue all to serue man." Would someone please tell
me what put-pose the faqade of San Marco serues? Or is
this not archttectttre? And is the wtfinished faqade of
the Tempio MaLatestieno not arcllitecture? If there was
euer a builder ruho was not concerned with making his
buildings be of use, this man was Leon Battista
Alberti. And for this toas he less of an architect?l

The work of art---<xactly in as rnuch as it is a work of
art-stands bg itself, independent of any concapt of
usefulness and necessity. It can coincide with this
concept. In fact, it is well to see to it that whateuer is
usefuL and necessary ends up being artistic as well. But
to subordinate tlrc aesthetic fact to an idea of usefulness

and n,ecessity nrcans to totaLLg deny tdeaL ualue

Bttt I really thought that this tendentious way of
Looking at artistic creation sub specie utilitatis had been
relegated to romantic reminiscence. And I am surprised
that young people are brtnging it back to the surface. In
th,e same way, I ltaue already been amazed by another
afJirmation' "Architecture cannot be individual any
longer" (see the fi.rst article oJ'"Gruppo 7" iz Rassegna
Italiana, December, 1926). And why? Do the Seuen haue
so Little.faith in the enduring ltalian ingeniousness, in
the indiuidual resources qf our race of bttilders and
attists, that they proclaim: "it is noru necessary to
sacrtJtce one's personality"? Th,is is why, drauring the
reproach,es of the Group, I spoke o.f'"useless heroism,"
all the more because the Group, contradicting itself,
admits the possibility of the 'm,an, of genius (no rarer in
arclLitecture than in painting or poetry, or music or
scuLTtture) for ultom it is "righ,t to create from nothing,
folLowing only inspiration." These youths haue a truly
'melanchoLy uision of the artistic future and maybe euen
of the present in renotLncing beforelrund all the joys of
the imagination.

It seems that at the buse qf "Gntppo 7"'s concept of
architecture is an ambigu,ity that weakens its aesthetic
uitality: an ambiguity which tends to identify tlre
c<tncept of architecture witlt, the concept of building
i,ttstead of utith that of building-art. A building can
coruespond perfectLy to its originaL pttrpose and not be a
work of art, and in that case not be an etampLe of
architecture either, according to the clctssic a.nd
u,ni'uersally recognized meaning of architectttre as a free
crecLtiue actiuity of the artistic imaginatiott. The Seuen
discttss workshops, docks, silos, tohiclt probably lmae
the same &Wearance euerywhere in the world and are
"not Lacking a sense of grandeur"; and they note h,ow

"certain factortes acquire a rh.yth,m of Greek purity
because, like the Parthenon, th,ey are stripped of al| that
is st+perflttous and respond only to the cltaracter of
necessity. In this sense the Pafihenon has a mechanical
ualtle" (does the Parthenon haue a mechanical ualue of
necessity? this is a somewltat bold discouery . . .). I am
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702 not denying that some industrial buildings can, be
clothed in singulady pure lines and prouoke a sensation
of grandeur. Is tltis supposed, to be a sensation oJ'art?
Not yet. Just as the intense traffi.c of an arsenal or a
railroad station can appea,r uery grandiose and
engaging, it is not artistic until the point at which one
of Dante's tercets or one of Monet's brushstrokeslhat
is to say, the poetic elaborution of an indiuiduaL
uision-,recreates it in its turn.

In conclu,sion: the character of necessity and utiLity is
not sufJicient to confer aesth,etic ualue. Theu talk about
the aesthetic of co,rs (let us note well, tltough, that they
speak oJ'th,e ctesthetic of certain machines: those which
are used by the public, not those uthich do their dark
toork in the hold of a ship or inside the wa\ls of a power
plant). Very uell tlten. But don't they realize that this
aestlrctic is ttothing more than the result of a struggle
and a conciliation between fhe necessities imposed, by
the m.ech,anism that ltas its needs and the tnodifying
autononty of man the creator who has his otan taste und
artistic sensibi|ity? Then they cite the exantple of the
transformation of the automobile. Wait a m,inute. In
this case it is ruore a question of taste and fashion. Tlte
Fiat 501 a|ready seems squat and heauy beside today's
sue\te 509. And how will it look tomoruow? Thus the
automobile, precisely because of this disagreement
between necessity and aesthetic sense, wtll neuer be

considered a work of art. Necessities in themsel,ueE o,re
not sufficient for creating art.

I would like to end, then, by repeating the words wtth
which I ended th,e short note th,at shrted this brief
debate: "We must always go back, not to the ineri
material or to utiLitartan erpertence, but to the
inuentiue genius of man so that art may be bortt and
liue."
Marziano Bernardi

Notes
1. In relation to the influ.e'nce of the great trtad Bntnelleschi,
Michelozzo, Alberti on tlte architecture of the Florentine
palazzi of tlrc Quattrocetfto---<Ltt, inJluence which the Seaen
challenge, stating that "e'uen fficial criticism has abandoned
sttch conuenient and ntistaken theories"-I send the Seuen to
The Architecture of the Quattrocento (part I, pp. 1511, 326) ba
AdoLfo Venturi, a book which tltey, being goctd arclti.tects, must
cefiainly harc read; the atdhor, tLtttil prouen othe'noise,
represents fficial criticism pretty toell.

Editors' Note [r?o,ssegna I taliatua]
Our valiant friends in "Gruppo 7" to whom this letter was
directed will answer it in their fourth article, which will
appear in the May issue of the magazine.



Reply published in Rassegna Italiana, May 1927

II Gruppo 7

Trattslation by Ellen R. Shapiro

We will not return to the question of "individualism"
since, independently of our contradictor, we have
already reconsidered and explained the question in an
exhaustive way, right in this last article. He will
therefore find an ans\\ er to his own observations on thal
subject, rvhich really is most impoftant.

We would like, hou'ever, to clarify one thing
immediately. Bernardi says that the interpretation we
give to his statement that "an object of beauty serves no
purpose" is arbitrary. The truth is that since the subject
was architecture, we do not see how else the sentence
could be interpreted, if not in relation to architecture.
However, if Bernardi's phrase does not explain what he
wanted to say, but rather what he did not want to say,
it is not really our fault. If this is so, we too beiieve that
in interpreting the hidden meaning, what is needed is
quite a different dialectical experience from our limited
one. Besides, we wiil always be happy to accept a lesson
in dialectics from a man of letters, even though we are
convinced that architecture can be discussed usefully
and positively only among architects.

In fact it seems that it was Bernardi himself who gave
his own interpretation to that concept of "necessity"
lvhich he qualifies rn ith the term "romantic" (the
"romantic reminiscence" consists, in fact, of "those joys
of the imagination" he talks about in relation to
architecture). We never meant to say that architecture
must serve, in the sense Bernardi believes, solely "a
value of necessity"; for a given architecture it means,
clearly, that no element exists in it which is superfluous
or which does not have a visible or hidden reason. The
aesthetic of the building arises from such purity. In this
sense, the fact that the Parthenon has a value of
necessity is not a discovery, but a proven fact with
nothing risky about it. On the contrary, we would say

103The April issue of Rassegna ltolicnru published
Marziano Bernardi's ans\yer to our note contained in the
thircl article of the Group u'hich appeared in March.
Since we cannot polemicize, u'e rvill ans\l'er briefly.



104 that the Parthenon is one of the greatest examples of
the spirit of necessity.

We indeed said that "architecture, at its beginning, was
born to serve man." But we certainly did not exclude
the possibility that, through its development, it would
take on decorative value too. So today, admitting the
Iogical return of an archaic period which we affirm in
this article, the very new architecture that corresponds
to it is necessarily bare. But since we have said many
times that our efforts tend soleiy to the end of preparing
types for future selection, it happens consequently that
architecture can enrich itself again and complete itself in
the future with decoration. And this decoration, born
spontaneously, can have a value of necessity, too. But
Signor Bernardi always seems to forget that we are
talking about today's architecture and today's needs.

He thus shows little success in identifying himself with
the spirit of the youth movements. And in believing that
these movements have little faith in the future, he is
saddened by them. We do not know if Bernardi had the
chance to visit "Gruppo 7"'s architecture room at the
Monza Biennale; this, too, v'ould make him sad.
However, we are certain that then he would realize how
far off he is from the youth of his time.

As for having mentioned solely the example "house-
pale,zzo," we limited ourselves to this out of the horror
we have for too many facile illustrations. I If we let
ourselves be carried away, we would each pull down
another, like cherries, so that we r.r,,ould find ourselves
face to face u'ith the most unexpected and happy
meetings: Psammetico's obelisk with a Monet
brushstroke, one of Dante's tercets with a Juvara
fagade. It is clear, though, that our example could be
extended (and we are leaving out industrial buildings
since they are strictly utilitarian in origin, so in their
case it is more evident than ever) even to churches and
public buildings.

Marziano Bernardi rightly says that the concept of
architecture should be identified u.ith that of building-

art. Now, if he u.ill admit it, this comes precisely out of
all our articles. Instead, as much as he will say is that
he considers architecture solely an art form (and this is
not enough), so that he actually denies industrial
buildings any value as art.

Finally, he asserts, and listen to this, that Alberti was
"not concerned with making his buildings be of use." We
would like to know, since he seems to be in the habit of
basing his opinions on those of authoritative sources,
where he got such incredible information. Bernardi
seems to ignore the fact that Alberti was a
mathematician before he was an artist, and that he was
closer than anyone ever to the purest spirit of necessity
in all his buildings.

And he seems to forget that architecture is as much
mathematics as it is art. But even this is more easily
understood by an architect. Thus, we would like to
conclude by remembering the comprehension with which
our movement was discussed, right in Torino, in the
February issue of Architettura Italiana (therefore not
Iong after Bernardi's first note), by a very well-known
architect.
"Gruppo 7"



Notes

1. Certainly, even we have cited correspondences between
various art forms, for which we have offered examples. But
we were dealing with visible and sensible analogies, or, above
all, those limited to works of the same period, representing
various aspects of that period.
Otherwise, it is too easy to fall into amateurish or romantic
confusion. Thus, Psammetico's obeiisk, Tlajan's column, and
Juvara's faQade for Palazzo Madama are considered
architecture, when they are really three examples which lie at
the edge of architecture, and flt rather into the category of
decorative art, even if they are monumentai. And these
examples are mixed in with the fagade of San Marco, precisely
(and, it seems, purposely) one of the most hybrid monuments
of architecture. And even though this r,l'ork reveals a
correspondence 'w.ith the internal structure under the beauty of
its facing, it represents one of the least sincere periods. And
while the arch at Leptis is the oniy example on the list having
a frankly constructive value since it corresponds to the
required exigencies, the strange list closes, imagine this, with
the Altar of the Fatherland-but it is better not to talk about
that.
And yet it shows, for example, that we need the help of a
Dante or a Monet (this is romanticism) to be able to appreciate
the external value of a view of modern traffic. Perhaps
because he lacks this help Signor Bernardi is so sure that the
machines in a hold of a ship or in a power plant lack aesthetic
value. But not everyone shares his uncertainty.
With regard to Venturi's reference to the "Quattrocento" in
relation to Bruneileschi, Alberti, and Michelozzo, it does not
seem to us at all that on pages 154 and 326 Venturi meant to
give to his observations on the undeniable influence of the
three architects the special extension Signor Bernardi gives
them. If it is indeed so, then we are readv to admit that we
were too optimistic in attributing to official criticism the
breadth of ideas we mentioned.
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Reviews and Letters



Reviews 1 PLan of Rome by Giouanni Battista
Nolli (17/t8).

2 Twelue architects' "imaginary
projects" based on Nolli's plan.
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Roma Interrotta

"Roma intertotta," an exhibition orga-
nized by Incontri Internazionali d'Atle
and heLd at the Mercati d,i Traiano,
Rome, MayJune 1978.
Catalouue, Roma interrotta (Ronte: In-
cantrl Internazionali d'Arte fficina edi-
zioni,1978).
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110 Roma Interrotta Twelve architects, selected according to
a logic that is difficult to understand, were
invited to draw up an "imaginary project"
for Rome. To each one of them one of the
twelve divisions which form Giovanni Bat-
tista Nolli's splendid plan of Rome of 1748
was g'iven as the basis for as many "ar-
chitectural fantasies" (figs. 1, 2). This is
not the place to discuss whether such ex-
ploits are useful or not; we know that they
are generally considered popular, and in
fact they act as an eloquent index for the
comprehension of the state of health of
contemporary architectural work. Merely
academic exercises, misleading opportun-
ities for comparison, these invitations to
the designer's fantasy irresistibly provoke
the incurable narcissism of architects, and
provide them u'ith indispensable subii-
matory transferents. In practice these oc-
casions have no other function than to al-
iment the growing market for archi-
tectural exhibitions, which absorbs, with
ever increasing ease, the products of an
"international design brigade. "

In the case in point, the result u''as an
exhibition called "Roma interrotta." The
title is undoubtedly intended to be ambig-
uous, particularly in the present situation
which is fraught with polemics and moral
indignation regarding the future (cer-
tainly not a very bright one) of modern
Rome. But polemics and anathemas have
no power at all-as has been shown by
the experience of the past thirty years-
to change anything in a city which has
been so monstrously devastated. Nor does
it make very much sense to expose latent
possibilities for a radical transformation
of the present-day city. In particular
when these means turn to the most ac-
cepted models ofthe modern architectural
tradition, or to clumsy anti-historical
demolition with the aim of restoring a sit-
uation in which "honest architecture" can
be built (almost as if to imply absolution
for the soul of architecture from the dis-
asters perpetrated by the "evil forces" re-
sponsible for the "sack of Romo").r It is
therefore surprising not to flnd the name

of Leonardo Benevolo among those in-
vited to replan Rome: his observations
and proposals, contained in his commend-
able volume Roma, da ieri a domani,
seem to be ahead of the time in respect to
the academic exercise proposed by the ex-
hibition.'? But whereas the proposals put
for"ward by Benevolo claim to be practical,
and are founded on deeply rooted histor-
ical prejudice (the writer's scorn for the
architectural and urbanistic transforma-
tions undergone by Rome after the unifi-
cation of Italy are typical in this sense),
the twelve architects of "Roma interrotta"
seem to be more aware of their own limits.
Their projects rise a6oue any operative
implication: putting their faith in the plan
of Nolli, they do au,ay with the embar-
rassing presence of modern Rome. Thus
their games can be conducted with com-
plete liberty: between the'project and the
subject of the project exists a playful re-
lationship. When the issue is set out in
these terms, it is clear that the title of the
exhibition has very little meaning and
throws little light on the operations at-
tempted. For given the fact that the proj-
ects are on a "sporting" basis, and that
the treatment is academic, the possibility
of architectural commitment is terminated
at the very moment in which the projects
are hung on the exhibition walIs. Rome,
the city with its history and its problems,
is merely an occasion: other "plans" for
other cities would have provided equally
valid programs.

But in what sense are we to understand
the title, which must necessarily be our
starting point? Perhaps a better title
would have been "architettura interotta"
("architecture interrupted"): having seen
the results, and having considered the
premises of the exhibition, it seems quite
clear that the "interruption" does noL re-
fer to the object (Rome) as much as to the
material being projected (architecture).

Architecture is an historical instrument
for that part of reality which can be trans-
lated into the taxonomy of space. With



regard to the reality u'hich thus takes
shape, the ianguage of architecture is de-
veloped as a search for its own laws of
autonomy: the stronger the order is over
reality, the severer appears the program
of power which develops in this language;
or, on the other hand, the more abstract
the relationship betu.een the program of
power and the form ofreality, the greater
possibility there is for the language to
search for its own autonomy, to appear or
show itself to be independent.3 Between
absolute constriction and absolute uproot-
edness, betu'een these tu'o opposite poles
the main innovatory phases of the work
of architecture pass.'1 To paraphrase an
important page of Jaques Lacan, it might
be said that contemporary research or at
least component details belonging to it, or
at any rate to the tendencies displayed in
the "Roma interrotta" exhibition, remind
us that architecture "even at the very end
of its rope maintains its value as an es-
sential part of the mosaic. Even if it com-
municates no message, it represents the
exisLence of communication; even if it be
destined to deceive, it speculates on the
good faith of the evidence."s This condi-
tion, typical also of the actual state of
architectural u,ork, or rather of some of
its "pathological" components, makes
regt'essiort possible, "u'hich is nothing but
an actualization within the discourse of
phantasmic relationships rvhich are re-
turned by an ego at each stage of the de-
composition of the structule."6 The plac-
ing of architecture, particularly of its
language, within the fracture between or-
ganisnt and reality "generates the cease-
less squaring of the inr.entories of the 'I"'
and causes it to appear as abody-itt-pieces
"in the form of cut-off limbs and organs
reproduced externally, u'hich take on
u,ings and arm themselves for intestinal
persecutions." 7

This fracture can be seen with even
greater clarity when architectural desigrr
enters into a dialogue with history, when
it accepts confrontation u,ith it. This is
true, paradoxically, even when the histor-

ical object is taken to be fully available,
completely transformable. In this case,
the taking of Nolli's plan as a starting
point, while it insures the harmlessness of
the confrontation, renders the dialogue
with historic Rome appareitl; the serious-
ness of the game that follou,s is impugned
by its initial mystification, seeming to
make practicable an autonomous condition
for architectural language, as it dances in
front of a mirror mercilessly reflecting its
own decomposition. Architecture comes
to find itself in an oneiric condition, which
allor,r's it the greatest freedom, in deciding
the rules of the game, to shorv itself either
in the fullness of its ou'n ideological vo-
cation, or, at the other extreme, in an
apparent indifference tolr,'ard its own lan-
guage-in fact, as Carlo Giulio Argan has
shrewdly observed, to prove its own abil-
ity in "a series of gymnastic exercises of
Imagination on the parallel bars of Mem-
ory." *

But in this case not all the exercises at-
tempted brought tangible benefits to lhe
body of the acrobat. The specific gravities
of the results exhibited are too different
one from another. The reactions that can
be registered in the perfect luminosity of
the mirror on vl,hich the projects are re-
flected are too discordant. The spirit of
the game has been understood oniy by a
feu'. Only a few projects have accepted
the necessity to construct themselves as
archaeology or "inventories" of their or,l'n
language, to display themselves with "sin-
cerity. "

But in order to isolate the various atti-
tudes of our planners, it is better to ex-
amine their architectural proposals in de-
tail. Paolo Portoghesi is the only one rvho,
at least in the planning stage, seems to
$,ant to keep to a literal interpretation of
the title of the exhibition: he writes,
"Rome can be considered an interrupted
city if we reflect on the fact that after
having undergone an organic process of
growth and contraction for centuries
u.hile maintaining its essential coherence,

it was then swallowed up within an alien 111
body that surrounded and suffocated it."e
His project follows from this affirmation
(fig. 3). His constructions are intended to
restore images of a lost natural organicism
of urban forrn, borrou'ing their morphol-
ogy from the most dramatic aspects of
nature and the Roman landscape. An in-
ferred and mysterious city emerges, an
exuberant and often redundant construc-
tion which takes on suggestions of the
most diverse nature and from which it is
not easy to extract any idea oforder, even
merely as regards idiom. Antoine Grum-
bach follou's a path rvhich is only appar-
ently different (fig. a). In actual fact he
too pursues a lost continuity: his inverse
archaeology "is a search for a unity of
urban form which the historical develop-
ment of Rome has canceled; only fleeting
traces of it remain, to be detected only in
minor episodes and in problematic sug-
gestions whose sole continuity is the frag-
ile netil.ork of their "vegetation refer-
ences."t0 Robert Venturi, on the other
hand, moves in a quite different territory
(flg. 5). The Rome Nolli describes is for
him like the maps in a tourist guide. What
stands out in his photomontage is the
technique used for the complete liberation
of fantasy. The result is repetitive-re-
petitive as regards the technique em-
ployed, but also as regards the bravura to
u'hich his pop poetics and his ironic
"Americanism" have accustomed us for so
long: his Rome clasps hands warmly with
Las Vegas.

There are very different ways tojudge by
the results, of facing the confrontation
u'ith such an important theme and of pos-
ing the question about the relationship
betri een history and desig'n, but u.ays
u'hich have in common-particularly in
the first two cases-a certain optimism.
History, translated into metaphorical
form or ransacked analytically, seems to
bring back sense and motivation to the
decomposed nature of architecture. Ob-
viously the instruments and the idioms
used are quite different inasmuch as the



3 Paolo Portoghesi and Vittorio
GigLiotti, Rome. Analogies between tlte
phgsical and urban enaironments. Lefi,
uiew of a gorge near Barbarano, Lazio,
com,pared with the Via di Ponico, Rome
Right, uiew of a gorge near Pitigliano,
Lazio, compared with a .foreshortened
uiew from ground leuel of the Via
Propagando Fide, Rome.

/t Antoine Gntmbach, Paris. Left, the
MausoLeum of Lucio Peto in the Via
Sa\aria. Righ,t, the nearbE Vill,a Albani.

5 Robefi Venturi and John Rau,ch,
Philadclphia. From Rome to Las Vegas.
Co\Lage of a collage.

6 Romaldo Giurgola, New York.
Sketches showing the park, the Seruian
Aggere, the workshops, and the
comm;u.nity building.

112 projects appear more or less ingenuous or
more or less serious. In some cases the
architectural proposals pursue a flcti-
tiously practical quality, almost profes-
sional in character, as in Romaldo Giur-
gola's project (flg. 6), or "provocative" in
a literary manner, as in that of Nino
Dardi, which is, however, obscure and
cryptographic (flg. 7). Other architects
aim at an oneiric suggestiveness whose
consistency is hardly comprehensible, as
the disappointing drawings of Robert
Krier show (flg. 8), or the rather super-
ficial historicism of Michael Graves whose
"poetics of the fragment" can, in certain
respects, approach that of Grumbach (flg.
9). Generally speaking, many of the proj-
ects displayed in the exhibition give rise
to the suspicion that the architects have
been forced to adopt cultural models
which are too challenging for them, almost
as if this "Roman outint'' had become the
occasion for reliving the strong emotions
and fascinating adventures of the great
European travelers ofthe nineteenth cen-
tury. It is no coincidence that in the texts
u.hich the architects themselves have pre-
pared for the catalogue to the exhibition
we find references to Goethe and to the
Nazarenes. Naturally these are "inde-
cent" comparisons: how can the graphic
"notes" of Grumbach be compared with
the delightful pen-and-ink drau,ings of
Goethe? Betlr,'een these rather false ex-
ercises and the adventures of classical cul-
ture lies a great abyss. Nor, for that mat-
ter, have other projects or other
interpretations managed to revive or in-
terpret the spirit with which the best pup-
ils of the Ecole des Beaux Arts ap-
proached the study of classical antiquity
during their stay at Villa Medici: exam-
ining many of the projects displayed in
the exhibition, we are aware of a real nos-
talgia-and it would also seem to be
shared by some of the architects them-
selves-for the very careful observations
and the extremely elegant reconstructions
of the students of the Ecole. In our case,
the "failed diaries" become a pendant to
the superficial archaeology and improba-
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7 Constantino Dardi, Rome. Seuen
proposals for the area sunou,nding the
Trtdente. Left, plan showtng the
Mauso\eo di Augusto and the Ripetta
embankment. Right, plan showing the
Piazza de| Popolo and the Tridente.

ble utopias. The lacking archaeology
forms, in fact, the complementary pole of
a clumsily provocative utopistic attitude,
vi'hich, in the project for the "Phalanx of
Rome," stridently couples the text of
Fourier with the collage of Piero Sartogo
(flg. 10); in "montage" of this kind the
desire to astonish reaches the point of
farce.

Among so many peregrinations u.ithout
credible goals, only one project has at-
tempted to play the game the whole way,
imposing strict rules on itself for this pur-
pose, even though the necessity to do so
was felt by other architects as well.11

Colin Rowe confronted Nolli's plan by at-
tempting systematicaliy to cancel out ail
the divisions between the present of his
project and the historic past of the object
to be transformed, fully accepting the rev-
elation of the impossibility of his own pro-
cedure. He thus assumes an attitude
which is fundamentally archaeological.
Tne subject does not seem to suggest any-
thing "modern" to him; he does not give
us a project but rather a restitution (fi1.
11). In this sense, his proposals do not
suffer from any of the nostalgia which dis-
turbs the projects which have been men-
tioned above. What Nolli represented is
considered as evidence to be investigated;
and around it Rou,e organizes an archae-
ological dig. But what is the spirit of this
archaeology? The careful, elegant plans of
Rowe reveal a positivist inclination, show-
ing how archaeology is conceived as "re-
construction," completion, refusal of any
romantic yielding to the fascination of
ruins-u,hich can frequently be glimpsed
between the lines of the other projects.
Rowe seems to move about in the midst
of the classical ruins fraught with the
same anxiety which inspired the Anglo-
Saxon archaeologists of the nineteenth
century when faced with the "impenetra-
bility" and incompleteness of their discov-
eries. His intellectual attitude is similar
both to that of the "reconstructors" of the
palace at Knossos and the Stoa of Attalo
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B Robefi Krier, Vienna. "Ld CdscL."

9 Michael Graaes. Princeton. Porta
Maggiore. "As Villa Madama in its
present fragmentary state asks us to
remember a more complete ord,er, so
aLso the city in its bttilt state can engage
us to make completions through. our
culttt"ral mernory."

10 Piero Sartogo, Rome. The Roman
P haLanr realizing P halan sterian
harmony and occupging the north west
sector just behind tlw riuer in th,e areo,
around. th,e Mausoleo di Adriano, the
Valle del\'Inferno, and the Fornaci.
Lefi, the trans.formation of th,e area near
St. Peter's using arcades. Right, a page

-from Charles Fottrier, Theorie de quatre
mouvements, .1808.
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and to that of the Prix de Rome archi-
tects. The ruins give rise to a classical city
in whose forms fantasy and archaeoiogy
are inextricably mixed; the fragment is
put in its place in an ahistorical contin-
uum, rigorously represented in severely
detailed plans with a precision hardly ever
seen nou'adays.

If Rorve adapts himself completely to this
abstract game, revealing his conception of
"a relationship u'ith history" which is re-
gret without nostalgia, Leon Krier, with
particular sensibility for the superfluous,
seems to put his money mainly on irony
(flg. 12). It is a different kind of irony
from that repeated rather too often by
Venturi, but is equally egocentric in em-
phasizing the spectacular quality of the
techniques used for representation. The
insistence with which Krier pursues a
kind of "return" from the project lo the
drawing almost neurotically implies the
limits of an idiom vr,hich, in the weakness
of its meanings, tends more and more to
reflect itself. The iarge, unadormed con-
structions imagined by Leon Krier aim at
producing traumatic effects against the
natural background of Roman monu-
menLs, the organic sedimentation which
they are intended to interupt. His "anti-
pretty" poetics play ambiguously on the
use of the reflned or useless graphic detail
and make constant use of "out of scale"
images, '"vhile indirectly declaring their
own ineffectuality through the aimost al-
legorical character of the proposed trans-
forrnation of Rome, as in the case of the
solution devised for Piazza San Pietro,
imagined as an enormous pool in an un-
expected surrender to neo-Futurist poet-
ics.

Some of the salient features that charac-
terize the intellectual approaches of Rowe
and Leon Krier are also to be found com-
bined in Aldo Rossi's project (fig. 13). He
affirms his otgn extraneousness both to
the citi, and indirectly to the suggestions
offered by Nolli, writing in the catalogr"re:
"This project does not concern some hy-
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pothetical alternative to the growth of the
city, and is indifferent to relations u'ith
the city-in particular rvith the city of
Rome, or Roma inLerrotta."12 The rela-
tionship with history that is probed in
such complicated ways in many of the
other projects displayed by Rossi is re-
duced to a way of rendering obvious-
pat"lante it might be said, bearing other
projects of his in mind-the intimations
and annotatir-rns of memorv. These inti-
mations are manifold and extremely dif-
ferent from one another: "the most posi-
tive examples I went back to," affirms
Rossi, "are those of the reconstructions of
the great Prix de Rome architects and the
romantic archaeological school of the
French and Germans, as well as the im-
ages of Cecil B. De Mille and other Hol-
lyu'ood directors and Fellini's Satyricott,
images which are a basic part of our ar-
tistic education." 13

Whatever the evident results of such mul-
tifariousness, this project of Rossi's is an-
imated above all by a strong desire Lo

reveal itself; it is an architecture that
wants to show itself off, one that uses
design to relate the formation of idiom
emphasizing the appearance of form, but
with the aim of concentrating the u'hole
of our attention on the originality and au-
tonomy of this process. Rossi's proposal
stresses the archaeological theme-a com-
plex of baths punctuated by repeated and
recurrent images-as in his other projects
repeated confirmation of that obstinate-
ness which characterizes his work, as Vit-
torio Savi has shown so brilliantly. 'a
Rossi's activity finds an apt comment in
the u,ords of Lacan *,hich have already
been quoted, in which the l'rench scholar
maintains that all forms which are defined
and which once deflned remain obstinately
the same show the presence ofphantasmic
relationships which constitute "the inven-
tory of the 'I'." Repetition is, then, one of
the characteristics of this project of
Rossi's; there is an "introspective mem-
ory" which forrns the subtle thread that
holds together the decomposition of the

11 Peter Carl, JtLdith, di Maio, Steuen
Peterson, Colin Route, U.S.A. Nolli.:
Eighth sector. Aronom,etrtc uiew
showing the Auentino Hi,ll and the
BotannicaL Gardens.
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12 Leon Krier. London. The new district
centers. "The couered, piazza at th,e
intersection o.f Via Condotti and the Via
del Corso wouLd contain an airline
term,inal, and each piLlar wottld support
(L huge c\ock shouing local time of a\l
the prtncipal cities of the world . . . .

Th,e huge glass eLements would be lit up
at night to appear as lnoons in th,e semi-
do,rkness of the piazza.

projected structure and from u,'hich blos-
som, solitarily, ne\ r forms destined to ac-
quire relative autonomy and thus to defln-
itively become part of Rossi's poetic
repertoire. In the case of this latest proj-
ect, there is a neu' sign dreamily being
developed-the delightfui design for the
ca,sa deL tZ ("tea-house").

The project of James Stirling (flg. 14) car-
ries self-narration to an extreme. It is not
composed of the elegant lines used by
Rossi, but can be placed, rather, in the
class of the inuentory: it is a not particu-
larly original piece of sleight-of-hand, a
montage, following the indications of the
Nolli plan, of all the other works of Stir-
ling, who, withoul false modesty, afflrms
"megalomania is a privilege of a minority
ofthe elect. Piranesi u,ho drew up his plan
in 1762 was undoubtedly a Megalomanical
Frustrated Architect (MFA), as also were
Boullee, Vanbrugh, Soane, Sant'EIia, Le
Corbusier, etc., and it is in this noble com-
pany of MFAs that we put forward our
proposal."rs On a more modest Ievel, his
present project recalls to mind both the
architectural montage presented by Ay-
monino and his group at the Milan Trien-
nale of 1973, and that of the "analogous
city" designed by Rossi and Arduino Can-
tafora, u'ithout possessing its poetic vein.
Stirling simply ends up by giving us an
anthokigy of himself, but despite his evi-
dent efforts, he does not manage to de-
duce an organically delineated path. What
he ends up designing is his own multiplic-
ity-and admiring his own image reflected
in it. His is a trick parallel to that pro-
posed by the exhibition. It is a double
operation of "de-contextualization": the
one caried out with regard to Nolli's plan,
and the other carried out on the body of
his own work, rather sadistically perhaps
but one which makes a contribution to the
clarity of the results-the image of the
evident dispensabiiity and indifference of
architecture.

Rossi and Stirling accept the rules of this
game only to break them, as in part does

l



Venturi. But even a game, if the rules are
not kept, becomes an intransigent reve-
lation of sources that are too deep not to
exert a paralyzing influence (Venturi), or
of an uprootedness, diversity, and limi-
tation to projects which seem to be pro-
hibited from returning to the natural law
of organisms (Stirling and Rossi). But the
fantasies of Rossi and Stirling, their
drarvings that are meant to state the for-
mation of architectural forms, tend to
make a fetish of their projects. It is there-
fore appropriate that as fetishes, the area
prei'erred for them is that of the exhibi-
tion-a place in which the relationship be-
tween the public and architecture be-
comes dominantly fetishist. Giorgio
Agamben has u,ritten, most aptly, that
"a fetish, .'vhether it be a part of the body
or an inorganic object, is, at one and the
same time, the presence of that nothing
that is the maternal penis, and the signal
of its absence; the symbol of something
and, at the same time, of its negation, it
can be maintained only at the price of an
essential laceration, in u'hich the two op-
posing reactions form the nucleus of a true
fracture of the 'I' llch,spaltung)" r6-of the
body in fragments of architecture we
might say (or of anyone who still feels
obliged to play with it).

Notes
Th.is reuieu uas origlrtolLy publtshed in Japa-
nese in A+U, October 1978, and is published
here in Enolish unth lhp kind permissiotr t'l
Mr. Toshio Nakonurn oi lhe A+U Publishittg
Co. Ltd.
1. In recent times many debates and polemics
have arisen about contemporary Rome and its
urbanistic development and about the "evils
which afflict the city." In the past, various ar-
chitectural competitions have been the oecasion
of violent clashes; we need mention only the
story of the competition for the buiiding of new
offices for the House of Deputies in 1966-a
storv which has not yet been concluded (cf. M.
Tafuri, 1l Concorso per i nuoui uffi.ci della
Cannera dei Deputati [Rome, 1968]). The cul-
tural attitude we refer to in these pages is
exemplified in a typical way in the book by Italo
Insolera, Roma modenLa (Turin, 1962).
2. In all his writings Benevolo shows himself
to be consistent with the principles set out in
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13 ALdo Rossi, Mi\an. Project: tlLe
reconstructiott of the Terme Antctniane
and the old aqua.duct with the most
modern heatinglcooling systems Jbt' the
use of the neu bathing facilities for
pLeasure, loue, and gymnastics, with
auriliary pauiLions for fairs and
markets. Perspectiue of the pauilions
with the bathing .facilities in the
background.
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1I Jarnes Stirlin91, l,ortdort. Con'ecttotrs
to Noll,i's plan, (Sol ution MFA). PLan
s I t o tui ng .f ormaL e I sm ent s oJ' tlLe'pro.j e ct .

the volume Roma, da i.eri a dom,ani (Bari,
1971). Regarding the possible parallelism men-
tioned heie betri-een the proposals of Benevolo
and the "Roma interrotta" exhibition see the
chart on page 158 shou'ing a montage ovel'a
built-up si,ctlon of the perifhery of Rome of the
plan of the residential c,rmplex designed by
Bakema and van den Broek in Noord Kenne-
merland in 1959.
3. I have already made a preliminary attempt
to illustrate this modern condition of architec-
tural u'ork, together with M. Tafuri in the last
chapter of our Architetturo Contenlporanea
r Milan, 1966). If these al'guments are exlended
to the Irroblem of the relations betueen archi-
tectural idiom and technical development, the
fundamental analyses of Martin Heidegger
should be borne in mind ({.ln,terwegs zur sache
[Pfullingen, 1959], and Vort'riige und Aufstitze
lPfullingen, 1954,|). I havc tlied to develop this
same lheme in the opening part of m)' essay
"Critica e Progetto," rvhich is to appear in Op-
positiotts 13.
.1. Essential in this matter is M. Foucault's
Sut'ueiller et Puntr. Noissailce de La Prison
(Paris, 1975), in particular the essay on pan-
optism.
5. J. Lacan, Ecnis (Paris, 1966).
6. Ibid.
7. Ibid., p. 91.
8. G. C" Argan in his introduction to the cat-
aiogue Eoriia irtten'otta (Rome, 1978), p. 12.
9. P. Portoghesi and colkragues, Roma inter
rr;ila, p. 100.
10. A.'Glumbach. "L'architecture au defi,"
Rotrt.a intenotta,, p. 67.
11. E.g., C. Dardi, "Sette interventi intorno ill
Tridente," Rom.a 'i.nterrotta, p. 58, writes,
"however, the dimension of the game rzn'ill be
true anrl complete only if we decide to declare
beforehancl rvhat the rules, the norms, ancl the
excelrtions to it i'eally ale."
12. A. Rossi, "Progetto: Ricostruzione clelle
Terme Antoniane .," Rouru interrottcL, p.
184.
13. Ibid., p. 187.
14. The theme of "obstinatcness" as a charac-
teristic of the projects of Rossi is dealt with
repeatedly by V. Savi in his intelesting essay
L'art'ltitettura di Aldo llo.s.si (Milan, 1976). I
have cliscussed the same mattel', also ri-ith re-
garcl to Savi's analysis, in the final paft of my
essar'"Clitica e Pl'osetto." cited above.
15. J. Stirling, "Coriezioni alla pianta di Roma
del Nolli (la soluzione MAF ),",?orna intenottu,
p. b'J.
16. G. Agamben, Stanze (Turin, 1977), p. 40.

Figure Credits
1-8, 10-1.1 Reprinted from the catalogue
Ronta ittterrotta (Rorne: Incontri
Iuternazionali d'Aite e Olficina Edizioni,
19?8).
9 Courtesy Michael Graves.
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Two much-
anticipated books
are now available

Streets ag Channels
Toward an Evaluation of Trans-
portation
Potentials for the Urban Street
Peter Wolf

Street as Locus ol Communlcation
and Signilication
The Street as a Communications
Artifact
Thomas V. Czarnowski
Toward a Theory of Production of
Sense in the Built Environment
Diana Agrest

Structure in Nature
ls a Strategy for
Design
by Peter Pearce
$4s.00
The structural designs that occur in
nature-in molecules, in crystals, in
living cells, in galaxies-are proper
sources ol inspiration, Peter Pearce
affirms, for the design of man-made
structures.

Nature at all levels builds respon-
sive and adaptive structures that
conserve material and energy
resources through the use of
modular components combined with
least-energy structural strategies.
This book-itself designed with
graphic modularity and richly illus-
trated with examples of forms
created by nature and by man,
including some remarkable and sur-
prising architectural structures
developed by the author-leads the
designer in this "natural" direction,
beyond the familiar limitations of the
right angle and the cube and into a

\
The MIT Press
Massachusetts lnstitute of
Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142I

On Streets
based on a project ol The lnstitute
lor Architecture and Urban Studies
edited by Stanlord Anderson
s45.00
Contentt
People in the Phyrical
Environment:
The Urban Ecology of Streets
Stanlord Anderson

Streets in the Part
The Street: The Use of lts HistorY
Joseph Rykwert
The Scenes of the Street:
Transformations in ldeal and Reality,
1 750-1 871
Anthony Vidler

Structure ol Slreets
The Spatial Structure of Streets
William C. Ellis

Buildings and Streets:
Notes on Configuration and Use
Thomas L. Schumacher

Street Form and Use:
A Survey of PrinciPal American
Street Environments
Victor Caliandro

richer world of torms baged on the
triangle, the hexagon, and gen-
eral polyhedra, as well as saddle
polyhedra spanned by minimal
continuous surfaces.

Pearce's work follows in the tradi-
tion established by D'ArcY Went-
worth Thompson and Konrad
Wachsmann, and reflects his earlier
close working association with
Charles Eames and Buckminster
Fuller.
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The Open Hand:

Essays on Le Corbusier

edited by Russell Walden

$25.O0

"Because Le Corbusier is the most complex and enigmatic of the masters of modern archi-
tecture, this informative collection of 14 essays ranging across his entire career is most
welcome. The subjects are organized into five parts dealing with his theory, his early paris
period, his concern with an urban utopia, his spirituality, and his work at Chandigarh. These
include some fascinating inquiries into the sources of his ideas and his iconography. a few per-
sonal reminiscences, and some accounts of his dealings with clients. The material that
attempts to shed light on Le Corbusier's thinking predominates and is excellent."-Choice

Among the contributors are Maxwell Fry, Jane Drew, paul rurner, Mary patricia May
Sekler, Charles Jencks, Stanislaus"von Moos, and Anthony Sutcliffe.

The Mathematics
of the ldeal Villa
and Other Essays

by Colin Rowe

$15.95

"The most brilliant essayist in the field of modern architecture is Colin Rowe, Professor of
Architecture at Cornell University. His writings are passionately followed by a sizable number
of people on both sides of the Atlantic and are a myth among many more architects and his-
torians-a myth because a curious reticence on Rowe's part has kept many of his essays from
wide circulation."-Stanford Anderson, Professor of Architecture, M lT

Charles Jencks wrote in Modern Movements in Architecture (1973): ". . . when Colin Rowe
published his article 'The Mathematics of the ldeal Villa' in 1947, those who had been follow-
ing the emergent Neo-Platonism were not surprised. Here was New Palladianism fully born
right from the top of Corbusier's head."

The Modulor
by Le Corbusier

$5.95, paper

Modulor 2
by Le Corbusier

$2,95, paper

The City of Tomorrow
by Le Corbusier

$6.95. paper

Lived-in Architecture
Le Corbusier's Pessac

Revisited

by Philippe Boudon

$5.95, hardcover
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